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:~isEt~RALd~r~Ect<~,,/A. xegion.al ..development on Shmnes.Moun- closed by re ferendum in 1986. corporat ion ,  i , ' L ~ ' '+ ' i~ ,  I ~ I ~ '  ' ' ' '  " ~: "' 
+ . . . . . .  mr  . ~YSn¢ s not In +. ta lnwes fo f .Ter raee ;on  Hwy i6 .  ' ' I 'm opposed tO the shares Watmou,,h said he " . . . . .  a . . . .  sx~ corporation would when the agreementtosel l  to .  .: 
~av0ar.0=:mnverung a debt.it's .. i.Thornhill +~regional..district for the .sire le+' reason, we thinks a . . . . . .  ? '~"  wm~ away trom it and buy new Shames was first struck . . . . .  • : 
'°,.w..ed~bY~t~he.:~hmesMount~n ~edtOr.!iLes.~i.~at.m.ou~h~sald shouldn,t :g~n~ble+ '/ind .thm,s fh'st esta~sY~ne~ntin~h9~le~ or other ~pm~t~r  We could , ******;: 
+p~ , .~l~era~on rote sK+ares m ,~t i ,~k '  t .~+'mg.sh~ would what it is;a gambl6 on the stock subsequently renegotiated-ti~.~ =,:;+~L~+m me'!,KRm!mkulum ) 
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__~,ne::.>,c°~..r~rat!0n •°wesi..the, ' +In3h~! -~s l~ ion ' :as  when it It,Snotright,'y!s(dd~/atmoughl pay- -  should ~tTn-~s~t~ack~ --~J+cnd°fhavemy~d°ub~ we tworegi0naldis+dctareks ~!+the 
~w~u-~ ~T-s?~c.++more~t+an • operatedKitsumgmum, ' + In Febru~'  Shames officials : Kitlmafalderman RavBrad,, ,+u~u r e~.ve.++00,000+for it o thersareTdrracemdth~.~ai  
~ent~. r  .s~ Ht~t ana othe r :~ ;;:,!W¢-H be.b~k::!~ .wher e we ~ asked tho/)eg|onal, district' to : +~iSa!d his council!will 'Hkeiy a~ ~ee,, equlpme.n.t), anywhere area stret¢l//ng ':south- to~d :* 
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ioad;tdi~vei:in;.., each of  the three* All- forSFU, . :*->;. :!?: ~ w . . . . . .  " . . . . .  ,, , With'.,'a record, of more fire." " ........ 
bas kebal l ,  bu~Tet ,  ,. : 'American teams,  and  Hen-"  Shes  the best 'all-round ; than ,. 30 + ' ' .. ~ '+" ~ ::.."~: 
r(me's ,I~chelle Hend~/ / i .~- " '  . . . .  , " " ' la e :;in ou  ~ .. . .  .. .points m every Hen  .d~- - .  the p~renmal  . . . .  .d~ s placement m the .f irst- P Y r r 25 year , la off , . . . . . .  
# . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ,t . ' " ' P Y game,  she couldnt  . +, . . . . . . . . . .  well on the way. . .  , . • . . . .  " . . . . .  h is to  ' , . . ., . . team +prayer..~. s~; .~. . .m .< . . ,  . . • . . . ,  , one~m(mmm the  Am+enean ry , . .  SFU,  head  coach ., be o redt  ] ....... " . . . . . . .  ,, ~,. ~ . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~+ 
And .after another.s . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  AHi . .~, .  ~- xgn hsyear.Sh.epro- terms.of, the;teamandPlaYs: . . • , P~ coaches of  the more  th ,n  400 . . sonMcNei l lsa~,. .  And r E~ S~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ~ ~' " "2 :~ ~ . . . . . . .  " k ~ ' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . " . . . . . .  , . -- . . . . . . . . .  ~ to the Amer ican  do ~ ~. . . . . . . . . .  tacular, ~record -set  . ear  - - • +." ~est  o f .  ' , ; , . . , , ,  . . . . . . .  .,, Wn ,h~+. . .  persona l  ..... , .  . . . . .  . .t~._..Y ~Heges ~ d unlver~ties m : all, ,shes~.only. a . . . . .  conference ,nationai . • . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  + - . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . .  - ,. ¢ham a¢ v . . . . . . . . .  : ...... z l t  h ~ ¢  .Simon ~Fraser. , ..the;league recognize'her as " sopnomore,~ There '  ,a te . ,  nionshino rA,+h,~': e...~ . . .__ ~ emen~:~:~: ~ ~_ :  
. . . . . . . .  +, -~  . . . . . .  . '~ '  , . . . . .  . . . . . .  ; . . . .  - • - - + +,+ . , . ,  . "  . ;  ~'~ " J  I "  f ~ . t u J t  m ~  l l I - ' *L . ' I L~UI~ - / l t 'wasa  t sense 
u v e r s / t  Clan  s h e  h a s  lY:~n : "" ; . . . .  ' ' ' "  " . . . . .  " " ' ' ~ n ~ • .m . ~ . . . . . .  one of.the top ten players+ .. gr~ter.y~ars ahead fd~ her, • ,  ever an . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, , d w|thin seven over. it w • : yen,  on  • . - • , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . .  , .. . as an incredible thrill for gt . e+ of  e est S . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  ,~++,~,  . , , . i ,monFraserUn ivers | ty ]s  . . . . . . . . . . .  :+ . , . . ,+  +. ttme_ . ' " " " " " . . . . . .  ' "1~" 
honou~s ~n;N0t (E  ~ner ican  . the -' on ly  C.afiadlad- .~eh~'d ' . ,Hend~.p ickedup apfie of  .-':' ;.,.t.e.L~l~+ i tsO~ .a.Final Four .  us tO go  to the nauon~tour -  
• ; ' . . " :+ . ,  . . . .  ~ . . , . , . , '  ' - - . .  , . . t  - - -~  +, ,~- ,+ - - ~ - - ~ - ,  - - - - , , ,~-  * ' ,; . . . .  ! '  ' +  . , ., ' ~ ' : - "  ~ l~ l l l$1 J I J ,  I J~ l - l ,  l l  ' , .  " , '  . ~ ) )  . - ' " ~ " '~ . '  " 
collegiate : ,~omen's .basket; : tlidt olh~s.l ,~ A/fierie, an ~n soonng.~: , .~ '~r~i~: . iac l~d ing  ,... . . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  . . nament . . . .  ;... ,  . 
ba l l  !~; . '~ ' l~0n +~e ~AII L . : " + p " ] - -  , . .  d~stnct,.~ player-of th@ve~ ...... • . . . , .  , . . . .  And she doesnt forget her , . ~ :  :v, , + . 'm. :~ ' .  lereaee~ an(] no  t.anaatan ' •+ :+:.+ ,, " . . , - .  " .g ,  , , ,  , •. - . , .  . . . .  •.  
~ e ~ ' t ~ ,  " " :++',:(i"+ ..i' ' ¢mal+. l~ml¢~)h . l l  . l~+~' ,~.e  " - Sport. B,;C.;s+umverslty ~+. '+. I m still amazed at  how ' past, credR ing .much of+her 
H v : •  . " . .+. ' .' , ;  ' .~+~ , -a th le te ,o f : the( .  ear-+ and +., mtmt she IS, McNeill success with solid 'tr • endr :s .n  goal is .a, .. . . , . . . . .  y .  ,,;. . . . . . .  , .  . . . . . .  . ammg . . . . .  + . .~_, . . . . . . . . . . .  b~n.soreco l~ ized  b~fo. , , .  . + ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , ++ , ,  . . . . . . . . .  . .  
nlace onn' .Can~dA'.~. ''----V'~At|~%~"|L'' ' ". Of+ . . . . . . . . . .  c . .... .~_ . _  . SFU...s player-of-the-~ear, . ,. ....;, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  stud: She works  hard, often f rom - fo rmer ,  Ca ledonm 
. . . . . .  ~ . . .+  . . .  course  A l [ ~ , ~ l l u , ~ m ~  ,,, , -~  . . . . . . .  ,~, , . ,  =::, . . ~ . . . .  . -,- . .  
team .--- . . . .  ~ . . . .  , ' r+ + Sl : + " ' ' ' ..... , , " , . ,- . . . . . . . . . . .  ;,+ , on  tier own.  a iY (~ pract i ce ,  Sen io r  Secondar  . coach  . . . .  try-oUts take.,plaee .... /~/endry.m,m fact/verymuch • But th~ All " • . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  ' " . . y i , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - .  ,.. -Amencan4 i t le  .... but 'Is no nma donna In- ' Hu M ' ' I next month - -  and after tha . . . .  ,~ . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  • ..... • . . . . . . . . . .  P . . . .  811 acK inn0n. .  , , . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  t. e!bCauad~an. The  20;year- -~'whi " " ~ . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  .' . . . .  , ' . ' . '  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  '~ . . . . . . . . .  ~''" . . . . .  ='" " . . . . . .  ch,dudedherlaSt~year ~ stend,.+shes got a ea at- '+ • Now stud fo r f 'm . she  iake~ alto at the  1992 el t . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . .  ~". ~, . . . . . .  ymg.~ als. . . . . .  , ,  . . . . . . . . . .  d ~n'ned own more than a boca .~, . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  ¢ ' + ' I r ' " 
' Su . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,)+¢0aclies were rehlc.:, tltude, m a team player, and.  the semnd-year m or m mmer  ,O lympics  ~n +. ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  , . dozen  ,scholarship, offers tan , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
Barce lona:S~qln ,  ', . .> , , ,  . . . . .  .'~:'-, " - - :  . - . ; ,.:i,~ = ~ ..... ... t, .to p!.0k a ~ a n  --  m.  one o f  the. most  teachable Idnesmlog~ says she hopes to  
I • - * - - -  ',".. • • • ',, ~rom ,,tmenean. umversmc+" theOn'e"tha '" ' " . . . .  , • . . . . . . .  .. ~ . .. . ,  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . +.. , ;  + , t, shines through, athletes Ive  ever had~ - -  .- become a team, tram 
: • Ten players are named to ~to  a i ,. +.+, . . . . . . . . . .  ,+ . . . . . .  ... er or . . . . . . . . . . .  , St y n.Canada ,and play . . . .  the rest . . . . .  + • ' ,,: , . • . . . . . .  . .. . . . .  + , .  ., ,. . . . .  ,,: , - + .  , . . . . . .  qmet .w~th an.  i nner  Httle >, physmtherapmt,+ 
• . . .  ' t " : '  | 
Fish,patrols 
money needed 
TERRACE =- While it supports "We were just amazed at the 
the intent of regulations being amount of  terr/tory involved," 
introduced under.the:new angl- Said commission member Elaine 
ing guide management poficy, a Maikapar following a meeting 
local advisory body suggests on-. with" local conservation officer 
forcement will prove impossible . Peter Kalina. " I t  seemed 
unlesslthe nvtrot/ment ministry ludicrous. ,~ ".+ .... 
Senior housing 
work underwoy 
TERRACE - -  Ground was "We'd like to get the framing 
broken Monday .for the second done by May-June and start 
of the three-phase Twin River wiring, plumbing in July," he 
Estates senior citizens housing said. 
project. The condominium.style units 
The 30 units will join the 30 built in modules on. Lakelse 
Students 
to make 
condom 
appeal 
TERRACE A group of 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School students want the school 
board to install condom 
machines in their school. 
Devon Kuiper, editor of the 
school's BearTrap  student 
newspaper, said the group will 
go to the school board's April 
I0 public meeting. 
"We're going to ask them to 
install the machines - -  or at 
least seriously consider it," said 
Kuiper last week. 
"It seems like they (the 
board) keep putting it off and 
avoid making any decision - -  at 
least that seems to be the feeling 
of students here," he said. 
"They feel the  school board 
isn't doing anything." 
The 8ear~3"ap  conducted a 
survey last December which 
found that'-86 per cent of 
students are in favour of  putting 
condoms in  the schools. 
" I t ,s  talked about quite a lot 
around here," Kuiper said. 
The issue has been addressed 
by most ,northwest school 
boards since the Skeena Union 
Board of Health last year issued 
a statement urging condoms be 
instal led in high school 
washrooms as a way of proven- 
tins'the spread of the HIV virus 
which leads to.AIDS. So far 
Kitimat's school board has 
voted against he machines, and 
Queen Charlotte and Prince 
Rupert trustees have voted in 
favour. 
The condom issue came up at 
an in -camera  commit tee  
meeting of  Terrace trustees and 
school counsellors earlier this 
year, and was tabled. 
hires more people~ now built and should be ready Ave. just across from the Royal 
. . . . . . .  . i ';'i_ ~ Pointing out the policy iwHl i by the fail, says project general Canadian Lesion are the pro. 
ef f~teS~lC~ I ,~S~s. : jn~ ° not be able to achieve the goals manager Dennis Palmu of Im- duct of  the Skeena Senior 
• . I . )  : .n , .w .  a . t sataLo  v. tA~t L | I~  " o f  "" .- . . . . .  . L protecting and managing the . . . . .  E M "k 0 pact construction citizens Housing Society 
?~'d°~et~de~h:~at !  ng°n  r~o~wi thout  e f fe~veen- ,  , .  I . Ine . ,  ..... . . .  . ,  
t ,~  , umeer o I  • . , . . . . . . . .  , ,  forcement, she stud the lack of  • 
t~i:nct~turh:: ~f  : l~ :e°u!dur .h~ ad~luate  manpower  meant  the  
. . . ,  ,...~, . . . .  : _=~,~_~. - .m.  ministry'was essentially relying : 
wuat  IL wJu  gustcacn  I~0 nsn  on/  ^, , ,  .o , ;  h . , ; . . . . , ,  o . ,~+. , .~  i )  • ! .  + 
rest r ic ted wdter~. . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  "m 0~' . . . . .  ' .  :;.:, 
However ,  the  ~clty~s tgudsm ' .  As  a result ,  she said~-abiises' '~ >+~, .~ ..... ...... 
and ec0n0ndcdevelopment' mi. :wou ld  ce~ainly occtir ~:' with ..... ~ i l i ~ : i i  i~i~!~i~!::i{ %~: 
visory :commlssionl says the those ~Vitdessing the'.~olattons , ~~i~ies to tas~of .  ~ ~Wmtars'~ :~fd '  : at o ~two , I t ch ,  
, Y+~!  
ab,se  because there i~e;0nl ' resour~e:managemenfwas'lg, ing/  ~ ~  ~!~!!  : :_~ . . . . . .  .+  , . .  . . . . .  . ,  ', , Y . . -  - . . .  7'~;+ ;~.~.~.,;;.~:~-~':. 
tw0conservatlOr officers based carried out..;The danger thong.+ ::~::.?~:I + :anaS~ 
l em in T~Prnce tOCoV~,a 18rg()m+m. was l~)ople ,would beg in to lose  J:!iia ~:~ m wf l lbe l  
: That..:~ area.-,6/ll'onds from" respect for the systera,as ~-a 71 ~ ~ ' / ~ >  ~ l~p(thati: ~ml  to  pm~la l l+  ~ '  
Ceda iva le  ' ih  the , :~t  io  , the  who le .  ' : '  ' + : j .~~u; i :N@,~: ;a~:~ i ~ ~ " ( ! i B a y : i ]  ~ : ! ihe  amount~ z lountam,  oontme~ evaluafl ~v ...... ~A~)nen 0fulthdeth~r~.One o t / e  - 
P ' ' l  f '  ' kO~ " ' "  ' r "~d q ~ , re in  k : : . M , k , ,  said the Oo l~md) . '  ; ;~ l t  :.~'~t i~ l~er  on . ! : : : :  i l e ~  
headwatersbftheKitlope. River. * minlst~. :.to use : the ~t 'evehue ' , . J~!#*~ ~:i~.:. :  1Olp,. once:, ..'. 
thwardst6take inmoa Of the+;end/peradt ,  to  ,mm~,~ 
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Shames share swap:involvespla : . . . . . .  . ~,~, ~.,::, ~ . , .  ~ , 
to  forgive interest on l oan . :  ,~ ,,:i~,;i: '"~ ~":.;,~ ':-  "' " l :m in great . shape  
• • ,=~:i~i~i!il : "  s, nce I lost 98  ibs 
TEPJACIE--Aproposed deal blll, ShamesMountalnSkiCor- proposal would dflute the worth to. be ftilllt!i . . . . . . . .  s~ss~ .;::~, :
to convert a debt the Shames 
Mountain Ski Corporation 
owes the Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district into shares in 
the corporation also involves 
cancelling interest in arrears, 
says a gltimat alderman. 
Ray Brady said the $94,000 in 
interest owed on a $313,000 
debt can't be included in any 
plan to convert he principal in- 
to shares. 
The debt is  for regional 
district ski equipment on its 
now-closed Kitsumkalum ski 
potation bought he equipment 
in 1986 but hasn't made 
substantial ~paymeats on  the 
principal or the interest. , 
Brady said previous com- 
panies owed money by the 
Shames corporation also took 
shares but forgave interest and 
so the regional district has to do 
the same. 
"It 's  a write off, it's history 
and gone," said Brady of the in- 
terest that hasn't been paid 
since 1986. : : ' 
He :added that i~du.ding in- 
terest I~ the share for d~bt swap 
ional uponbythe re8 l~;'It poration.°f the overall shares in the cor- lsalso sUbj~ t0~appr0Val/iby 
Another regional district thernu,nid~:a,.ff, a j rS~stry . ;  ' 
director, I~  WaUnou~' of :Te~ace:n~iyor ,~d:r~onal  
Thornhill, says he's opposed to d is t i l l  , ch~an Jack Talstra 
forgiving the interest because it said last weekthe Tara-ace ~s i .  
is money owed by Shames. tion wili be d~ded upon once it 
" I t ' s  money  : for our hears officially from the other 
patience," said Watmough. regional district areas. " 
Se's also against swapping the • He said the regional district 
debt into shares but favours must look at a number,~ffac. 
reschedulin8 that debt and the turs ; , inc lu~eo~/~~- : .  
interest OWed. of the.Shiun~'."i)p,~'nilnli'~),4. 
i * * "t' * * * the area's .e ~0~ y, ~_~'~! .  
The Shames proposal has yet ~,  quality of l i f i~ ,~ :z~' ~-.'- 
. . . . . .  ~.:. , ~ . . . .  ~.:~ ',~ ~ ,":~,~,:~;~ .,,~....,..~: 
! , i' ::: :'; . . . . . .  ' ' , .~r . ,,~....~;-. ~.  ~.,,. , - . .  
• from: front - ' : e oor  '+,'' ~ :+:  
Sh re deal ewest howroom : a :n  s , 
out fo r  a spin. ' four areas now being taxed to 
pay for an omstanding debt on 
the now-closed Kitsumkalum 
ski hill. 
The money that was expected 
from the Shames purchase was 
to have gone directly toward 
paying for the Kitsumalum 
debt. It is a 20-year debenture 
,, , . . . . . .  I 
repwmem take~ outto bW llfi: : " 
~gnipmmlt, a bldldi~ aod ~t~ :' I . . . . . .  
lights among other ~. :  : I 
Itwon't bepald off until the I 
year 2ooo and lamt r,~ures I 
from the regional district in- 
dicate the  debt stands at 
$456,952. 
Logging not ruled out  
TEBBACE - -  A Nisga'a Tribal 
Council member does not dis- 
count the possibility of logging 
within the boundaries of a pro- 
posed provincial park. 
Harry Nyce said logging, if it 
is done correctly, could take 
place in the proposed park that 
would take in the Tseax lava 
beds north of Terrace toward 
the Nass Valley. 
The beds are the site of the 
last active volcanic eruption in 
Canada some 250 years ago. 
They covered two Nisga'a 
villages and the location is now 
considered a sacred site. 
"What we're working toward 
in partnership with Skeena 
Cellulose is the concept of land- 
scape logging. 'We'r¢ in- 
vestigating it to see if it can,be 
done correctly and t0 come io 
some understanding," said 
Nyce. The boundaries of the 
proposed park include cutting 
areas assigned to Skeena 
Cellulose. 
Landscape logging is the te:m 
used for cutting which does not 
affect the overall scenic values 
of an area. 
Skeena'Ce]lulose pokesman 
Dan Tuomi said computer im- 
aging can desisn cutting areas 
that follow contours of moan- 
tains and create buffer strips 
along highways to avoid cutting 
in recta~ular and more visible 
blocks. 
He estimated that 20,000ha 
of Skeena Celluose's cutting 
area surround the lava beds 
could be affected and that the 
company is now working on 
more details for discussion with 
the Nisga'a and with the parks 
ministry. 
Revenue from logging would 
help f'mance expenditures to. 
develop the beds as a recreation 
destination and give employ- 
• mere '., tw,rpeople:-~leeded," ,to
manage'th~lpaJ~k;he'said; '.'~" 
• The idea of' creating a park 
around the lava beds was 
discussed by the Nisga'a and 
provincial parks minister Ivan 
Messmer last month. 
At that time, Messmer said 
park designation status could 
come this year and that parks 
employees would assist in the 
planning and design. 
Shed your winter layer 
Shape-up for summer! 
[ MEMBERSHIPS  i 
ONE THREE 
A ' ?M 
.IROnlJJORHS 
Gym & Fitness Centre 
4551 Greig Avenue 836.4130 
>: :Wi th  Nut r i /Sys tem: '  
• ~ The Nutd/Svstem* Weight Loss Program includes a varle~ ot 
delicious meals and lacks, nutd~i~laiand behavioral counseling, 
: ' light aCtivity, and weight n~intenance. ' , . 
The new Passat is our biggest, most outstanding handling and tenacious I 
3aoious Volkswagen ever. roadholding. I The Passat is designed to transport So drop by and take our rQomy ne~ 
five adults in complete comfort. It's so showpiece for a test drive today. 
roomy that even the rear seats recline, 
Yet Passat doesn't surrender perror: @ q9 ,9S0 
mance for comfort. Like all German- Possot 
engineered Volkswagens. it offers 
• ,Based on i1w~Jfectgre(a suggest ed ~etall ior the sedan wit  h 5 speed manual transmlaslOn 
: Qptim~, deSlinatim charge and ~ealel preparation extra Dealer may sell for less 
Columbia  Auto  Haus  L td .  
3779 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE, 635-5717 
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Vesta'A. Douglas, assisted by Lole MoDanlel, Momen Worobeyand Miss Terrace Shopping Centre :1989.2nd princess 
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On your'ma-ks 
COMPETIT ION WILL be intense this Saturday as area cubs meet to race hand- 
made cars doWh..a Iong..s!oping.tr~k. Th~'sJ~ai'r i.~,Adam~.~ ~. Ke, vin .Mitt; 
zimberg of the ~st :Terrace Ct~bls getting ir~: so,he i~.§~ ~n]n~t~"praCtice."h.~ing" : 
• begins around noon this Saturda'Y"at ;t~e ar~hh ;- The Kub KarRally Js an anhual 
event of area cubs with winners proceeding on to regional competition. 
NDPer predicts • - ,  • ?3" L 
tough compaign -"~ ,~:.;/ :i:-'i'i 
TERRACE - -  Voters will want Fulton told the crowd. ~il;]i~i!i] ::'~:~  ' 
substance over style in the next Corbeil drew the Ioud~ap-i  I 
provincial election, says the plause during his nomination' 
New Democratic Party's can- 
didate for Skeena. speech by saying it was ,'bloody 
Terrace teacher and former immoral to balance a budget on 
the backs of poor people." 
mayor Helmut Giesbreeht, who Tribute was also paid to Atlin 
defeated Kitimat alderman MLA Guno. H is  riding has  
Mike Corbeil for the  NDP disappeared under boundary 
nomination March . 31, said redistribution and he is leaving 
voters face issues more com- 
plicated than ever before, politics to return to his law 
practice. " ' 
"Ethics in government are Guest speaker for the after- 
important to the rank and f'de 
noon was Nisga'a Tribal Coun- 
NDPer and I thin, k , that ' s  the cil executive director: Rod 
same for everyone else," Robinson, a 30-year member 
Giesbrecht sa id .  :. 
"There's ustalnahle develop- ofthe NDP, who thanked the 
ment and job creation. Voters Helm~ Giesbr~ht party for stating at itslast con- 
vention that it will settle land have environmental issues in claims. 
mind," he added, from those NDP members who "We want to focus our atten- 
Giesbreeht gathered 207 votes supported Atlin MLA Larry tion on the future, tO build and 
to Corbcil's 189. Guno before he withdrew from be part of the builders of the 
"This was a contest, not a the race in February. unity of the Canadian ation," 
fight. The job we have now is to The nomination afternoon said Robinson. 
give (Skeena Social Credit was highlighted by attacks upon "When the NDP take office 
MLA) Dave Parker his walking Parker, Premier Bill Vander as the ruling party of B.C., I 
papers," said Gisebrecht after Zalm and the Social Credit feel quite optimistic we'll be 
the vote in predicting a tough government, able to resolve this tired, age- 
campaign in the next election. "I'm extremely hungry and old question after all," he said. 
"The next time we meet, the want to go after Dave Pe~ker ... Robinson added he doubted 
gloves are off and Dave's going after our candidate has had a the Social Credit party could 
down for the count." chance to chew him up a bit," match the commitment madeby 
Giesbrecht drew,~native otes NDP MP for Skeena Jim the NDP to settle land claims. 
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Nisga'a touted as Socred 
candidate for coast area 
TERRACE- -  A Nisga'a Tribal 
Council executive member 
wants to become a candiate for 
the Social Credit Party in the 
North Coast riding in the next 
provincial election. 
Harry Nyce from Git- 
winksihlkw (Canyon City) in 
the Nass Valley met with ex- 
ecutive members of the North 
Coast Social Credit constituen- 
cy association i Prince Rupert 
last weekend. 
Constituency association 
president Joanne Roberts said 
NyFe~is~one~/of s ey, eral peop~ 
g;h() iia~e indicaf~ [lie~ want ~) 
bethe party's candidate. 
"We've sent out letters to a 
number of people who said they 
were interested and we'll be 
meeting with them in the next 
month," she said. 
Roberts added that each 
potential candidate for the 
nomination must meet certain 
standards established the party. 
She said a date for a nomina- 
tion meeting has yet to be set. 
Nyce was reluctant o com- 
ment directly on the subject but 
did say he was interested in 
becoming a candidate. 
Social Credit Skeena MLA 
Dave Parker said last week 
rNyce, approaOh~h~ a 
ago t~;~cuss-4~)~ib~W:-. 
;. "We've haddiscussions.,He's 
definitely interested," said 
Parker in adding he referred 
Nyce to the North Coast Social 
Credit constituency association. 
Nyce is the Nisga'a Tribal 
Council's fishery resource of- 
ficial, a director of the Kitimat- 
Stikine regional district and a 
director of Zaul Zap Industries, 
a Canyon City-based logging 
company. 
The North Coast riding is an 
expanded version of the old 
Prince Rupert tiding and was 
created when electoral boun- 
daries were changed this year. It 
takes in the area surrounding 
Prince Rupert, the Queen 
~:harlbt~'e': I sl~n-d.~',~ "ihe ~ "~l~ s
v~!~.,~,'~ste,~=i. ~ .... ~ . . . . .  
NDP MLA Dan Miller 
represents the old Prince Rupert 
riding and is that party's can- 
didate for North Coast. 
..~-.~...:. 
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CHAIRS  ' '-.:-., ,' ! 
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• Serve with Lucerne " • 
' .86 kg. ~ I I 
7 FOREST HAM .1 
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Into the beyond 
ports, Malcolm'Baxter "~.- 
in~n~-~Ty'peSe~Darkr 
~;i:J~inet VlVeir~ ~ Ad~ 
, . '  , c .  
ii? 
O~r: Con~butors and 
CO~spondenls for ,lhelr:ti!me and ~r~ ~. 4~ : 4 
"'Today the Nisga'a nation is in active 
negotiation with the federal government 
about how our land and resources are to 
be shared- a goal that our people have 
insisted on since the country of Canada 
was first formed. These negotiations are 
expected tobe completed by 1993. In the 
meantime, the Nisga'a people are anx- 
ious to get on with serious economic 
development." 
These sentences are contained in a 
pamphlet handed out by the Nisga'a 
Tribal Council at the recent Globe '90 
environmental rade show in Vancouver. 
In effect, the pamphlet hrough very 
clever writing and presentation, i dicates 
the Nisga'a of the Nass Valley consider 
themselves a quasi-independent region 
within Canada. 
That's not terribly surprising for the 
Nisga'a are very smart, very determined 
Nisga'a have been and continue to be 
very succesful in packaging a presenta- 
tion designed for those who don't live in 
the northwest but who make decisions 
that affect all of  us who live here. 
What's lacking, however, is a line of 
communication between the Nisga'a and 
the rest of  us who live in the northwest. 
We've been given assurances over the 
years that whatever happens with the 
Nisga'a, any change will be of benefit to 
the entire northwest. 
If that is the case, perhaps it is time for 
the Nisga'a - -  and the federal govern- 
ment which is supposed to be negotiating 
on our behalf - -  to start speaking direct- 
ly to northwestern residents. Otherwise 
we face a settlement about which we 
have had no information. We won't 
have had the chance to make comments 
and we won't have had a chance to deter- 
, , 
b 
plants and real ~tate," the 
brief said; "" 
B.C. levies the highest axes 
per kilometre of track in 
Canada on privately-owned 
railways. In the case of CP 
Rail, 40 per cent of all its taxes 
are paid in British Columbia. 
That puts a little different light 
on the big, bad CPR wanting 
to abandon rail lines in B.C. 
Such excessive taxation 
makes private railway com- 
panies lessand less competitive 
compared with other carriers 
such as trucks and government 
railways, and the result is more 
applications for rail line aban- 
~ionment. 
Putting rai 
back on track 
and, as their leaders always state, very mine if the settlement fits in with the 
patient. It's also an indication the aspirations of the rest of us. VICTORIA--The more I 
look at the havoc government p here | st interference haswrought in Fromth  It's Eastern Europe, the more I C. [p l | ' .  believe that John Meade could 
operate a railway more pro- b ~  | .~-~°=a ] ~/" 
fitably than VIA Rail. Who is 
John Meade? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  John Meade is a 40-year-old 
It's aconfnsing timeto be a Canadiah~:. 
,' • ~t. , ,~" ~, " ' .  "" J "  ' :~~""~'"~"  
The pushes arid pulls inflicted upon our 
society by politicians and others exerting 
their particular agenda make for a 
divisive, contradictory and harmful at- 
titude. 
That's Why it is a relief to finally ap- 
proach the Stanley Cup. It's the one 
common denominator Canadians can 
share. The long season leading to the 
playoffs is particularly Canadian. Com- 
pare it to the bureaucracy we have allow- 
ed to run our lives - -  things take longer 
to accomplish, you kind of lose track of 
what is really going on and there's a lot 
of bafflegab to cut through. 
Hockey is also Canadian because it 
absorbs and encourages immigrants to 
become part of  our society. First it was 
the Europeans, now it has players from 
countries once behind the Iron Curtain 
and the odd Russian for contrast. It's a 
value added commodity because Cana- 
dians play in other countries and stands 
as a fine export product. 
So, for the next while, toss aside the 
odious panderings of the politicians. En- 
joy the one thing we all can understand. 
Watch a couple games on the French 
channel. Switch to English for Don 
Cherry during the intermission. Flames 
versus Bruins in the final. 
Memorable days 
It was far from a he-hum 
weekend. 
Sunday, March 25, Canada's 
female hockey team won the 
first women's hockey cham- 
pionship ever to be recognized 
by the International I~e Hockey 
Federation. On ice, the eight 
teams who took part in the week 
long tournament played by the 
same rules that govern men's 
hockey-  including body 
checking. 
Only off the ice were the dif- 
ferences between the sexes 
noticeable. The women inter- 
viewed spoke English articulate. 
ly. None of that "Like, you 
know" drivel male athletes ladle 
out to reporters. 
Every player on the Canadian 
team was cognizant she 'was 
clearing apath for other girls to 
follow, so she had to do her 
best. 
Saturday, March 24 would 
have been the 100th birthday of 
Agnes Macphail, Canada's first 
female member of parliament. 
Through 
sitocois I,I  J "  
legislative battles on men's 
terms, Even when parliamen- 
tary life passed her by because 
so much wheeling and dealing 
took place in men's washrooms, 
she hoisted her chin a notch and 
hung in, not wanting to be 
labelled a quitter. She, too, 
knew she was breaking trail for 
all women. 
Friday, March 23, Rick and 
Amanda Hansen became proud 
parents of a daughter, Emma 
Kathleen. Emma Kathleen's ar- 
rival might have gone unheruld, 
ed outside of her inunediate 
family had she not selected an 
illustrious father. 
She did a good job of picking 
a role model mother, too. 
successful conclusion. 
These three disparate vents, 
each a happy situation in and of 
itself, combine to make a 
memorable weekend. 
Little Emma Hansen has 
three excellent role models to 
emulate. Whether she opts for 
an independent career, a life in 
pubfic service, or a stim in 
sports, she has a heroine to 
emulate. 
If, with all that, she :adopts 
her-father's.credo, "Be the best 
you can be',, and superimposes 
his philosophy of shooting for 
the stars, who knows how high 
she will climb? 
We need more wonderful 
weekends. 
She was the only woman elected Amanda Hansen is 30, years .... ,
in1921, the first federal election old. She married late, when herei ~ ~  
in which women had the vote. career as a physiotherapist was:i-: ~ l ~  
Macphall fought for the bet- well established. Earning a l i v=~: ' : ;~ l [~  
terment of farmers, supported ing at a less than run.of.the.mili~ :" 
Women's civil rights, and work- occupation demonstrated, , her ~ 
ed toward prison reform. Years independence. So did putting 
later, as one of Ontario's first her career on hold in the Wink- 
women MPPs:,  she was of an eye to accompany Rick on ~ |  
r~ponsible for Ontario's first' his two-year odyssey. " . . '  
equal pay legislation, passed in ' Desplt~ : the stresses and ' 
1951. ' " " r " ':" d i~ i i1~'o f ' l~~rOt~d~/~ :' ' l ~ ~  
She n~,cr married. Instead world .'asslgnment, she too ,  
She served:as  an  eiected ' stuck tg.'Set~commltment a d 
conductor ~from Revelstoke 
who's madder than hall 
because he believes that our 
railroads are run into the 
ground by governments, com- 
panies and unions, all of which 
have failed to make the transi- 
tion into the 20th century. : 
Meade worked for Canadian 
Pacific Railway for 17 years; 
now he wants to run his own 
show. He and three partners 
have formed a company, 
Boundary Transportation, and 
hope to run their own railroad, 
the North Okanagan branch 
line, running south from the 
CPR mainfine to Lumby and 
Kelowna. He believes that the 
line is next on the list of lines 
to be abandoned by the CPR. 
What makes Meade think he 
can do what the cPR 
couldn't? A humber Of things. 
First off, they plan to tie 
employees' wages to profits, a 
good incentive for increased 
productivity. 
The company would also do 
away with the union rules that 
allow workers to perform only 
specified and specialized tasks. 
This move, the company says, 
would allow quicker turn- 
around of cars, producing a
50-per-cent reduction in on-line 
car costs. 
"This reduction would 
eliminate millions of dollars 
worth of equipment," Boun- 
dary Transportation said in a 
brief presented to the public 
forum on property taxation 
which held province-wide hear- 
ings last year. 
Property taxes, the brief said, 
are the real obstacle to the 
private operation of low- 
density rail service. 
"Boundary Transportat!on has 
come to the conclusion, after 
three years of studying the 
subject, that the private opera- 
tion of low-density rail in the 
province is not feasible due to 
the present rates of property 
taxation on their physical 
"If direct rail service is 
to continue beyond the 
main line corridors, 
then the province must 
cease using the rail in- 
frastructure as a vehi- 
cle for transfer o f  
payments from the 
federal govemment to 
the lower levels.-. 
Here's an example. Two 
years ago, CP Rail was 
ordered to continue operating 
the Boundary Subdivision line 
in the Kootenays. Last year, 
CP Rail was able to claim a 
$900,000 subsidy for losses in- 
curred on the western 101 
miles of the line. Of that 
$900,000, a whopping $553,000 
was for property taxes. 
That isn't something your 
friendly neighbourhood 
premier tells you when he 
bashes eastern institutions, is
it7 Here's what Boundary 
Transportation's John Meade 
has to say about the property 
tax grab. 
" I f  direct rail service is to 
continue beyond the main line 
corridors, thenthe province 
must cease us~m~g the rail in- 
frastructure as a vehicle for 
transfer of payments from the 
federal government to the 
lower levels. 
"The present rate of taxa- 
tion on assets of $5,500 or 
more per lineal mile of rail fine 
amounts to between 10 per 
cent and 25 per cent of poten- 
tial gross revenues a regional 
carrier could expect o 
generate. 
"These exorbitant taxes are a 
direct result of the assessment 
commissioner's statutory rates 
for railway right-of-way and 
track in place." 
Meade says the province has 
two options. The first is to 
maintain present pol!cies and 
tax low-density rail service into 
extinction. In that case, the 
government would eventually 
lose all tax revenue potential: 
the trac k, bridges and other ''~ 
structures represent; Mean. • 
while, the government would 
have to absorb the cost of ac- 
commodating increased traffic 
on roads. That's one option.. 
The other one is to make the 
necessary adjustments o the 
property taxation structure and 
allow the development of a 
healthy low-density rail service 
by private operators. Shouldn't 
be too difficult a choice, con- 
sidering this government's 
belief in private nterprise. 
As I said at the outset, 
nothing has made a better case 
for private nterprise and 
against government oppression 
in the market place than the 
economic disaster brought on 
by decades of government 
bungling in eastern Europe. 
The government has Boun- 
dary Transportation's brief to:  
the property tax hearings. My 
advice that cabinet:take a good 
look at it and start=implemen;. 
ting the necessary changes. I ::: 
for one would love to see John 
Meade have a go at running 
his rail line. 
!iMurderer still sought 
15-year-old case 
has pol,ce stumped 
: ~~! . :  ,! : . , . , ,  . . . .  
: / : ' I [ 'ERRACE-  A snowy 
. ~:December night in 1974 was the 
' .  i: i~st ime iS,year,old Monica Ig- 
~nas was seen alive. The Terrace 
!girl's nude, strangled body was 
discovered four months later in 
a wooded area of Thornhill, 
Since then the case has led in-' 
vestigators todozens of suspects 
and just as many dead-ends. 
Police have interviewed more 
than 1,500 people and have fill- 
ed up two tall filing cabinets 
and several boxes with informa- 
tion relating to the case. 
Now more than 15 years later 
RCMP are still trying to solve 
Terrace's longest-running un- 
solved murder. 
"Someone in Terrace at that 
time --  who may still be here - -  
knows something about this,"' 
RCMP Cpl. Don Woodhouse 
said last week. "What we would 
like is for that person to now 
come forward." 
Ignas went to classes at 
Caledonia Secondary' School 
Dec. 13, 1974, and her parents 
never saw her again. Police say 
she was seen downtown that 
night, and was last spotted near 
the Terrace Hotel when the bars 
closed trying to get a ride to her 
home in Thornhill. 
She didn't get a ride there, 
and walked out into a 
snowstorm and was never seen 
again. 
"We believe she was killed 
sometime that night -- the night 
of the 13th," Woodhouse said. 
When her body was found the 
following spring there was snow 
all around her body, but none 
MUNICA Ignas went missing on a snowy Friday night in December, 
1974. When her body was found in the spring, police began the ci- 
ty's largest and longest-running murder investigation.; 
Ancl the long time since the 
killing doesn ' t  necessarily 
eliminate the prospect of mak- 
• ing an arrest in the case now, he 
said. 
underneath, Woodhouse ex- 
plained. Five inches of snow fell 
the night she dissappeared, he 
noted, so police believe she was 
killed and her body dumped in 
the bush that night. 
"We feel she was picked up 
by a stranger. Whoever picked 
her up knows something or had 
something todo  with her 
death." 
Ignas had experimented with 
LS D, but wasn't a street kid or 
prostitute,, Woodhouse said. 
"It's sad-  because of the 
violence and because of the age 
• of this girl." 
RCMP have investigated 
several suspects over the years, 
he said, but all have been re- 
jected. 
"One possibility is a highway 
killer,,' he said, adding many 
young girls have gone missing in 
a string of B.C. highway killings 
in the 1970s and 1980s. 
But officers feel it's more 
likely someone living here killed 
Ignas, Woodhouse said, and 
that person could still be here. 
"It's been a dead-end case for 
us so far, but information keeps 
trickling in," Woodhouse said. 
"The Crystal Hogg murder in- 
vestigation last year triggered 
"A lot of times people over the years feel guilt and 
want to get ff off their chest. This is one of the things 
we're counting on." 
three or four new suspects in 
this case - -  all of which have 
been eliminated." 
INVESTIGATORS have filled two four-foot filing cabinets and several boxes with files, 
photographs, statements and other information in the course of their 15-year-long 
search to find the killer of Monica Ignas. 
"A lot of times people over 
the years feel guilt and want to 
get it off their chest. This is one 
of the things we're counting 
on." 
And even if the person 
doesn't decide to come forward 
and confess to pol ice, 
Woodhouse said the murder 
might tell a close friend about 
it, or perhaps brag about the 
killing in a bar. 
"Those things have happened 
in other investigations and they 
could happen here." 
When new evidence does turn 
up the investigation can be re- 
opened and charges laid. 
Last seen 
• seeking ride 
:': 'TERRACE'~ Witness sightings lasfput '::':;~. 
H-year-old Monica Ignas at the Terrace Hotel 
trying to  get a ride home on the night police 
think she was murdered. 
• Ignas left home at 7 a.m., Dee. 13, 1974 
to go to classes at Caledonia Secondary 
School. Her parents never saw her again. 
• Witnesses say she visited the Pizza 
Parlour and Red's Billiard Room in 
downtown Terrace during the evening. She 
was last sighted at the Terrace Hotel when the 
bars were closing, trying to get a ride home 
with friends. 
• Police believe lgnas couldn't get a ride 
home and decided to hitch-hike. Visibility was 
very poor that night, with nearly five inches 
of  snow falling in about four hours. 
• She was wearing a black wool sweater, a 
navy duffle coat with wood buttons, blue 
jeans and brown wallaby-style boots with 
wooden soles. She wore silver wire-rimmed 
hexagonal eye glasses. 
• Four months later, on April 8, 197S, Ig- 
nas' naked body was found In a bush area 
100 metres off the Celgar logging road - -  
about one mile from her home. She died of 
strangulation. 
Investigators have no information on what 
happened after she left the Terrace Hotel. 
Police say any tips that come in will be kept 
confidential. 
i 
• 1988 ALCOHOL RELATED ACCIDENTS 
BY ACCIDENT HOUR /PERCENTOF ACC OENTS 
PERCENT OF.TOTAL !1 
I IIII 
/ i : : : / i~-  .: " .- 
-0659 -1259 " ' -1859 " '2359  
Bad timing " ...... ...... 
an alcohol related Vehicle accl. a.m. as 0659 hours, It's also a reminder that RCMP wlli be out 
~rt, increase dramatically as mid. on a spring CounterAttack campaign April 13 tOMay 4 Dur. 
is based on the 24-clock, making ~ in last ear' .... ~ ' . . ~ . . . . . . .  g Y s spring period, police stopped 321,925 vehicles 
0059 hours ano one minute toT. • in B.CI rand laid 930 drinking and driving ch~i;ges. 
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None of 
obusiness, OK? j 
Recent editorials in your 
newspaper have commenced 
on the standard of winter 
highways maintenance, and 
suggested that the travelling 
public would be better equip- 
pad to evaluate the level of 
maintenance if the ministry 
were to publish cards on con- 
tractor performance. 
You have argued that 
because public funds are in- 
volved, the public should see 
performance ratings of 
maintenance ontractors. 
The relationship between 
the ministry and its contrac- '
tors is not unlike the 
employer/employee relation- 
ship the ministry has with 
members of its staff, who are 
also paid out of public funds. 
You would not expect, nor I 
am sure, even ask for the per- 
formance appraisal of an in- 
dividual staff member. For 
the same reason, we do not 
propose to publish perfor- 
mance appraisals for con- 
tractors. 
The ministry has hired 
contractors to do road and 
bridge maintenance, has pro- 
vided written standards~for 
them to follow and has put in 
place area managers to• en- 
sure that those standards are 
met. 
We are actively monitoring 
the contractors' perfor- 
mance, and will do whatever 
has to be done to ensure that 
road maintenance 
throughout British Columbia 
is carried out at an  accep- 
table level. As I have said 
repeatedly, contractors who 
We will do whate~,er 
has to be done to ensure 
that road maintenance 
through British Colum, 
bia is carried out at an 
acceptable level 
don't measure up will be 
replaced. 
Yours sincerely, 
Rita M. Johnston 
Minister of Transportation 
and HighwaYs, 
Victoria, B.C. 
any input in college gover- 
nance. In fact, the people 
who do govern colleges are 
appointed. Yes appointed; 
there are no ballots cast, no 
scrutineers, no electoral pro- 
cess, the central part of what 
we would define as 
democracy is gone. 
Those individuals ap- 
pointed to the college board 
are not accountable to the 
community. This is quite 
ironic when Northwest Com- 
munity College has the word 
"community" in its name. 
The community does not 
participate in developing 
program offerings, does not 
have any input on deciding 
• tuition levels, and is ekcluded 
from long term priority set- 
ting goals. Isn't the existing 
structure of governance 
essentially the opposite of the 
original purpose of com- 
munity colleges. 
Democracy not 
at the college 
Dear Sir: Why is post secondary 
I am writing this letter education governed in this 
because it is apparent that manner when elemen- 
many British Columbians are tary/secondary education is 
illiterate to how colleges are governed emocraticaly with 
governed. What I am the election of  school 
alluding to is the lack of trustees. 
democracy in B.C.'s post The community is disen- 
secondary system, franchised, yes, but students 
This absence of recognized and faculty are worse off 
democracy manifests itself because Clause II of the Col- 
through The College and In- lege and Institute Act 
stitute Act: legislation which specifically excludes tudents 
sets out the rules and pro- and faculty from being ap- 
~_c,edur.es for gov~ance ,  pointed to, or continue as,a 
.... This act effecu%el~; ¢liSen: member o f  the ~ard.  "Why 
franchises the community, ~does the College and In- 
faculty and students from stitute Act exclude student 
and faculty representation 
when board decisions affect 
these two groups the most? 
The community does 
not participate in 
developing college pro- 
gram offerings and is ex- 
cluded froj lone term 
priority setting goals. 
I am not disputing the fact 
that the majority of the 
board members are responsi- 
ble individuals conunitted to 
education. What is in dispute 
is the inadequate structure 
not the substance. What the 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege needs is a triple E board: 
effective, equal, and elected. 
Sincerely, 
Allan Bullinger, 
N.W.C.C. Students 
Association 
Don't judge, 
support teens 
Dear Sir: extremely well informed on 
I am writing in response to the subject of AIDS in preg- 
the question of condom nant women, infants and 
machines in high schools. I children. It is an estabHshecl 
am one of the parants who h fact that the age group most 
in favour of installing the at risk for AIDS in this 
machines - -  as a mother of decade is --  you guessed it - -  
four, I have a vested interest teenagers. 
in keeping my children fee of I would love to "make" 
unwanted pregancy and my children remain chaste 
AIDS. during their teen years, but I 
I am also a certified cont'd A6 
childbirth educator, and I am 
About letters 
The Terrace Standard 
welcomes letters to the editor 
on all topics. All letters must 
be signed and carry an ad- 
dress and local telephone 
number. Addresses or phone 
numbers won't be printed 
with the letter, but they are 
necessary for confirmation 
of the letter's authenticity 
The writer's name will be 
published. Requests for 
names to be withheld may be 
granted in extraordinary cir- 
cumstances. 
Thank you letters should 
be Submitted to the "Card of 
Thanks' section of the 
classifieds. 
Letters containing libelous 
or objectionable matter will 
be edited or returned to the 
writer.All letters are run on 
a space available basis, with 
shorter letters likely to be 
published soonest. 
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Writer supports 
DmrSk:  dispensers will not cause 
1 support  condom 
dispensers in school  
.washrooms. I do this not 
be~e I wish to encourage 
teenagem to become sexually 
active but because I see the 
and result of their sexual ac- 
tivity. Already in our town 
we have teenagers who are 
positive for the HIV virus. 
Condom dispensers in the 
schools will not cause those 
chi ldren whose moral  
backgrounds frown on sex to 
saddanly start indulging, Un- 
fortunately,  condom 
those reckless teenagers, who 
don't care to start using pro- 
teetion. 
The only people it will 
reach are the group, who are 
responsible but terribly era- 
harassed and unwilling to go 
to a more public place to buy 
their contraceptives, i.e. a 
drug store. 
However, if in the latter 
group we can save onq'or two 
people it would be worth the 
cost, as the cost of HIV in- 
fect ion will become 
astronomical. 
I thoroughly a~rec that the 
school should take on a 
strong role in education of 
HIV transmission and of the 
risks and failures of condom 
usage. However, while it is 
all verywell and good to tell 
children what they should or 
shouldn't do, ultimately they 
will make that decision 
themselves and it is best that 
they are prepared with as 
much knowledge as possible. 
. /  Yours sincerely, 
" Lani Almas, M.D. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Wood comments criticized 
Dear San 
It Is time to put a few 
damp m~ht. 
I f  Westar management 
mud are going to point 
nqm at the peapUe Io~ng 
in the North Kalum- 
MeIiIdin area, they should 
It k i l t  use facts and figures 
thIt show what is really hap 
pening there and not quote 
laformition that will par- 
poady mldmd the public. 
Wutm' Timber manage- 
mat  conflnmlly states that 
1.3 ndlHon cubic metres of 
weed is being exported an- 
I l l l i y  I h rou lh  Stewart from 
the North Kulum-Mexiadin 
met. This is absolutely not 
tree and they know that. 
from A5 
The 1,3 nndllion IS the 
allowable yearly cut, but the 
maJoflty of the wood IS l ow 
grade hemlock pulp that goes 
to pulp mills along the B.C.. 
coast. 
Only 15 to 20 per cent of  
the 1.3 million cubic metres 
is being exported and no 
masie formula can change 
those figures. Rotten wood is 
rotten wood. 
The wood that is in ques- 
tion was once part o f  
Westar's TFL and they 
choose a few years ago to 
downsize their TFL and get 
rid of a problem they didn't 
want to deal with by return- 
ing their decadent imber to 
the province. 
Now that some hardwork- 
Ing individuals have found n 
way to move this decadent 
timber to market, Westar 
Timber feels it is now entitled 
to the few good sawlogs 
created from these opera- 
dons. 
Wed those of us working 
with the wood know that it is 
still very true and it is an 
ongoing straggle to make a 
go of lids type of timber. 
We know and accept the 
conditions we have to deal 
with. Why can't Westar 
Timber do the same. 
Brian flipper) 
Mould 
Medadin 
Lake, B.C. 
Don,t judge our teens 
available person and have 
unbridled sex. 
Information is what 
everyone needs about AIDS, 
not punishment_ by death 
because one made a mistake 
and had sex. 
And let's not kid ourselves 
marriage is no guarantee 
you wofi't get"AIDSi"y0ur 
new spouse could have had 
am afraid I kno~v only too 
well from my training as a 
childbirth educator that this 
b asking something that is 
completely unrealistic. And I 
love each of them too much 
to deny them information 
about aad access to condoms 
ly. ~.b¢¢anse I have some 
id fcar'that if they see 
a 'con'doai.machin'e"the), wli 
immediately eap at the next 
an unfortunate ncounter 
years earlier which might 
result in you and possibly 
your unborn chilren contrac- 
ting AIDS. 
I trust he school board 88 
will choose to support our 
teens, not judge them. 
. . . . . . . . .  ';i:/'~0ut~'~i/udY; 
i:?? , ' M.B.weston' 
Terrace. B.C. 
BY POPULAR 
DEMAND 
We've extended our 
~i~ I i ~ " ~ , , ,  
.. -. 
Hurry 
Ll~!tecl 
~] r,.e 
learning 
Dear Sir: 
Regarding your ,articles 
and Brenda SUsbe's lettez 
("writer has quesfi0ns,.." 
Mar. 28) - -  neither your 
reporter nor Ms. Silsbe has 
checked the facts in this 
situation. 
The class in question uses 
group learning in approx- 
imately 10 per cent o f  the 
classroom time. The class is 
not an experimental class, 
but  a normal "o ld ;  
fashioned" grade six class. 
The parents who com- 
plained ignored any explana- 
tions of such and are enjoy- 
ing a good whine about a 
" just  cause!' (as they 
believe.) 
Ms. Silsbe wrote about 
"sweeping changes the 
government is bringing 
about." My goodness, I par- 
ticipated in group projects in 
grade five myself, and I'm 37 
years oldl 
Mr. Porter said he was 
never asked for permission to 
have hi.q child in an ex- 
perimental c ass, but there is 
no experimental classroom in 
this district's intermediate 
program. Check your facts. 
This class has 90 per cent 
individual  student 
assignments, letter grades, 
and a wonderful caring 
teacher who is being attacked 
by a hysterical few. 
Change can be frightening 
for some people, but at least 
we can wait for the change to 
actually take place before we 
leap to unfounded conclu- 
sions, can't we? 
Sincerely, 
J. Payne 
Terrace, B.C. 
PUSH, PULL I I  
IEN'S 1st QUALITY 
& DRAG SALE JEANS 
]dOT CUT - -  REG. $38.98 
$2999 
or 
• )i I • : .L~ 
our 
i? .... 
• NEW :;; • 
SUBARU 
CARS 
IN ISTOCK / Z, 54 = 
TERRACE " ' 
q 
BASEBALL 
\ 
There is still time to register for minor baseball.: 
Monday to Friday at the Terrace Arena office,; 
FIRST STEP TO THE: MAJOR LEAGUES 
I 
. r  
THE NORTHWEST REGION /: I 
OF THE -,-'~,. I 
NORTHERN REGIONAL HAIRDRESSERS 
ASSOCIATION -'-~ 
AT THE 
INN OF THE WEST 
TERRACE 
PRESENTS 
, /  FASHION 1990 / 
SUNDAY, APRIL 22 
~3 
1'?:17 
,!:!( 
. !  - 
! 
Bunt Adds: Jamie Norberg, artistic director of Twizzlers 
& Anthony Crossfield, artistic director of Richard Jeha 
Salons 
CompetNione: • Visual • Open Men's commercial • Evening 
Classics (after 5) • Fantasy Total Look 
MODELS NEEDED....please call 
PARTIClPAllNG SALONS: ~.~._ . .  
Hairwavea ........................................... 835-8727 
Hairbustem ......................................... 835-2432 
Hair Gallery ......................................... 63f~1729 ~ ~ - ~ /  
Images by Kedeen ................................ 635.4997 
April 2-14 
GREATWCST£RH GARM£NTC 
CHAMBRAY 
SHIRTS JEANS 
REGULAR AND t~AaA STONEWASHED 
TALL SIZES "r AP '~ I ' - -  STRAIGHT LEG 
REG. $45,98 mi - -v  REG. $38.98 
SHIRTS 
BLEACHED DENIM 
REGULAR AND~ dp l l l  
TALL SIZES v_~BI ,~ 
REG, $45.98 
RED STRAP 
JEANS 
REG. $39.98 
r ;.m 
SHIRTS 
STONEWASHED DENIM 
REGULAR AND aMllh ~I lU l  
TAtL SfZES _r,l~m 
REG, $44.98 ~ r ' r  
WILDERNESS 
JEANS 
,=o.~e $42m COLOURS, REG.
TO $51.98 
DRILLER'S ................ , .  DRILL 
SHIRTS • ', 
=23"gob ASSORTED COLOURS q REGULAR AND TALL SIZES - REG. $29.98 
PANTS 
ASSORTED 
COLOURS 
REG.$31.98 
s240o 
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Counc i lnotes  ~ ~ : :  ~ . . . .  ' " . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ~ ..... " 
pUlip application • to hear 
i!::~'r163P.J~CIK --Co~mdl wants tO ;~ :the bench; cotmcil has r~.ched a Week. : " ;  Purple lodge). May 2 
i'~.meet with' bidders for  a nor-. :,compromise solution which will ~, " * **  * ,  " $1,230)~ 
i!~i fllWest pulpwood guarantee nsa i.~ allow the couple to have use of "lhere was also a double The following staff travel the  an: ~!~,fii~t:!~!step:,toward:,adopting a theparcel; deelaradon in the case of the plans have been approved by Licence 
:~ lon  on the controversial James and Lucy Wood month of May which has been aldermen: Peter Monteith to at- Enfor~ 
pro~sal ,  wanted to buy a small piece of proclaimed Multiple Scelerosis tend the April 29 - May I B.C. tion in Victoria, June-6-9 ($840 
i i: ii~ In  suggesting the companies land immediately south of the month-- i t  will include the MS Economic Deve lopment  approx,); and twomembers Of 
..... ~ ..... ifii~,olved be invited to present :Wilson Ave. property and in- Society's ' annual Carnation Association conference inRich- public works department to at- 
th case to the city, alderman corporate it into their lot. ,, Campaign fundralser, ~ May mend (estimated cost $900); tend the B,C. Water and Wuste/ 
i ABob Cooper saldthe informa- However,  d irector"  of  10-13 - -  land Hearing and Bob Lafleur to attend the B.C. Association conference in Vic- 
~9n..wo~d prove beneficial to ; engineering Stew Christensen Speech month (at the request of Building Inspectors' association toria, April 22-25 ( approx~ 
i c6~uiii~ m~,mbers when'it came said the land shouldn't be sold theloca! Order of the.Royal annual conference inN analmo, $2,400). '~ 
: tO making a~dclslon. , : ,  
~!! Two of ~he~ :bidders 
Pulpwood Agreement 17 
O..l~ate ~local, !mills; One is 
~: ' :$ke~a Cellulose and the other, 
• ~West Fraser's Skeena Sawmills 
....... would use  wood under 
Eurocan's application. 
. Cooper said he had also con- 
tacted forest resources commis- 
~sion member Cyril Shelford to 
arrange a luncheon meeting bet- 
" :wcea  the city, IGtimat-Stikine 
regional district ~ and  commis- 
aion members duringtheir April 
visit to Terrace. 
-,~ *****  
because the city has an eight. 
inch water line running 
underneath, i : 
The tWO :sides agreed ito enter 
into a land use agreement under 
which the city retains ownership 
while allowing the Woods' to 
landscape the area, The couple 
werealso told the city retained 
the right Io carry out work on 
the main any 'time it was 
necessary. 
After two summers of renting 
a Patchmaster machine to 
repair local streets, the city. is 
now going to buy one of its 
• Residents on Davis Ave. will own. Alderman Mo Takhar ex- 
have to put up with a street that plained a comparison of rental 
is alternately muddy or dusty charges and Ukely purch~ase cost 
until the city can sort out a showed the 'city would recover 
right-of-way problem, its investment within three 
'.Responding to a complaint years. 
and  call for immediate action Council save public works 
from 4700 block resident the-go-ahead to o~ain quotes 
Dharam Parhar, administrator on the Patchmaster and a used, 
Bob Hallsor explained the city 
nceded to secure a a 66ft wide 
ri'ght-of-way before it could 
proceed with paving the street. 
To do that, it needed to per- 
suede anumber of owners along 
the route to give up a portion of 
their property. While some had 
already agreed to do so, 
negotiations had so far proved 
unsuccessful 
replacement pick-up, the first 
items on a $450,000 equipment 
shopping list put forward by the 
department. . 
Your Decor has been award- 
ed the contract to supply and in- 
stall new curtains in the arena 
banquet room. The company's 
bid of $1,760 was the lowest of 
in several other the four received and was less 
cases .  
i In the last resort, Hallsor said 
the city could move. to ex- 
propriate the required land with 
the cost being added to the total 
for the paving project itself. 
Although it hns turned own 
a residents' request to purchase 
city land adjacent to home on 
than half the $3,800 included in 
the 1990 budget. 
In response to a request from 
the Skeena valley Guru Nanak 
Brotherhood, council has pro- 
claimed April 15-21 Sikhism 
Birthday (Khalsa) Week. It also 
agreed to declare the same 
period National Citizenship 
! : !~ 
w ah to~extend , their ,~  
preCiation ~d ~ksto  tim 
many volunteer eferees ~ 
coaches Who have, over 
years, supported youth see, 
car In Terrace. .~ 
- ; . . .  
r t lH  
NoEoWeS 
BY ROBERT Q. SMITH 
GENERAL MANAGER 
This new column will be a regular feature of the Terrace 
gt~d~' .  It's purpose Is to keep you up tO date on the 
many features, events & specials at the new Terrace Inn. 
Canadel Solid Birch 
6 pc. 
Odds 'N Ends 
• Coffee & End Tables: 
I I I I I -° ' - "- TERRACE INN Bedroom Suite :NiteTables:Discon ' ~  ~~~~=~ "~' Fame Combi~-.,~id ALL DISCONTINUED 
We are changing our name from the Terrace Hotel to the 
Terrace' Inn.Thla is better suited toour  new Bed & 
Breakfast plan, soon to be introduced. Our renovations are 
well under way with the new Dining Room scheduled to 
open Apdl 9. It will feature a new menu and will offer casual 
dining at its finest. Work Is also underway on the lobby, 
banquet & meeting rooms, hallways & accommodation 
r~ma. Finally the Terrace Inn will be completely repalnted 
o'n the'outside with a new sign onthe roof and bright neon 
I lighting highlighting the building. When finished our "Inn" 
• -will sparkle with life in downtown Terrace. You are Invited 
to enjoy all of our newly decorated facilities. , 
NEW BUFFET 
.... LUNCH SPECIAL 
1 only. Floor sample. 
=1,99 
Fame Colonial 
Sofa & Chair 
1 only. With wood trim. 
we now feature a Daily Buffet Lunch in Augle's Lounge, 
Monday to Friday from 11:30 - 1:30 p.m. Soup, Salads 
and a Hot Entree for only $6.25 and it's all you can eat. 
. During lunch enjoy the piano styllngs of Glenn Foasum. Parkland Traditional 
i .For Fas, t Rne Food give the Terrace inn Buffet Lunch a try. 
Love Seat i :: "AFTER 5" 1 only. Discontinued. 
WIND DOWN 
1/2 PRICE 
112 PRICE The perfect place to relax after a busy day is in our 
Lounge. We offer complimentary Hot Hers d'oeuwes tand 
again feature the plane styllngs of Glenn Foasum. Monday 
t~r lday from 6:0o p.m. - 7:00 p.m. relax and wind down 
ir~tihe~Cozy atmosphere of the Terrace Inn lounge /::~ , ,','~- ., . . . .  . 
THE 
ALL SALES FINAL 
NO HOLDS 
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE 
TERRACE, B.C. 
(604) 636-6630 
;,.,~'... . 
1.800.663"8!  66  ~:, 
STORE HOURS 
MONI- 
THU~S: : 9 AM; S:aO m 
FRIDAYI 9 AM. 9 RII 
9AM-BPM 
3ented corner• 
$464.95 
d Tables: Discontinued or slightly 
j ed 1/2 Price 
• Nlte Tables: Discontinued 112 Price 
• Fame Combination Leather Chair 1/2 Price 
• 3 Drawer Elm Chest (2 only} 1/2 Price 
• 60" Brass Head Boards $139.00 
• Admiral Heavy Duty Washer 
(Disc. model) $699.95 
• Panaeonlc Bread Maker: Clearouf 
special $399.95 
• Woods Freezer 15 cu. ft., Dented comer. 
1 only. $464.95 
• Queen Ann Solid Cherry Tables $299~ch 
• Solid Birch Table & 6 Chairs $1,86e.00 
Kroehler 
OR 
MIS-MATCHED 
LAMPS 
1/2 PRICE 
Kroehler Contemporary 
Coffee & End Tables 
Discontinued. 
1/2 PRICE 
Bench Craft 
Sofa/Love Seat 
With alight fabric flaw. 
.rE '700  °° 
Swivel Rockers I Hide-a-bed & 
2 only. Blue. [ Matching Chair 
;299P  ;1 1 .2 9 oo 
ALL ITEMS AS IS 
MANY ITEMS MARKED OR SOILED 
THESE ARE FLOOR SAMPLES 
ALL SALES CASH OR 
APPROVED CREDIT, VISA AND 
MASTERcHARGE WELCOME 
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO 
PRIOR SALE, AVAILABILIW 
NOT GUARANTEED 
FURNITURE & APPLIANCE LTD. 
sincel963 ' 1  ~1~ 
FOR YOUR 
CONVENIENCEll 
t 
. . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . ~  ~ m~'``~`~`v`-i~P-~#~`~'.~'`~P`-``w'~``~i~`"~`~T'~:~.*~*~~~ . , r . , j .~ ,~ ~..., . . . . . . .  , ,~ , ,  ~ , , , ,  ~ ,. ,~ ,  ,~, ~ , .  ~. . ,  . . . .  .~o~. .~.  - . . . .  -:.:;;.~k,;~,;.a~.,:.,i.-,V~..~.,:ec~,C,.Et, i , E ~ , , ~ v ~ , ~  
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FRESH JJJ~ ~l!~ ~Hi~ ~~~W N U R KE Y S 0" T MILK,: i [! D , u ,c ,  ~,o ~ S bFC:  U U  ~ ~  Bakery Dept. 
Limlt 2 Bags. :51 ; : ! ;~!~ B U N S  
;;LUE PR_ICED ~i i 
Umit 3loaves white and [t'~!]i 1 4L. Pail. T O M A T O E S  
• C. ,~:,~' ~ i~ k l~ i  BREAD ..
Meat Dept. 
  iCKEN 
BREASTS 
Back Affached. 
i ~ ~ : ~,)! 
LB. 
4.39 kg. 
.~:T.,~;. 
Meat Dept. 
CitICKEN. 
LEGS 
Back attached. 
• , , '* .  ;W;~:~!; 
ORDER Jl 3 loaves brown. 
Bulk Foods 
W BULK PAK - ~" . 
LB. NACHOS, TAIl]IS, ~-~'"~-TOSTADOS, ~L CRUNCH!ES 
LOCAL GROWN 
RED 
I POTATOES 
3.28 kg. 110 lb. Bag. 
I 
Asst. Flavours, Palls. 
Bulk Foods ' : .<~:. Reg. 40.~ HI-DRI 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~~ __ .  
TACO ,. ,p~._~ 
SALS PAPER 
SAUCE TOWELS 
~ PRICE Limit 3 Pkgs. 
99 POWDER DETERGENT SUNLIGH 
EA. 10 L. Box. 
TOMATO 
SOUP 
Heinz 
284 mL. Tin. 2 
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¢ 
EA. 
¢ 
i ~?i i~ ![  ):!~ ~7~ :¸ .... 
Dairymaid Pacific - -  ~ 
A P P L  EVAPO- ~ Valu Price 
~OKE, SPRITE FROZEI 
RATED CANADADRY , ORANG J UIC E MILK , °~INGERALE ~:'t 
AlSo Available in d ie t . . ,  i JU!nC E }UR PER OpUERR 1 L. ORDER ~l:,L. Bottle. , . OF FOUR PER 384 mL.  T in .  , ' : F • .' - _ ORDER Y ORDER 
• .=  • : 
Western Family l i~tern Family 
B.C .  Granu la ted .  " 
BATHROI I ,,,OTA SUGAI 
TISSUE :HiP 
2 Ply 8 Roll Pkg. PERLIII~':FAMIL~F0UR" l ; J 4 kg. Bag. 
ORDER ~ Pla!n or Ripple. 200 g. Bc 
....... OPEN 7 DAYS ODD PEOPLE AND PROU ( ,N COMPANY ~i!!i!iiii!~ : 
A WEEK 
SUNDAY 
SATURDAY, 
THURS,:& SKEENA MALL TERRACE 
10 am- 5pro 9am.s~pm 
~* . . . .  ' *l lt i ;~s ~ 9  am- 9 pm : We Reserve The RightTo L!mlt,Qua ~ , 
: , ) ' '  
T 
i 
Till Saturday, April7, 1990 
- - i 
i ~ I - 
L. ; ' .  " " : .  " '  
~_, ' ; * "  .. . , r  r . . . . .  "h . ' "  ~ .~: ;~:~'~;~V'~' t ' l !~ '~:~ : '  
[I 
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This paper work useful 
Class tackles 
recycling job 
TAKING ACTION for the environment, Annyah Klingner is one of the 
students in a Grade 10 science class at Skeena Jr. Secondary 
school helping with a school paper, recycling program. Most of the 
TERRACE - -  Keepln8 that 
blank sheet of computer paper, 
saving a crumpled handout,.and 
hanging onto used paper other- 
wise destined for the garbage.-: 
It's all part of a new paper- 
recycling program at Skeena Jr. 
Secondary School headed by 
science teacher Dan Houpt. 
"I 'm amazed at the amount 
of paper we've collected so 
far," said Houpt. His class 
alone accumulated more than 
60 pounds of paper in the rn'st 
two weeks. 
Half of the classes are taking 
part and each has empty boxes 
for white paper. 
lt'H be packed and stockpil~ 
until there's enough to fdl a 
truck for shipment to Van- 
couver. Houpt hopes to find a 
business that brings supplies in 
from Vancouver that will take 
the paper back on an empty 
truck. 
Newsprint and coloured 
paper isn't being collected yet 
because it must be recycled 
separately from white paper. " 
Houpt said the program has 
,"i ' ~ ' ? ' '  ., ~' " " " 
v:  .'(. "'5 ~,.,. ' i ; 
-- ' " r " '  : ::CARRIER OF THE wEEK:: 
students and teachers. "There's . :,,. 
just. tons and tons. of =good. ' 
quality white paper, that's 
thrown out every day from the 
schools," he said.r: "And 
everybody seems to want to do 
something about i t . "  
The recycling project isn't ex- 
peeted to turn a profit, but 
Houpt Says he hopes the value 
of the paper will cover the cost 
of shipping it to Vancouver. 
"Whether we make money or 
not isn't important," Houpt 
• said. "What's important is that 
by  doing this we're raising the 
awareness of wastage among 
students." 
Other classes at the school are 
also getting involved, he said, 
not ing home economies 
students plan to make canvas 
bags to be sold as environmen- 
tally friendly shopping bags to 
help finance the recycling pro- 
jeet. 
The goal is to collect more 
than two metric tonnes of 
paper, he said. " I f  we can all do 
it and keep it going, we should 
have no problem getting that 
Brett Wilson 
' ' i j rg l  Flhll .~, : '-,. 
- Rliu~r Soft Drink " , 
- 8.~l/e , 
Compliments of McDOR~dd;o r
In a clear record-of 
delivery and a job 'well 
done you've earned'a 
FREE McHappy Meal. • 
Co- -ra tul:t i°ns ng --" r ~ ~ ~ ' ~• . '~: 
TERr~. .~ ' STANDAI{D, i ~i: 
,,,,=.,,,.Av,.. ~m.,.o. . .es~z~eS 
classes at the sch0ol are now getting involved, widespread support from both much." ] . ~ ' ~ ' ~ t I ~ A  
Oo,,c,an : - ' - - -  I stud,ed. --I 
HOT ,~pn~.q  
TERRACE - -  The Nass River RESI 
oolichan run came a bit early - -  - -  - -  : 
this year but agoodstart  was I Sea to Sky }10t Tubs : made gathering information on 
the life cycle of the prized fish, [] 
says a member of the Nisga'a [] 
[] Tribal Council. 
The council and federal FUN = FUN-FUN 
fisheries don't know much II Slides & r~Ol- 
"We wantto know where 'i bring a friend 
they go, what they do to lead to 
a management scheme," he I I~ O~ I~I~I~= ~ said. 
Nyce added that a managed 
oolichan fishery will avoid the 
problems of overfishing from 
various sources that now trou- 
ble the Nass River salmon runs. 
Oil from the oolichan for cen- 
turies has been a valuable 
trading commodity between 
northwest natives. That oil 
helped give the name "grease 
trail" to a trading route running 
through the interior of the pro- 
vince and was traded along river 
routes. 
"On the coastal areas, it's 
traded for herring roe, shellfish 
and along the upper Skeena, 
soap berries. The occasional 
time there are cash 
transactions." said Nyce. 
"Our old people are very 
knowledgeable about the 
oolichan but Our young people 
have sketchy information and 
that's what we're trying to 
gather," he said. 
This year's catch is estimated 
at 40-60 tons, down from last 
year because the run came arly, 
Nyce continued. 
Boy dies I 
in crash :! 
TERRACE - -  An ll-year-old 
boy is dead and three other peo- 
ple were taken to hospital Satur- 
day following the crash of a 
pick-up truck on Old Lakelse 
Lake Rd. 
RCMP said the boy was pro- 
nounced ead on arrival at Mills 
Memorial Hospital as a result of 
injuries he suffered in the acci. 
dent. Two other passengers and 
the driver ~ were taken to 
hospital, where they were 
treated and released. 
The Chime Delivery truck, 
which was transport ing 
newspapers to Kitimat, was 
totalled in the crash near 
Sockeye Creek bridge. RCMP 
said the case is still under in. 
vestigation. 
Company owner Aria 
Solowoniuk identified the dead 
boy as Philip Neasloss, son of 
the driver, DonH0ng, She call. 
ed Hens a careful driver and 
said the truck had just been 
through as af~y h is~ion ,  
: : v . "  9 ~, 
II 798 o ~.  .... 
CALL = =_ z__ , - r  I • Single lounge, double lounge, no lounge 
i After 4:30  p.m. all pools • 4, 8, 21, 25 or 49 jetsl ~{ 
I and slides are 2 for 1. ,,' 
" - - - - -  - co,,o.,z o,o 
]1 SUIT YOUR NEED i e e ""-"'71 ~ - ' -  sA  | " ,~ 
v 
of t.e 
TERRACE JR. 'C' NORTHCOAST RAVENS RINGETTE TEAM 
Terrace'8 Junior 'C' ringette team captured the provincial title in Osoyoos recently, 
earning them a spot on All Seasons Sporting Goods "Wall of Fame" as athletes of 
the mohth. Strong coaching from Merrill Myers helped the squad take'the B.C. 
¢haml~onshlp. The team will receive a gift from NI Seasons Sporting Goods, Get 
your, nominations in early for Aprlrs "Athlete of the Month." 
Coming Soon... :: 
M I D N I G H T ,  - 
Huge savings throughout the storel ~.~" ..~.: ~ ........ : : - -  
Watch for it. , 
" ' :~ '  ~': : '  i O ' 
easons  Sport ingGoods.  : 
COME SEE US ON DISPLAY 
• SMITHERS 
APRIL 2-7 
• SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE ' 
APRIL 8-15 
o 5 MOdels On Sale • 
Catalina Pool Services 
• Pool & Spa Industry for 16 years . , 
'•Members'of Better Business Bureau .... ..... 
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p ker expectslmznero i -c  ------- --..-.-.-.. : ar ad  ARRIERS : 
to  Iskut will start soon i  Needed  ', los Avsllable In l"mwlco , 
( 
UINN ;'i. ~-~ii':~,;ili ', ' ( 
same ay as mines mzmstry of % 
ficials and officials from mining ~ !  ' ~' :~ 
companies with property in the ~ ' '~:~ 
lskut.met in Victoria tO discuss ~ :;=:ii ! ~ '~!i~ 
the road. ":~:° ~' 
going to be the lead agency. The ! _ 
(mines) ministry people tell me I 
ofthere'Sevents,"beensaidan interestingparker, turn ~ • t , .¢  ¢ = = = --=¢-¢-**~*.***,e,**-.,.-,,~,e.**,,e,,a,~,**t 
cOSt sharing of the proposed alsatian eslauraat 
62km:road, $12.5 million road 
leading into the Iskut from Bob The friendliest "Inn" townl 
Quinn Lake on Hwy37. ~,  our place "Your Place" tO e~oy an q~l i i~  
That meeting between the , *~.~.o o~ r~, ~ =~ r,=o,=., ~. ,  ~ I ~ "  
companies and the mines 
ministry was the first between at the benefits to Skyline Gold's eluding forestry companies in- said it would be wrong it con- 
th,d~arties:since a mining corn- Johnny Mountain gold mine terested in logging and tourists, sider it a negotiating session. 
panies' study of who will and Cominco's SNIP property The only access to the area is • * 4t ~ ~ 
benefit from the road con- which is now in development, I  now by air and companies have And as discussions continue 
tradlcted findings of a provin- indicated the two companies been using Wrangell, Alaska as on the cost of building a road, 
cial study, should pay between 12 and 18 a staging base to bring in sup- Cominco is converting a large 
Mining companies don't ob- per cent of the road cost. plies and workers, hovercraft to ferryin equipment 
jeer to paying a portion of the That's in contrast to the pro- Last year, a provincial report and supplies to its SNIP mine 
construction costs but prefer vincial study which stated the said a road access from Hwy37 site up the Stikine and lskut 
having the province build the two companies hould pay 75 would benefit businesses in rivers from Wrangell. Apr i l  "S i :dng  Fever"  spec ia l s  
road and recoup the amount per cent of the cost. Stewart, Terrace and Smithers. The 25 by 10 metre hovercraft from around the world! 
through user fees. At issue is the benefit o other Speaking before last week's is being converted to carry 10 
;~, ~The companies' tudy looked potential users of the road, in- meeting, a Cominco official tons of equipment a  a time. Spain... ~tnee... 
Cominco vice president Dave PAELLA VALENCIA POSIEDON KABOB iii: A i vote oney './ohnstonsaldthehovercraft $16-95  $14. .95  mer cans m was bought because the com- 
pany Can't wait for a road to be 
built, india.., hly... for th i golde d A se¢ondColnin¢ooffi¢ial, 0ALCl/TI'ALAMBOURRY MEALSCALLOPPINEALFgANGEUC0 e r" n ran Merlyn Roy. .  said the hover- =13.95  *14 .9§  
craft is now being converted in
Australia and should be in 
- -  GRILLED 6RF..AST OF CHICKEN CAESAR S T ~ _ ~ i  :TERRACE The Alaskan that is already taking place and already benefits by Canadian Wrangell by June. Lunch Sp~c~l[" or 6 0Z. SI LOIN CAESAR 
State senate has approved a bill there will be public hearings, mining companies using it as an Cominco has received 
authorizing a (US) $22 million The route begins" at the Brad- air staging base for lskut opera- approval-in-principle to start For more Information and reservations call: 
aJL_LqZE_~LJ 
bond issue to build a road into field Canal to the south of the tions and hopes to continue developing the SNIP property ~ M0a.. Sun. L01~ll: Moo.. Fd. 4332 Laketse Ave. 
the gold-rich ]skut Valley. Iskut Valley, crosses the border those economic opportunities and wants to start production s p.m, to 11 p.m. 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. Tewace e.c §35.91§1 
Approval has already been and stop in the area of Skyline's through a Bradfield road. latge this winter. 
given by the Alaskan House of Johnny Mountain gold mine 
Representatives and the bill will and Cominco's SNIP gold 
now go before the Alaskan~ developmentproperty. 
:govemor for final approval.i.(!/i~ ' iAlask/m~statesenator Ll yd 
Revenue"'fr~m"ro'~l tol -t~  Y6h6s descrilYe'd the proposed 
~wiil be used to pay off the  road as a way to connect [ 
bonds, southeast Alaska. with B.C.'s 
At the same time, final road plan to build a road into the 
construction approval depends lskut from Hwy37, "It is a 
:upon the route being subject o great victory for Southeast," 
a two-year environmental im- added Alaskan house represen- ~_.,? ( 
pact assessment and review, tative Robin Taylor who ~ealthcare, ~/~ 
Gathering information for represents Wrangell. That town b t ,Northern3207 Kal~m__ t~sh~'~Col~mbmet' . ~[c~,~.~. '~)~r~ 
Cal l  f i r s t  " i l l i  ~:  " . " 
for faster claim . . . .  : 
~: Aiian Dubeau, Tammie Toriglia and The Staff m service at Northern Healthcare cordially invite you to attend 
I : - : : ( ;  the Grand Opening of our new store, 
I " " = " : 4~ r :Friday, April 6, 1990 from 10 am to 5 pro, 
ICBC has Dial-A-Claim service for 3207 Kalum Street in Terrace. 
residents of Terrace, Kitimatand area. If Manufacturers' representatives wil be in attendance 
I~OU have an Autoplan claim, please call from 10 am to 1 pm to provide new product information 
~the Terrace or Kltimat DlaI-A-Cldim and to answer any questions 
number so we can serve you as quickly you may have about our extensive selection of 
~nd efficiently as possible, home health care products, orthopedic supplies, first aid equipment, 
? ,  ostorny supplies, wheelchairs and accessories, Terrace : i: sports medicine remedies and general medical supplies. 
63§  8111 You are also invited to inspect our recently upgraded 
!. " : ,  pharmacy department. 
=" ' " "  ..... i i: i :i L IP  
.'.,,:.:.:,:,:,:.:,:.,:.:.:,:,:..:...: . . . . . .  :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . : . , ;  . . . . . . . . . .  , ;  . . . . . .  . :,  : , . :  .:;:;~:q.';~.%~..-.,~v....-..%,.:6,.-.-,v..,,..~......~.... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ............................... " , . . . v , . . ' . . .~  ............................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ' " " . ' : :~" : : :q : . ' : ' .~  : : : : "  " - "4" ' - ' " : ' " ' - ' " ' - ' "  
iiiii~ ~ ~ l~! i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ! i '  '~'~' : . i . i . i . .~ i .~ . : !~!~: . i . '  .i ~.i,i.: : .ii.~.: ..:.. ~ .~. i . i . i . : i i~~i . i . i  ~. :.i" ..: . . . .  
" " ' " "  " ' ' "  ' " '" i , : , i . ! : i  i:" . :  ' ::.:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: "'  ' ==================================== :::~;'":: : : : : : : : : :" ' " : ' : : : : : : : : :  : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::  ======================================= ::::::: i ' , i : i : i :  'i':',i:!',i::'::i:!:!:i:i:i:::i:i:i:i:::~ii:i. 
. . . . . .  i!iiii::i[:~:?i!:~, an~ i:lonut~,.~ f6~a"~fi~y~ ~ha~ w~tti.o~:man~~::~: 
. . .  , , ,  . , , . .  , . . . . , .  . .  , . . ,  . , . ,  . . : . . : : . / . : :  . : ,  . ' . : :  ~ . .~;~. : ; . , . . . , , . . .  
~!... representatives. And, of course, be sure to enter our specialdraW for :i:::::: : ::: ............ 
your chance to win a quality General Electric" : ~:: 
cordless telephone and other excitingdoor prizes. 
Remember-it's this Friday. And we hope to see " . .• 
you ther 
b 
,:, t', ): 
/i 
I 
i 
until it demonstrates cost and 
spending control, says a Reform 
Party spokesman. 
Werner Schmidt old a party 
meeting here last week that the 
federal government has failed in 
wise and efficient use of tax 
monies. 
"Unti l  the government 
demonstrates the ability to con- 
trol spending, no new taxes or 
additional taxes should be 
allowed," he said. 
"We can expect this (the 
GST) to raise incredible 
amounts of money by a very 
small adjustment. A one per 
cent increase in the (:}ST will 
generate an additional $3 
billion. The fact is that in no 
country where this type of tax 
has been introduced with a 
single digit, has it stayed there," 
Schnddt added. 
Schmidt said the federal 
government must show leader- 
ship in financial control if it ex- 
peas Canadians to go along 
with the GST proposal. 
" In  Prime Minister 
Mulroney's recent trip to the 
Commonwealth conference and 
Asiatic countries, he spent in ex- 
cess of $750,000," said 
Schmidt. 
"Could that same trip have 
been done for 
- ° ,•  . k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . .  
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Reform Party tak es IOR,vto W anm at fed tax Serving you from ~: " Equ,pment Quee  Charlottes tOE .ake 
TERRACE - - -The  federal in the ~ ' .... " ~ J , ' i ,~ 
edg°vernmentto bringsh°uldn'tin its proposedbe allow- justChangeand qualSystemfor all ft° makeus,,, heit i : ' . !i ,I' i i]:, 
Goods and Services Tax (GST) said. 
The party opposes the pro- 
posed Meech Lake Accord con- . Parts: 
stJtutional change, saying .it. 
does not include an elected Sales 
Senate. Service 
An elected Senate with equal . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~'~'"". 
numbers  o f  senators f rom al l  We've expandedJ We now have an additional 2400 sq. ft, of service space to 
provinces would balance out betteraccommodateourcustomers. 
political power now concen- 
trated in central Canada, he 
said. SALES, PARTS AND SERVICE 
"The House of Commons is • Komatsu • Barmac * Gomaco 
representation by population. • Koehring * Blaw-Knox " .... • Gordon Rupp 
The same should be in the • Ingersoll-Rand *Centuryll(P&H) - Highway 
Senate. It would be the place of • JOB Clemro " ' : • Layton 
sober, second thought and more * Athey • Eagle Iron Works • Mayco 
Werner SchmJdt accurately reflect the wishes of  * Etnyre Wylie 
the Canadian population," 
$300,000-$350,000? We expect Schmidt said. 
the Prime Minister to travel and He said federal politicians PURVES RITCHIE RENTALS DIVISION 
with class, but how much class have failed to treat tax money as (Sub-branch of Purses Rllchle In Prince Rupert) 
and at what level?" he con- theirown. ,AIrCompressors "SandblastlngEqulpment .Saws 
tinued. "The overall attitude, in- *Forklifts • Compaction Equipment& Barricades • Pumps 
Schmidt's appearance in the eluding that inthe bureaucracy, * Air Tools & Accessories * Electrical Equipment & Electric Tools • Levels & Transits 
north is part of an organizing must change to reflect a respon- , Loaders • Welders • Concrete Equipment 
tour of the Reform Party to sibility for accountability to the o Track Drills * Heaters & Fans • Jacks 
look for members, public," Schmidt continued. , Demolition Equipment ° Hoists 
He said the party isn't one of He said the federal budget 
protest but one that offers alter-should have cut middle level Rivtow 8 4 7 3 2 2 6  natives to the three main bureaucrats, cut fnoney to Smithers  
political parties, special interest groups who then 2943 Hwy.  16 - 
"Reform means constructive lobby for more money and cut 
change. The real issue is what grants and subsidies to corpora- • Equipment Box 2966 FAX 847-3484 
are we for and what can we tions. 
Money.for EVERY SINGLE ITEM ON SALE 
educatuon 
needed 
TERRACE-  School District 
88 will ask Victoria for more 
than $375,000 to begin im- 
plementing the province's Year 
2000 proposals this fall. 
Terrace's chool board has 
committed to starting the 
l~rim~y ':'program-- replacing 
what is now kindergarten to 
Grade 3 --  this September. 
Education minister Tony 
Brummet has promised extra 
money, beyond the school: 
board's budget, to cover Year 
2000 costs. 
As of last week the amount 
the school board is requesting 
stood at more than $381,000, 
secretary-treasurer Barry 
Piersdorff said, adding the total 
will probably rise further before 
the request for money is made. 
"That number could grow 
depending on what other pro- 
posals come in," he said. "The 
only safe bet is that he demand 
for money exceeds the supply." 
The Year 2000 paper calls for 
phasing in education reforms 
that will radically change the 
school system. Aznong its pro- 
posals are provisions for a more 
individually tailored education, 
elimination of graded evalua- 
tion, mixed-age classes, and an 
emphasis on career-preparation 
instead of university entrance. 
The district is also putting 
together equests for money 
under the technology grant -- 
another area not included in the 
board's budget. Piersdorff said 
requests from schools for more 
technology has also driven up 
those requests. 
More than $270,000 have 
been identified in requests o 
far, he said, compared to the 
roughly $140,000 given to the 
school board for technology in 
recent years. 
Parents 
ob jec t  ' 
TERRACE - -  A group of 
parents meet this week to 
discuss a teaching method they 
don't like. 
The parents object to 
cooperative l arning -- a group 
learning method -- saying 
weaker students ride the coat- 
tails of the stronger students. 
Cooperative learning is 
regarded as one o f  the beginn- 
ing elements to changes in  
education coming under the 
Year 2000 proposals. 
School officials ay there has 
always been group learning but 
that it has never before been 
given a name and its :use is in- 
creasing as educators prepare 
for change. 
' : The meeting is scheduled for 
7:30 p.m. Friday night in the i 
basement of the library. d 
i 
.Y'TV'R 
" SPRING SPECIALS;" 
wn Mower Tune-up 
,00u0. 21"  sharpen blade and total 
system check ....................................... ~ ozW= 
Load Binders 
19 s Reg. 26.95 ....................................................
Mechanics Tool Kit 
Reg. 588.95 .................................. ¢mCm 
OFF " , .0o .9 ,o  3/e- lV4 1 Reg. 39.95 ........................................ ....... i 
MANY MOREiN A 
r .~  ALL ~,=.. ,,- ~ STORE SPECIALS! 
POWER 
TOOLS 
i ' /D * Coupon,  ",' I 
Bring This Coupon in For I 
250,000 ' 
BONUS PRIZE DOLLARS 
I, In Our Prize Contest. 
. . . . .  1 Coupon Per Account. 
1/f2 ] 
SEAT J 
cov.  
" Come in and join us on 
~ • APRIL 5, 6, & 7 
for our official 
• GRAND OPENING 
of our new location. 
Balloons, Caps & Demonstrations 
Dally, 
Door Prizes Awarded Daily. 
SATURDAY BE61NNING 
AT 10:00 AM 
FREE HOT DOGS & 
SOFT DRINKS 
COME AND J01N THE FUNlll 
Sale Terms: 
CASH 
CHEQUES 
VISA 
MASTERcARD 
AMERICAN EXPRESS 
All Sales Fire 
B RIVER 'INDUSTRIES (TERRACE) LTD. 4427 HIGHWAY 16, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5L5 PHONE 635-7383 FAX 635-4076 
YOUR COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE CENTER 
ALSO SPECIALIZED IN LOGGING AND 
INDUSTRIAL HARDWARE 
H H P  
GIO 
Sale Hours: 
MON.. FRI. 
7 a.m.- 6 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
8 a.m. • 5 p.m. 
sizes S, M & L, Reg. 2.99....,,'. I - .  sl' q ,  Pint,/Hose, '+ 911 L,dm Henna Bdehl RI AA 
Reg. i.19......; ................. , - - ,44  rod+, 9uwn Size 
Ladies 6 pk Knee . 4 Hug.aster Bdofs, e} AA 
• g,,.lteg.2.,g .................... / 44  ,,09. 2 90 .............................. - ,+ , .  
Ladles Perspective ell 41o 
Walking Sock, Reg. 2.99 ....... ,. ~.,. ar, il, !~, 
Ladles:3 Pk Sport +i, .  
Hose, sizes 9-11, 
, ,o.  3 . , . . ,  .................. . . ,2 .44  
Utile Girts 3 pk 
Sport Hose, sbes 7.9 eJI 41A 
Rag, 3,99 .......................... ~.., L ,  m,i}~ 
Humpty Dumpty Socks 
s+, 0.9 ~ ~.o~,. eg. 3.,9... +'.'~ 4 
Girls 4.6x, 3 pk dll'l l 41  m 
Bdefs, Reg, 3.49., .......... : ....... ~ ,q ,~ 
Evennow eoz. 
.,~ ~.,,,ng. 2.39 .......... 1 .44  
Training Pants 
Reg. 1,99.;,,,.. ....................... 1.44 
Scottles Facial Tissues 4 .~DA 
200',,R09.1.20 .................... l ,i.q' 
Colgate bonus puck 
Toothpaste, Re,,1.84 ....... . . . . ,1 .44  
Ladies Sppcd SaCk 
,eg.349.., .................. : ....2,44 
UnicumShampoo • ~/4  414 
4§OraL, nag. 1,!0.... , . , .  g . l l .  ql .q.  
~.pmuve ~posa~ 
• Mains Subs~ndard I ~i,~. 
Briefs, Reo. 2,00 .................... i ,1 -~ 
Menc Substandard 
~.m,,,.,,.3.oo ................. 2,44 
Menc Work Hose 
909 ~.,9 ............................. 2,44 
M a n s W . . 4 4  Handkerchkafz, 911 
Reg. 09¢ ........................... 
Menu Assorted Wlnfded /I,,1t ~i, J!  
Hose, Reo, 3.99...;,.,.~ ........ ,, I -  .---+-1. 
Pdnted Welcome Mats 0 AA 
16"x27", Rag. 10.99 ............. O .  1"Sd'l  
26"x14" Mats 
R,9.~oo .............................. 1,44 
Rubber Back.Pdnted 
Welcome Mats, 15"x27" 
~o9.9.99 .............................. 7.44  
FRAMES, ! ,  
IBO& LAWN FURNITURI 
Assorted Coin RoUen, ~ ~ i  
Reg. 2.99 ............................... . - . ' - r  
Loonle Coin Rollers. "6 ~i.~L 
Reg. 1.99 .............................. a . ~  
Scotch Tape, e~l'~ A A 
Reg. 99¢ ....................... .dS, I I I  , '~'q' 
' 80 page Wdting Pad,, 4 
, . .1 .9o  .............................. . .44  
No. 8 & 9 Envelopes, 1 
M+ 1.09 ................................ 44 
i FAMILYIFOOTWEAR • 
• ..' ,:- : ' : : : .~ :  :.~ "~i 
~' cO0-KIES&CANDIES i i 
Wooiwodhs 30 
Ma.o.,,ng 3.99 ................ 2 .44  
Ladies Pile SHppers ~ AA 
Reg. 3.99 ............. ; ................ ¢- .  "1' ~1' 
Men's & Ladles ~ AA 
Insoles, Rog, 3.29 .................. !--. ~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 .44  
A]ax, *)14 AA 
4OOg,.,..dF.,/II . ' t i ' ' !  or 72¢ ca. 
Saniflush, 
lko ...................................... 1 '44  
Scr.b.F,. "J d4  
475mL ............................... , e ,P . - - rT  - 
+o.o.]~l[...+.2[..L ... ............... 1 .44  
Spray 'N' Wash r j  AA  
350 g ................................... ~- ,q l '~  
sl.,c oua~. ~ d4  
,170 g ................. .................. t J I . ; - r t  
.'I':.]:~,~! .................. , ........ 5.44  
Rodent&Wizanl ; ' " '0 AA  
Air r-reshncre, 170 g ....... ' . . . .  i . ,qrq,  
Ro,y,§L 4 .44  ...... • ..,' ......... '?..~ .......... :~i . . . . .  
PAlmolive, 1.4L 
................ ~, ........... : ....... =,4 .44  
~uvax.3.E~ 1 ,44  
ROCKIH' FLOWERS 
Dancing Flowers 
Reg. 19.99 
17.44  
CLOCK RADIO 
Wilh Telephone 
Reg. 29.95 
24,44  
CITIZEN 20" COLOUR TV 
Reg. 369.00 
334.44 
Aluminum Burner Liners 
9 , .  ,00. 2.49 ...................... 1 44  
Assorted Melflta Cone 4 
co,, ~,,,re.,eg. 2.40 ......... ~ .44  
Wooden Steak Planers ~14 
o . . , . .  ....................... , '~ , .44  
Coreile, 16 pc,. Oienefwarsel4~ AA 
Sets, Reg, 49,99 .............. , i , ] lU .~1,~1, 
7 pc NonsHck Cookware e~l  J~ i  
Sets, Meg, 39.99 ....... , ....... t]l L .  ~ d;~ 
Fabdc Special 
Reg. 2.39 .......................... 1.~41m 
Rant, el, lie fb /e t  m m 
Reg. 2.99 ................... fh .~.d; i~ 4Ira 
Simplicity Pall.ms • J J lA  
All ............. , .......................... 0 .4~ 
Febdc, 
Bog ,.99: ........................ 3 4¢m 
Bed Head Chunky 
Yam, Reg. 2.49 ..................... 1.44 
Foam Cldps 
~elgb. 3.00 .............................. 2.44 
Felt Squares, 
,eg.og, ........................ 311,44 
Quilt Battfng I'~ Jl A 
Reg. 2.69/m ...................... # ' .441m 
Printed Vinyl eJI A JI 
Reg. 4.591m ...................... e ) .  I~, I~l, m 
Substandard Towels 
,eg 3.,  .............................. 2 .44  
Bright Design Beach 
To , , z . ,eg . , . , .= . . . .= .7 .44  
eeg. o.72..... ....................... 4 ,44  
Pdnted Towels, 
Hug 4.99 .............................. 3 44  
3 Pk Wash Cloths, 
Hog.3oo .............................. 2 44  
Non Glare Picture dl~ A ,d l  
Frame, 5x7, Reg. 10.99 .......... ~.d~q,  
Hun Glare Picture 
Frame SxlO, Reg. 13.99,,.. 1 1 .44  
Non Glare Picture 
,,me. ,ox,3, 000.17.99.15,44 
Twin Pak Brass 
Picture Frame, 6x10 Plus "~ AA 
5s7, Reg. 8.99 ...................... / .d~d~ 
22 
Shells, 
~.~gi..2/3,44 n, 1,72 . .  
Tennis BOHs, 
~e~g!3.- . ............................ 2 44  
Rawflngs Softballs 
Rec 397 .............................. 2,44 
3 Pk Laqle Tea 
Toweie, Reg. 4.88 .................. 3,44 • 
Pk Tea ~ ' 
5ewes., Rag, 4.88 ......... i ........ 3.44 
10 Pk Dish 
c,~.M,O 4oe ..................... 3,44.' 
Poi , ,e , , , ,  4 .44  Aasnd Deslgoc, HO9. e.-i,%. 
Stylehouse ebinkeie, TMn ..a a 
. . , . , o~ e.  20 .  1 '~ . '~4 
Satin Comforters 
Ooubie ~ On,an, ~PR " "  
Reg. 34.90 ......... ~ ............. ,,..v.-w-wdSd~' 
Assomd Jams ' " 1:94  
Bib'y Bee Honey 
............................................ 2,44. 
Supreme SpaghetO 
Sauce ................................... 2,44 
Tuna 2/2  44  o,,..,,.,o.,°.,,..o.,.,...o,,,o....o 
HugatU Chocolate 
s,re,o .................................. 1 44  
Duncan Hines Cake 
M,soc (A.,~J ......................... 1 '44  
Lunch Box Ddnkn R I1  dd  
o,,oo,,..o.-*.oo,q*,.o..,,,.....-.* v l  • • " - I t ' - I t  
Garfle Colt 
............................. 1 .44  . , , , .  
M, nn.,, , .~a.,~...1.44 , r  , , ,  
Waylng Cards, 
. . . . . . .  t ,  
Taper Candles 
n,0.,,1.oo .................... 7/1,44 
Silk Rowers 
9,o. 3,1.oo .................... 7/1,44 
Bag Lava Rock 
,~e'gh. 8 99 .............................. 4 44  
BBQ Gdll Cleaning 
~,b,,, ,99. 1.9o ................ 1,44 
FoMlng Lawn Chairs 41't JI Ji 
Re., 10.99 ............................ ~ .  dl~&Jl, 
BaSra Dee 
cochle..H..2.90 ................. 2,44 
Ken Candy, 
oooo.,eg.2.99 .................... 2,44 
Ganceg Easter 
Eggs, Reg. 1.99 ..................... 1.4 4 
Farm Fesgval 
Chocolate, HOg, Reg. 1.09 ...... 1.44  
Costume Jewelry ~1~ A A 
Reg. 1.87 ....................... d[.Id[,,  qq  
Fashion Jewelry 
- - -  - - - -n ,  v v ' + ~  I ,eg.3.00 .............................. 2 .44  
2.44 " - 
+ 
i 
i 
• + i !  
• i 
I i 
'i 
TERRACE-  School board 
trustees mt $390,000 last week 
fect in July as a result of last gram. :"':-::": 
year's school board budget, i Despite cuts to somer Rex 
"Who wants to pay increased programs, Braid noted none 
taxes? It would be a tough one have been eliminated. No major 
to sell right now." new programs have been added, 
He said the board still feels it hesaid. 
can offer top-quality education Class sizes will remain ht pre- 
within the spending limits im: sent levels, and no increas,,,,s 
posed, have been allocated for school 
Secretary-treasurer Barry supplies, Piersdorff added. 
Piersdorff said trustees cut in ~;This i ahold-the-line type 'i 
the following areas to reduce i o f ,  budget," superintendent 
the budget by $390,000: Fr~k Hamilton said. " 
• $100,000 froin current Braid said the decision to 
f 
from the school district's provi- 
sional budget to avoid having to 
hold a tax referendum this spr- 
ing. 
The move came March 27, 
just beforethe budget deadline 
for school boards. 
School district officials said 
trustees reversed a conunittee 
recommendation the previous 
week to holda referendum for 
more money, and instead cut 
several proposed and existing 
programs to bring the budget 
within government-imposed 
spending limits. 
Under changes introduced 
earlier this ye.ar, school districts 
are limited to budget 'increases 
of around six per cent. To spend 
more than that they must get 
approval from local taxpayers 
in a referendum. 
The changes allow School 
District 88 to spend $30.28 
ndllion this budget year, and 
district officials say the 
$33.5-million budget approved 
Wayne Braid 
last week is within the limit. The 
additional $3.3 million includes 
items exempted from the limit, 
such as debt payments. 
"We were reluctant to go to 
referendum this year," trustee. 
Wayne Braid said, noting local 
taxpayers already face a proper- 
ty tax hike that comes into ef- 
spending for teachers' aides. 
• $50,000 from current spen- 
ding for programs for gifted 
students, reducing that program 
by roughly half. 
• $105,000 for proposed in- 
creases to learning assistance 
positions. 
• $80,000 requested for a 
proposed music program. 
• $30,000 for proposed tin. 
creases to busing for extra- 
curricular studenttravel such as 
sports and band trips. 
• $25,000 from a proposed 
Gitksan native language pro- 
S a l a r y  f i g u r e  r e l e a s e  
upsets local teachers 
before made its budget alloca- 
tions for teacher aises public 
while contract negotiations are 
underway with the TDTA. 
School board spokesman 
Wayne Braid said the board 
decided to tell teachers how 
much was budgeted in the in- 
terest of getting a speedy and 
fair settlement. 
"We' re  just being 
straightforward with them," he 
said. "They need to know 
what's in the budget, and we 
might as well tell them now." 
Secretary treasurer Barry 
Piersdorff said the six per cent 
figure is fair considering public 
to cut, or else rolling a deficit 
into the following budget year, 
he explained. 
• Houlden called the board's 
stance "a take it or leave it posi- 
tion" and said that coupled 
with program cuts in the budget 
highlights the inadequacies of 
the province's new system of 
financing education. 
Because the overall budget is 
up by about 6.7 per cent, he said 
the board is skimming money 
from sa la r ies  - -  which make up 
more than 70 per cent of the 
budget - -  to get more money 
for programs and services. 
TERRACE - -  School District 
88 has angered local teachers by 
publicly releasing the amount of 
money budgeted for teacher 
salary increases. 
Under the roles of labour 
negotiations, such a release 
without first putting it on the 
,bargaining table constitutes 
"bargaining in bad faith," Ter- 
race District Teachers' Associa- 
tion (TDTA) president Greig 
Houlden said last week. 
He was reacting to informa- 
tion released at a press con- 
ference by school board of. 
fidals. 
The schoo l  board has 
budgeted for a six per cent in- 
crease in teachers wages and 
benefits this year.School district 
!officials aid the budget also in- 
eludes money  for already 
negotiated increases, including 
a five per cent wage hike for 
CUPE workers, and a 5.5 per 
cent increase for administrative 
and other non-union staff. 
The school district has never 
sector increases are now runn- "That  indicates the 
ing around 3.5 to four per cent, e.mploye~ are expected to sub- 
and privatesector increases are  -sidize:the prngrams~that are to 
averaging 5i5 to six :per cent. b~.'offeredl in the district in' the 
" I f  the negotiated settlement' '~ u~C0~g year." ~ 
is higher than the six per cent Houlden said at least a 6.7 
budgeted, it obviously has to per cent increase should have 
come from some other area of been allocated for teachers' 
the budget," he said. That raises, and it should have been 
would mean trustees identifying put on the bargaining table 
more programs areas in which before being made public. 
B 4"m I I  ~ ~ q 
' II 41' 
4 '  
~ ~m~ CHILTERN HERITAGE 
A classic velour saxony in the 
4"  finest European tradition, Natural 
lustre yarns look and feel like 
~r.  wool. Soft neutrals, sophisticated 
greys and sublle tones 
B ~ delightfully priced. 
Reg, pdce 35.95 sq. yd 
: "/. 1{~::'",,- 
.... • ~i,. .~~,i~,i ~ ,:~ ,~-!. , ,,'~ : ,i:.:~,. , 
? . ~ ff 'J : r~ 
-STAINMASITR 
t 
' A brilliant CO mnne i f lnn  n f  
Richmon 
in harmony 
sought alter dc 
are going Q 
make the cuts and avoid a 
referendum passed by a 4.2 
vote. "There are trustees who 
are still adamant we should 
have gone to referendum," he 
noted. 
The debate didn't f'mally end 
until late the night the budget 
was adopted, Piersdorff added. 
"The door wasn't closed until 
literally the eleventh our." 
The cost and uncertainty of a 
referendum were also factors in 
the trustees' decision, he said. 
DECOR-  Terrace Carpet Centre 
3202 Munr0e Streel al Hwy. 16 W. 
TERRACE 
• 635-2976" 
,,, . "  . ;." . . . .  ~ ~ f  , • . .. . ... 
BtW! Name: CaNon Mellssa Tome~ " 
0atoi&.'nme ofTblb: Mach,23,:i990 at 8a,ml : 
WI~IIII:'. 7 Ibs, 15'/, ~,~:i],-gex:•Female, ~,:. 
Pimnll:: Caroline HoWaKI & M~I Tunier " 
BaWS Name: Nataslia KrisHne Ray i " - " ~ • 
/~,, . ' :" ~te & Time ot.BMh: Mach 2 6 , ,  1990 at 9:41 p,m. 
Wo!0hl: 6 Ibs, 2 oz, Sox" Flimale 
(!' PlightS-" R0n & Ivy Ray 
i including crayons OFF felts, paints, kits etc. 
Apr. 4- 10 
Skeena Mall 635-5236 
L.O.M. Western Secur i t ies  Ltd. 
MEMBERS: The Toronto Stock Exchange • The Montreal Exchange • Vancouver Stock Exchange 
• Investment Dealers Association of Canada 
Canada Trust Tower, 1520 -3rd Avenue, Pdnce George, B.C., V2L 3G4 
Telephone (604) 562-7255 = Fax (604) 562-1022 
STIKINE ARCH -CANADA'S GOLDEN TRIANGLE 
A $100-mtllion gold exploration and development effort is under way in the 
Stewart area of British Columbia. For a complementary copy of our major 
research report on this exciting gold camp, call 635-7788 in Terrace or toll-free 1- 
800-292-8344. Visit our booth at the Smithers Mineral Industry Trade Show, 
Smithers Civic Arena, April 6 and 7, 1990. 
r'UIUiI I U ur  
Lease as 
Low as 
6.9%. 
Sl,000 
Customer Cash or 
9,9.% 
Financing 
Buy or lease on Ford Ranger, 
Aeroatar and F Series Pick.up (reg. 
cab only), 
LOW LEASE RATES 
g.9% 24 rues, 
10,g % 26 - 36 rues. 
11.g % 37 - 48 rues., 
O.A.C. 
J 
Festiva 
Escort . 
- - |  
Offer expires Apru t, luuu 
TERRACE 
4031 KEITH AVENUi~ TERRACE, B.C. 036-408.4 
CALl. TOLL FREE - 4400-772-1120 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE • - 
. . Sa!u ar 635-6300.  rr 
/ 1! p,m. r . . . . .  '4 ~ U a.m. tO 1~ p.rn.' / ,, : il 1 a,m; to 11 p.m. r . (except Cha tmas) : 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . 
Muddy work 
DITCH-DRIVING compadres get hung up in a rough SPOt 
along their Sparks St. course. It's not exactly the Baja 5000, 
but six-year-old driver Toby Mitchell - -  in the wagon - -  yells 
encouragement o the pit crew --  five-year-old Matthew 
Crompton. Watch for this duo in rallies of the future. 
Pink catch seen  
fisheries be nefit 
TERRACE -- Following 
Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans (DFO)c0hflrmation it is 
unlikely to sanction a pink and 
sockeye salmon fishery on the 
Skeena system thisyear, a local .... 
guide questions.: whether the  
' long-promised o~g will ever 
materialize. 
"They've been saying they 
were going to open it up as far 
back as I can remember," said 
Cosmo Zavaglia. "I'll believe it 
when I see it." 
Cu~rentiy designated ascom- 
mercial fishery, only spedes, 
pink, and sockeye cannot be 
taken in freshWatez;under ex- 
isting regulations. Although the 
DFO have indicated that could 
change, local fisheries head 
John Hipp recently said it was 
unlikely the required order-in- 
coundl would be passed before 
August i. If that were the case, 
he added, any opening would 
not last beyond August i5. 
Pointing out numerous pinks 
- -  "you can just about walk on 
them" -- and sockeye ntered 
the Skecna each year, Zavaglia 
said he couldn't understand 
why the DFO continued to 
delay opening the fishery. 
Allowing anglers to take these 
species would not only provide 
a boost to the tourism trade by 
increasing catch opportunities 
for visitors, but also take the 
pressure off steelhead and coho 
runs, he said. 
"Steelhead stocks are so low i 
Liquor licence backed 
TERRACE ~- Despite objec- 
tions by the Gitlakdamix (New 
Aiyansh) band council, Kitimat- 
Stikine-regional district has 
agreed to support an applica- 
tion by Bil-Nor Tillicum Lodge 
(formerly Nass Camp) for an 
off-snles liquor licence. 
In request~g district ap- 
proval, owner Bill Young ex- 
plained the lodge had held 
licences foi" its lounge and din- 
ing room .since it began 
operating six years ago. 
Outlining the Gitlakdamix 
position, chief councillor Percy 
Tait suggested granting an off- 
sales Hcence to Young would 
jeopardize its attempts to 
establish a rural agency liquor 
store at New Aiyaush,. 
However, district directors 
concluded the two operations 
could co-exist given the dif- 
ferent range of products each 
would offer and approved 
Young's application. 
lOm. The department has in- 
dicated reclamation work --  
laying down topsoil and grass 
seeding -- would take place 
once extraction was completed. 
However, the parks branch 
haspointed ou t the site is within 
an area it and the Nisga'a intend 
to develop as a park. It is also 
being considered as a future 
viewpoint or picnic area. 
With no other gravel 
available along Lava Lake or to 
. .  * * .  the north o f  theproi~sed pit, 
Although an off-sales "[j~..lz~:,~"Advised of "strong 6b.l~-.,-.J..h~e~,..h.ighways mini try says 
¢ )=d~i, a l so . .have:bee~a~ed~ tions ~from,. the ~R.C. Parks ,ma~~L~yp, t~.~; tmck;~ 
e. thatthne; he had not, doneso branch to a Highwa),s depart- in-'30kin |P'rt~e~.appficatiOn i.~ 
ment gravel pit application, the 
regional district has POStponed 
comment on the application un- 
til its April meeting. 
Highways plans to extract 
10,0(30 cu.m. of crush and use 
the material to upgrade the Nass 
Road. The resulting pit would 
be 4m deep and cover a 200m x 
anticipating there would be no 
demand for the service. 
Now, however, ,."We are 
always being asked by locals 
and tourists foroff-saies," he 
explained, adding the nearest 
outlets at present were in Ter- 
race -- 140 miles away "over 
old, rough roads," 
LINKWINDOW LINK WINDOW LINK WINDOW LINK 
Make  a Fash ion  Statement  Wi th  
Your  Windows!  
635-4444 
25% 
OFF 
ABBEY 
HORIZONTAL 
& VERTICAL 
BUNDS 
Ask for details about 
oor other specials 
i 
Includes Installation 
For a FREE consultation call 
LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 
NOTICE OF 
PUBLIC MEETING 
HEALTH CARE IN THE NORTH COAST 
DEVELOPMENT REGION 
The North Coast Steering Committee Invites you to a public 
meeting to discuss health care in Terrace end the North 
Co~t  Region end to express your views on the, Regional ~ 
Health Ran CheJlenge Report. 
Local focus groups through the Northwest have been work. 
Ing toward a Regional Health Plan. and the Challenge Report 
has Identified many Issues of concern to residents in Terrace. 
We wantto hear your concerns, your tasuen, and your vision 
of health Dare In the North Coast Development Region, 
PLACE: REM Lee Theatre 
Terrace -,,:: 
DAT~. Wednead~zy, April 18. 1990 , ::,~ 
TIME: 7:30 p,rn. 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ;:~ 
t: For more infonmation; call Elmer Derrick r:":'#~ 
turned down, 'That in turn 
would drive up the cost of the 
road upgrading project, 
now they should go to catch- 
and-release only,"  Zavaglia 
said in adding a pink fishery 
would compensate, for that 
closure. 
• In turn,, guides could thenen. 
courage clients to release coho 
as well and take their limit in 
other species, said Zavaglia. "
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i 
T , sh,oo . .  HANK YOU 
'} . me weexerm  March 9 to 11, 1990. 
Wag Fu~! TO ~1~ al~uen: 
Cuada Rafeway TWn~l ~ , 
,blm Oeem Tmcter I~Y~ 
TMeEwm Melm ~em~) LM. - Tlm11~ l'ebm rlml ?~ 
• MJ£A. I~ lc ly  khOId ~ Ikfilky 
Mmayl . . . . . . . . . . .  
Avce Financbil ~s  ' Nwlhenl ~ .I~ 
A e~Jai ~,,~ ,~ *o 0o~ e,~= ~o," co~l=~,,O ~,.~,  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~n~ 
.C~K .R~.!o & T,V: for their covemoq, of events, Vvonne's ~n,~.,,~_,,n,,..r,~ .o;~; 
I r  ny HOUSe aim 'B~ " " " - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~'~'~'~ i~m . g Bob, the Bantam Hesse Porem with special men,fen to few 
assistance throughout the tou~ne'n~, . . . . . .  m. .e  uny or lewace for their kind 
Shaml Larmoer,. 
• ' Chaiq~rs0n . -: 
Sunday, April 15 ( seating  _..   [ 
I~"  a.m:-2p.m. \ , .  /Ch l /d re .~.F - : "  
I 
I I 
........ . . . . . .  
Avenue I TIckets on sale at the ~( ....... "~."~/" u~tiaren:~ 
T ~ , ,  ~~41d l~ ~ ,~amz.s ~" Ages 
Dinette Set 
N' 5 pieces Reg. $349 =96 
Ltd. quantity, no ranichecks Now 
Offer ends Sat. only 
We 
Guarantee 
To Beat 
Any Price In 
.: ' Northern , 
B.C. by 
5% 
32. Legal Notices 
Action Ads (538-SAVE 
Continued from B9 
Nmlll C~tat Road 
Mllnte~nce Ud, 
4s44 Lakebe Avenue. 
rmxe. British ~ i~a 
VeG 4V! 
(EO4]~38.e300 
Fix (604) 638.8306 
Ikidh Cimsl I k~ 
M,qnteu~ LB. 
4544 Labdse Avenue, 
Tanace. 6d0sh Ce~um~ 
VSO 4Vt 
(6o4)638.e3oo 
Fax (~04) 638.8306 
TENDERS 
TERRACE CONI~I"  AgF.A: Terrace and 
S~lvue. 
'l~e tm~- Due for this prok~ b io inckj~ ~o. 
Pacable fed~ll ~nd ixovtx~ ~ tu. 11~ 
lowe~ or my temle~ no( nec~,mty e~ce~teof: 
Toodlr Olpe~lng DltelTInae: ~ 9, 1990, 
I:00 p.m, 
Surety Okl B~cl or cwlar4d Gap(mr c~,ue to 
Tender de~,~,~ ~ envelope, plan=, 
.end co~ of le~der are 
Ivadabll free of ehuOe C~Y fnom NORT~ 
COA81" ROAD ~ LTID;..4544 
Avmm, Tm,  B.0.,VgO 4V1 bet. 
weltl the houri o~ a:30 ind 4:;~) p.m.'Ick~ed 
from 12:00 to 1:O0 p,m.) Mk:~hy io Friday, ex. 
Te~u wl be o ~  it k~n onk:e. North 
ROtd I I ~  l id,, 4544 LllkeMe 
Avenue. Tm,  B.C, ve~ 4vl at 1:00 p.m., 
O. 1990. 
~! ; , .  . . . .  . 
Hen. Stanley B. Hagen 
Minister of Regional and Hen. JohnlJan~ 
M~VJ~ EcodonliODevelopment Minister ~of Heaitl 
TENDERS 
TERRACE CONTRACT AREA: Terrace snd 
• nl~nhtil Ame. 
PfoJ~ o~ Job Oe~rlpno~ PIcku~ ~ dellmr 
i~rta md etock. 
"n~e tenck~ sum for th~ ~role~t b to InoJude eq~ 
p~ federol wld pro~ noam tox. The 
lowest or any tender not neceuargy accepted. 
T~ Ol~nlna Dat~lrlm~ April 9, 1990, 
4:00 p,m. 
~rety add Bond or ~ Deport Cheque Is 
not roqulm¢l, 
Tender do~umenls with envelope, plans, 
epecJflnatlo~e and cnodnlons of tender ere 
available free of charge ONLY front NORTH 
COAST ROAD M A J ~  LTD.. 4544 
A~,  T in .  B,C. V~ 4V1 bet- 
ween the hours of 8:30 ~ 4:30 p.m. { ~  
froon 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.) ~ to Friday, ex- 
rapt Hdldeys. 
Tande~ will be opened st ~ Office, North 
Cout Ree~d Mskltanance Ltd.. 4544 Lakelse 
Avenue, Tm,  B.C, V~ 4VI st 4:00 p,m., 
Al~ll g, 1000, 
CWmce B~ 
- , ,%:  
.- : ,, 
NOTICE 
EMETERY MAINTENANCE 
itYi'()f,;Terrace hereby gives notice thata#ly fences, 
or. ornaments on, around or near graves in the Terrace 
!paJ Cemetery and found to be decrepit or in disrepair 
~e I'emoved by City crews, beginning May 1, 1990, This 
m eppllds to  those sections of the cemetew where such 
items are" psrmltted. .. 
By authority of By-Law No. 1005-1983. 
~-. , . . . .  Steve Scott 
~, ~ Cemetery Administrator 
.:.~ . , . . . ,  ,, ., .,.~ ~, = .... 3215 Eby  Street 
..... ~;~.~:,~ ,i .:~ .:.;,~%;:~ : . ~ Terrace, B,C~,, 
1Terrace Furniture 
.... ¥/$4" [ ~  Mart 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 638  0S55 
1 
HOURS: 
Me. .  Thurs. 
9:30 am- 6 pm I 
Fd. 9:80 am,- 9 pal.J, 
13,500 Iq~ ft. tO : :~! /
¢hem~e frsml 
~ ' Province of Min~sW of British CeJumbla Rxests 
NOrglE TO CONTOACTOU 
Me. IM|4|aT.ol/eoo2 
(rim cw~ zw~m ~ 
Sealed tenders for the supervision of the CothMrt 
Creek Road Co*~tr~on C~tract will he received by 
the DIS]]ilCT MANAGER. NORT~ COAST f-OREST 
DISTRICT, 125 Market Race, Prince Rupert, B,C. VSJ 
1B9 up to 10:00 a.m, Ap~ 19, 1990 and ~en IN 
POSLIC AT THAT TIME, 
Pattlcolam ay be p~ked up at the Distdct Office at 
125 MaAOf Place, Prince Rupert, between the hours of 
8:30 a,m.. 4:30 p.m. 
All InqoJdes shoofd be made to Ona Yot~we at 
above manUormd address or by phoning 627.047a. 
Tenders mu~t be made subiect to the ¢ondfl~ms of 
tender and submlltod on the fe~ms and in the envef~ 
supplied, 
No tender sha~ be coe; i~ herin9 any quallfytno 
cla~es whatsoever and the lowest or any tender will 
not nccessarlfy be accepted. 
Distrk:l Manager, 
N~h Coast Foront Dislrict 
WmisUy of 
Prov~ of Health 
~ British Cofuff~ia PlVISPON OF 
VITAL STATISTICS 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOlr~E is hereby given that an application 
will be made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant 
to the provisions of the "Name Act" by 
ms: 
NAME OF APPUCAllON IN FULL: Char- 
maine Jean Stinn (alias: Charmaln Jean 
Konst) 
OF 4432 B Lazelle 
IN Terrace, B.C. V8G 1R8 
"as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY NAME 
FROM 
SURNAME, Stlnn (alias: Kanst) 
GIVEN NAMES. Charmaine J an 
TO 
SURNAME, Simmer 
GIVEN NAMES. Charmalne Jean 
OATEO THIS Thursday. 29th DAY OF 
March A.D. 1990. 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO 
PROCEED WITH LOCAL 
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMMES 
Notice is hereby Given pursuant to Section 656 of the Municipal Act 
that Council of the City of Terrace intends to proceed with the con. 
struction of certain works hereinafter described as a Local Improve. 
ment under the Initiatives Plan. 
General DezcdpHon of the Work 
Upgrading (as required) and application of a 16 Foot wide strip of 
asphalt pavement on the alley system parallel to Lakelse and Lazelle 
Avenues, between Kalum and Atwood Streets. 
ALLEY SY$~dll TOTAL TAXABLE COtlNJllED COST PER FOOT OVER 
COST FRONTAGE COST 10 YRS. I |0  YRS. 
PER FOOT 
Parallel to Lakelse 
& Lazefle, between $16,623,22 $938,75 $16,23 $2.87 $2.17 
Kalum & Atwood, 
Further notice Is hereby given that acopy of this notice has been 
mailed to the pwner(s)of the parcels of land liable to be specallly 
charged for the cost of said works, and unless within one (1) month of 
the date of the publication of this notice, a majority of the owners 
representing at least one half of the value of the parcels which are 
liable to be specially charged, petition the Council of the City of Terrace 
not to proceed with it, the Work may be undertaken as a Local Im. 
prevement. 
Petitions hall be lodged with the Clerk-Administrator, and shall be 
deemed to be presented to the Council when so ledoed, of which every 
owner of a parcel of land liable to be specially charged under these Pro- 
grammes ls liable to take notice and be governed accordingly. 
E.R. Hallsor 
' .. - Clerk-Administrator 
: "  ~'~ i: -':r, CITY OF TERRACE ~: 
i i "1 ii .| i 
I 
i 
! 
i_ 
I 
!4. 
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SPINNING WHEEL and deft hands of Ramon Ranck combine 
to make art out of wet clay. The Rosswood pottery has started 
a business selling his works which he describes as a combina- 
tion of art and useful products. 
Clay at work 
TERRACE - -  A Rosswood 
potter is combining art with 
business to make a living. 
Ramon Ranck and wife 
Michelle have built up an in- 
ventory of pottery works 
they'll be selling this year at 
the farmers' market and 
other places in town. 
Ramon's pecialty is com- 
bining white and red clay to 
give a swirl affect in his fin~il 
product. 
USINES REVIIE• 
i i! :EAR HUGGER 
~11! i  i17  ~ CUFFS' CHARMS 
TERRACE - -  A Skeets Broad- 
casters executive has been nam- He added that the content of 
ed to a broadcast standards advertisements are reviewed by 
.founcil. a separate advertising standards 
"It's art but something 
that is also useful," said 
Ranck of his work. 
He added that it is difficult 
to combine clays as each one 
has different properties and 
different strengths. 
Ranck's business has the 
help of the 16-37 Community 
Futures program, a 
federally-financed local 
agency which provides 
money for existing or new 
small businesses. 
Bryan Edwards r is .one of six' council. 
people in B.C. which will hear 
specific complaints about the  
content of privately, owned 
radio and TV stations, i 
The provincial ~Canadian 
1 Broadcast Standards Council joins four others being set up across the country by the Cana- dian Association o f  Broad- 
casters. 
Edwards aid the council will 
deal with complaints that a ! 
listener or viewer feels con- : 
travene an industry code of 
ethics and policies of violence ; 
and sex-role portrayal. Those 
with a complaint are first en-: 
couraged to resolve it  with the 
broadcaster. 
"In the past, these went to 
the CRTC (Canadian Rad io -  
television and Telecommunica- 
tions Commision). This is a bet -~ 
ter way of handling it," Ed -  
W 
. . . . .  i 
broadcast exec " Local . . . . . .  " 
standards group" on new 
wards said. ~ Broadcasterswill berequired 
to air the decisions of the broad- 
cast standards council. More in- 
formation is expected later this 
spring. 
Power 
sought 
TERRACE-  B.C. Hydro is: 
looking for ideas from other 
companies to replace diesel 
generators providing power to 
four northern communities. 
In doing so, the Crown cor- 
poration says it wants to reduce 
the cost of providing electricity 
to Atlin, Dease Lake, Iskut and 
Telegraph Creek. 
It adds that while smaller 
hydro-electrio proposals will 
make up the majority of ap- 
plications, it wants other ideas 
as well. 
Those proposals which in- 
volved dismantling the diesel 
generators i now used will be 
given ~ preferential treatment 
during the evaluation process. 
Cornino out looking 
iskut mine employees 
TERRACE - -  It's too early to 
tell how many people from the 
north will be hired to work at 
Cominco's SNIP gold mine now 
under development in the Iskut 
Valley, says a company official. 
Employee relations 
superintendent Garth Elsdon 
said more will be known once 
the company begins recruiting 
for specific job skills and re- 
quirements. 
"We want to hire qualified 
people from where we can get 
them," said Elsdon. 
He added Cominco probably 
won't establish a quota for nor- 
them hire but may become in- 
volved in job skill training. 
And although Cominco will 
pay for airfare from Vancouver 
to the mining site, Elsdon did 
say it would be cheaper to fly in 
TERRACE - -  A new furniture 
store should be open this sum- 
mer. 
United Buy and Sell. a chain 
based in the lower mainland and 
which is expanding across the 
province, will be in a new 
building between the 3 'n I con- 
venience store and gas bar and 
the overpass, says company 
franchise director David 
Massie. 
The land is owned by Bantal 
Developments and it will also 
construct the building andlease 
it to United Buy and Sell. A 
rezoning request was approved 
by council ast week, 
Massif said United Buy and 
Sell is also looking for a fran- 
chisee to run the operation. 
" In larger centres we have 
company-owned stores. But in 
small places such us Terrace we 
want o have a local person who 
then becomes part of the com- 
munity," he said. 
The store will be approx- 
imately 20,000 square feet in 
size. 
The Terra~ opening will be 
followed later* rids year by one 
in Prin~ Rupert as part of a 
20-store xpansion scheduled by 
the comfy ,  Eventually there 
will be4OsWres. * * 
Eisdon is also visiting lskut 
and Telegraph Creek later this 
month to speak about job 
possibilities with the Tahltan. 
The mine is scheduled to 
employ approximately 200 peo- 
ple mining and processing ap- 
proximately 300 tons of ore a 
day for 13 years. 
Cominco has received 
approval-in-principle from the 
provincial government and is 
waiting for final permits and 
miners from Smithers and Ter- 
race. 
Elsdon conducted interviews 
in Terrace and Smithers last 
week to fdl positions required 
for a crew of 30 people needed 
this summer to ready the site for 
mining this winter. 
They'll be driving a lkm tun- 
nel from the mill site to the 
main ore body. That means the 
company won't have to worry 
about about building a road and approvals. 
keeping it clear of snowfalls. Also expected soon is a final 
production decision from Com- 
inco's board and approval from 
Prime Resources which owns 40 
per cent of the property. 
It'll be the second gold pro- 
ducing mine in the region, 
following the opening of the 
Johnny Mountain gold mine in 
1988. 
"Our expectation is we'll get 
that work done and start 
stockpiling ore and that it will 
be finished when the mill is 
ready. The workers on the 
development will then flow into 
production. We hope to be in 
production by the end of the 
year," said Elsdon. 
• Gold & , 
:i~ Vermllle ~ 
I EHTERFRISE$ ~ 
635-9415 
i, i roud 
a..ou=e o~ 
. , . .  d.==le vo., =.J 
c~arm attd re/= ~tou.: 
,o. , iJ. o[ [.o 
Reservations Recommended 
OPEN AT 5:00 PM t/ 
MOUNT LAYTOD  HOT SPRINGS . 
RESORT LT 
. . . .  7 9 8 - 2 2 1 4  • 
THORNHILL HYUNDAI 
PUTS 
DOWN 
HIGH 
ITEREST 
RATES,I 
O UT AND 
The 1990-91 provincial 
budget will be delivered April 
19. 
Finance minister Mel 
Couvelier said the document is 
usually released prior tO March 
31, the end of the province's 
fiscal year, but that reductions 
in federal transfer payments 
meant his spending plans have 
had to be revised. 
Once the budget is released, 
local residents can start expec- 
ting announcements of provin- 
cial spending plans for the nor- 
thwest. 
*** 'k 'k*  
Mineral claims returned to 
the province went on sale last 
week in Smithers and in Van- 
couver .  
They follow the first such 
sales by the provincial govern- 
ment which took place in 
Nelson earlier in March in 
Nelson. 
In that sale, 1,100 bids were 
made and $120,000 was made 
by the province. 
* "k 'k** 'k  - 
, * * , , ,  B.C. Tel has applied to:'its ~. 
Last year 686 immigrants federal rate regultttor to reduce 
came to B.C. under a p lan /  long .distance c0sts.for, calls ~: 
whereby they. must investnlant~ made to places outside the pr~ . 
money and provide jobs. vince. 
The hnmigrants under the en- ~The company has '~told "tii, 
FOR 12 MONTHS 
it More standard features 
than any car in Sonata's 
class. 
• 8;9% financing* fur l2 
months (~n all new in- 
stock Sonatas, including 
neWV~6. 
it Free regular scheduled 
maintenance on new 
tr~reunerinl program said they Canadian Radlo-televhton a ( 
would create 3,400 new jobs Telecommunications Commls- 
and keep 517 existing poslflohs; ~ sign it wants to reduce:rates*by • 
All told, the 686 people~ an averqelSpercentoncal ls I '- " " 
represented 24 per cent o f  nil east o f  Alberta. : THORNHILL HYUNDAI HYL J r lDR i  
, ~ B C~ Tel says that-it aPprov I .3040 Hwy 10 East, iTerraco eas-72eg business inumgrunts oCanada, : ~ • . . . . . .  - - ,  ~ i We sell carsLthat make sense. 
leading all provinces except~ e~;ratea.wm nave ~Opl~12a * " ' :  * . 
.Quebec . . . .  . .:.:: ../~:.average:~upereentsmcej~m,i, • ' ,,, . . . . .  , * , , , ,, 
:,. onata s for 3 years  or 
60,000 km, whichever • 
...... ~ comes first. 
LIMITEO TIME OFFER 
. .8,~,/. Iktanclng Is avaihlble to qoaflf~ re'ill beyers to a m~lm,nl~Of $12,o00.oo m all ~w'ln.st~k ~ 
• models on a 12 monlh le~. k.qo ival~t~e, I~x!ended temls linan¢lng at It fav0orablerate of9.9 y, for 24 
ths; 10.9% fOr 38 months; 11,9%' for 48 months. Down payment may pa requked, Offer Is time limitld. See 
yonr par~lflatlng Hyundld ederf~cen~lete'details,, ~/ !~ '~. ;~: ~L :;~.~ ,~!  ,. ' i ' ' "  ' ) "  ~" ,;'~ i - 
! " l  [ II . - I i " 
I 
• . . . . . . . . . . .  I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
,r  " " ,  
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',' ' "' , ]~0- -  The annual, 
'-general meeting Of the River-, 
b0atDays Si~'iety takes place 
tonight in the Royal ~anadian 
Legion Auditorium at 7:30 
p.m. All members and In- 
' tore'ted parties are requested to 
attend as this meeting will 
cover the planning of this years 
• scheduled vents. Members are 
' reminded that dues are due and 
payable at this meeting and the 
events forms which were mail- 
ed outto them should be com- 
pleted and returned. 
*****  
APRIL S, 1990-  Terrace 
Child Developement Centre 
presents "Maintaining In- 
timacy in Your Marriage" by 
Dt. Clair Howe" and Mr. 
Roland* Hawes in Mills 
Memorial Hospital -- educa- 
tion room from 6:15 - 8 p.m. 
Thee will be a half.hour televi- 
sion interview at 6:30 and 
teleeonfercoce from 7 - 8 p.m. 
As space is .limited please 
• phone the Terrace Child 
Developement 'Centre at 
635-9388 to register. Coffee 
will be served. 
APRIL 7, 1990 --  Terrace 
Recycling Committee is 
holding an information booth 
at the Skeena Mall on Saturday 
from 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Come out 
and learn what you can do to 
save the envimnmmt. 
**** 'k  . ' 
APRIL 7, 1990 -- Garage Sale 
to be held at Mills Memorial 
Hospital Thrift Shop from 10 
a.m. to I p.m. If anyone cares 
. to donate miscellaneous articles 
for this sale, please contact Sal- 
.ly Sin,ha at 635-4243 or  
Aveline McConnell at 
635-5650. 
"APRIL 7, 1990.-- Pancake 
: breakfast for the Happy Gang 
Centre 8-11 a.m. Sponsored by 
Branch 73, B.C. Old Age Pen- 
sinners Organization. 
• **** 'A-  
. .APRIL 7, 1990-  Terrace 
i . Public Library presents "Book 
i Collecting and the History of 
; - Books", with Vancouver based 
nuthority Buy Robertson, 
, Saturday Iron 2-4 p.m: 'In the 
)I, .,.Mbrary;mee~l~.r06m{lf.~i, : 
have been wondering a3~ut the 
• value of some of yourown old 
books, please" bring them 
along. Admission is free and 
everyone is welcome. For more 
Info. please call the Library, 
638-8177 
* 'k 'k*  ~ 
APRIL e - 26, 1990 -- Terrace 
Public Art Gallery showing 
*'Sister" featuring Vikki 
MacKay and Joanne Thomson. 
Gallery hours Tuesday to 
Saturday 12.3 p.m., Tuesday 
to Thursday 7.9 p.m., Sunday 
1 - 4 p.m. 
APRIL 9, 1990 --  Lakeise 
Community Association 
general meeting ison Monday 
at Oil's Place. Guest speakers 
will be representatives from 
Pacific Northern Gas and 
Ministry of Highways. 
a t*at  
APRIL 1O, 1990 -- An infor- 
mation evening for French ira. 
mersion will be held at Kit, 
K'Shan school ibrary at 7:30 
p.m. Representatives from 
Scl, ool District 88 and Cana- 
dian Parents for French will be 
there to answer your questions. 
APRIL 12, 1990 --  General 
Meeting of Branch 73. Old Age 
Pensioner's Organization at 
Happy Gang Centre on Kalum. 
Thursday at 2 p.m. Hew 
members welcome. 
APRIL 14, 1990 -- Caledonia 
Fashion Show at 8 p.m. at 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets 
available at Sight & Sound. 
Mini Skits. 
* ' * * 'k*  
APRIL 17, 1990- The Ter- 
race Chapter of the Big 
Brother/Big Sisters Orgaalza- 
lion needs your help to bring 
this worthy service to our com- 
munity. Join us at the Inn of 
the West at 7:30 p,m. and every 
third Tuesday of the month 
thereafter, 
cont'd on BIO 
!i The Terrace Standard 
offers What's Up as a 
public service to its 
readers andl those ' com. 
munlty ~organlzatiom In 
the area. 
": I tem fo r  thb section 
are  fo r  non-pro f i t  
organizations and for 
those event~ in wldeh 
(here b no cost to gain 
idm~idon,  
To meet. our produe- 
flon~deadllues; we =sk 
that '~  items be submit- 
ted  by anon on me 
FRIDAY precedb8 the'  
following week's issue. 
We also ask that Items be 
t,~pe~ritteu or be printed 
I1[ 
".,~ 
SHEzMAY BE onlyfive years~01d:but-JesSl~a*M~cCooey knows enough about'the world around her to. 
i e some people are less fortunate than herself. 'Soshe decided to do something about it bysen-* 
dinga donation to the Salvation:Army Above, Jessica shows the coinS'she 'collected and the accornpa- ' 
nying note she sent off with them. 
Showing she cares 
There were many donations to the Salvation came from her own personal fundraising drive. 
Army during last December's Christmas appeal "She took a. yellow plastic bucket, decorated it
but for Captain John Harker one in particular and called it the 'Poor Bucket'," she explained. 
stood out. Then when visitors called at the house, she asked 
I twasn't  he size of the donation - -  41 cents - -  them to make a donation. 
that made it special, but rather the individual who' "We asked her where she wanted to send the 
made it and the simple message accompanying the money and she told us somewhere it could feed 
money. 
"Th is  money is for the poor people," five- the poor people," Deb added. 
year-old Jess,ca McCooey wrote after carefully Although the donation did not make it through 
taping the four coins to a separate piece of paper. :the malls in time for Christmas, Captain Harker 
Mother Deb McCooey said Jessica's donation said Jess,ca can rest assured she will get her wish. 
Vacuum salesmen trynew 
piny to get foot in door 
Welcome to Around Thor- 
nhili 
I was over to the Thornhill 
Public Market a while ago, and 
the Northern Accents gift shop, 
post office and Sears Outlet is 
now under new management. 
June and Ees Spooner have 
Around 
Thornhill 
dec ided  to expand the i r  
horizons and while he is feeding 
and outfitting horses, dogs, 
cats, ducks, turkeys, and  
specialty birds, June will be 
busy  helping to make our homes 
a little bit brighter with pottery, 
hand-crafted jewellry f rom 
Brazil, and numerous other 
gorgeous articles. 
prize. 
At least he  mailman gets to 
wear his shoes down going door 
to door, and no doors slammed 
in his face. 
~i When are these guys ever go- 
/'ing to ' learn  that people like 
honesty  and integrity, and then 
..they~might not have such a dif- 
BINGO ficult time selling their vacuum 
• Most people from around c leaners,  photographs  or 
here loveto go to ago0d bingo,' .~ whate~erl they are trying to 
but, no  one expects b ingo  tO ip~inhandi¢..i~ 1 • 
come to you m the marl I ha~e bee . . . .  . . . . . . .  i , ..... n an Avon Lady, 
By now you have all received Tupperware dea ler ,  and a 
your bingo cards ~ in the mail,- Watkins products dealer, and 1 
stating that one line will win you.:  n~er  went to a home and made 
a prize, and to justphone this people guess at who I am, or 
number, what I sold, and in  all the 15 
At the bottom of  the paper it ~ , years, on .selling products doo~ 
has ~ a l i tt le b lurb about  ':~`t0 door I have never had a doe 
som~hlwn~ich?ld~tgof ~../~Mna ~ slammed In my face.. 
jestic ' , , . .  peepi - . : *W, J r **  
duding my self think o f~'Ma-  I a lso.  had another visitor 
estlc Jewellers'", right? '."~: ..... . " ' e- ~ ,,,~ •a,-, . . . .  1.1oa J . ) . . . i "  . • • ~Ogn--.~ =M.V.~vva ,  , s~s . l l a iusv~ 
Wrong) it s go0o.o!n.yaeUum ,. -som~thln8 ~about who he was 
cleaners at it agaln.~If,y/m~,il- i :  ~d lh~d~l .  me this box and 
bingO rUfle, l~yo.u, havo.tq.dol, b,il askedme to  p l~e open It, 
consent to  have; .a.; :"V~u~:~,'  FO'r""",;'~":,.'.; . . . . . .  . ,  , n _ . . .',~..,.,. . .......... ,, ........ -,...='~ ....... ~ i~ It,-~an..l  don t ope 
'demonstratlonemdyOu'g~YO~ri'~'~Y:?Wo~fi'O~'.~.h~bne I do 't 
know. No thanks I 'm not in- 
terested. SLAMI 
These fellows must think we 
are really desperate for com- 
pany, or have nothing better to 
do with our hard earned money, 
or what little is left after the tax 
man has his share~ to just hand 
it over to whomever happens to 
be at our door at the Bight time. 
Add to that the harrassment 
that people get over the phone. 
I have a friend that has had 
five calls in the last two weeks 
from sa les~p!e  wanting to sell 
their prqducts;: all..with gim- 
micks, .It!~~Ustget awful hard 
on the eardrunis after a'while of 
having:a~'phone slammed own 
in your .ear;."- 
I wonder when they are going 
to lea/n, . . .  
.. * ****  
That's it for Around Thor- 
nhilL.this,,week, remember give 
meiOS iS :have  a b~f  or 
Second counsellor 
urgently needed 
Faced with increasing dif- 
ficulty in meeting the de- 
mand for its services, the 
local Northwest Alcohol and 
Drug Services office is calling 
on community groups to help 
!t lobby the government for 
another counsellor, says the 
program's director, 
"At present we have only 
one counsellor and she is 
horrendously overworked," 
June  Campbe l l  sa id .  
Underlining the seriousness 
of  the situation, she pointed 
out there was now a six week 
waiting period to get an ap- 
pointment, "and if you need 
help quickly that's not doing 
you a lot of  good." June Campbell 
The agency estimated it had lost 15 clients so far this year 
because of the backlog, she added. 
In an effort to alleviate the situation, Campbell said 
"We're putting as many people into groups as we can because 
that cuts down on counsellor time." However, even that had 
not proved enough. 
She also expressed concern the long hours and overtime 
currently being put in by counsellor Eve Kusnick would even- 
tually take their toll. Apart from regular counselling services, 
Kusnick also conducted a relapse prevention group on Mon- 
day evenings and therapy groups on the following two nights. 
All that added up to more than 60 hours overtime so far 
this year with no sign the workload wo~uld ease in the future. 
Campbell said the NWADS community advisory commit- 
tee had been advised of  the situation at a meeting held last 
• week and agreed to provide a letter of  support for creation of 
the extra position. Its 13 members would also be asking the 
various community groups they represented or had contacts 
with to do the same. 
One of  the groups operating under the umbrella of the Ter- 
race and District Comniunity Services society, NWADS 
r~ ives  its~ ftmding th~0ugl~ theMifiistry of Labour 'sa lcohol  
and drug program. 
Garage sale set • 
If your annual spring clean has turned up items that are in 
good condition but no longer needed, don't throw them 
away. 
Mills MemorialHospital Auxiliary is offering residents a 
chance to put those items to good use by donating them to its 
garage sale taking place this weekend. 
Confirming any articles "except clothes" would be 
welcomed, auxiliary member Sally Sin,ha said the group also 
encouraged residents to bring in plants and baked goods. 
As with all money raised by the 39 member organization, 
proceeds from the garage sale would go towards the purchase 
of equipment and supplies foe the hospital, she added. 
Donors can contact Smaha (635-4243), Avdine McConnell 
(635-5650) or Audrey Green (635-3928) who will arrange col- 
lection or to have somebody at the Thrift Shop to receive the 
items. The sale takes place at the Thrift Shop, 4544 Lazdle 
Ave., 10 a.m.- 1 p.m. on Saturday. 
Andd while the auxiliary welcomed community support for 
this particular event, Smaha said it was also looking for new 
members Io help its year-round fund-raising efforts. 
Glorious food 
MOUTH WATERING, It was a pero~ production line at the 
Women's Resource Centre last Friday as.volu 
hi 
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Bikes: 
Dear sir, 
I wish to commend the 
business community in Ter- 
race and district for their 
continuing support of school as 
related activities. In my ex. 
perience, they care a great 
deal about; our youth and • 
show great generosity when 
anyone connected with those 
activities reaches out  for 
help. 
What is even more com- 
mendable is that often the 
assistance is unsolicited. To 
lllnstrate, I teach a theatre 
program at Skeena Jr. 
Secondary and we have, just 
finished oing a play entitled 
Ghostchasers. On more than 
one occasion during the 
course of collecting supplies 
for that production, local 
businesses volunteered is- 
counts or donations as soon 
as they found out the pur- • 
pose for which they were in- 
tended. 
Those incidents were 
typical of the support we 
have received over the years 
from not only businesses, but 
also service clubs and the 
local media. 
When these people give so 
freely, you find you want to 
:return the favour. That, 
however, is hard to do when 
you are a school. Maybe in 
some way the theatre/drama 
program can yet do that by 
fostering more confident, 
i communicative and creative 
:individuals who will one day 
iprove of benefit o the com- 
i panies and organizations that 
:are helping them today. 
Yours, 
Brian Koran. 
Dear sir, 
: On behalf of the B.C. and current programs and develop- 
'Yukon Heart Foundation, I ing new initiatives which meet 
would like to congratulate the northern communities' 
the 130-plus volunteers who specific needs. 
worked so tirelessly during "Regionalization has given 
our February fundraising local communities an oppor- 
campaign, tunity they've never had before. 
This year's residential can- As long as we've got the man- 
yes was the most successful dated programs in place, and 
ever raising $12,053. have the resources, wecanbuild 
Everyone did a splendid job programs based on the specific 
under ~difficult~-conditions; I-~ ~'needs of  the community." says 
particuli~rl~l~t " to~va i -ds  the end. I , ~. Chris Bone;-regionul-director 9f 
:of the n~h"ih~'" ':"r" I "the~'*i~orther~n :keg~ion: The 
Special thanks to our |  "mandated" programs are In- 
recently-appointed r idential [ ternational Disaster/Famine 
co-chairmen Esther Postuk I Relief, Blood Services and 
and Sharon Beard who did I Emergency Services, including 
!most of the campaign first aid training. All other pro- 
organizing. 
The money raised will con- 
tribute significantly to the 
research projects and public 
education programs to be 
andertaken by the Founda- 
tion this year. 
l 
: I am fortunate to have 
:known some of the many 
:local people, from infants to 
:seniors who have benefitted 
:from procedures, therapies 
: conrd on BIO 
In this, one in a series o f  at- ~..~f'.~o ' : : -  ::"~ :, ' .... • 
tides contributed by the Terrace : I ./~r~]#./f~Lj ~ .: ::~ .,:;~ :,:, __ _ 
Child Development Centre. 
some hints on how to ensure a: ; I  ' ii :: ;.~ ~ ~: ~ ..... 
sqfer environment for children [ I~,~ "~ : "  :" ~ R R Y  
as they grow up, The centre in -~ . [ _ .~  : : : , 
vires phone calls from any 
Canadian way of life and most 
children will ride a bicycle at 
some time in their young lives. 
It is, however, a very risky ac- 
tivity. 
Approximately 100 young 
Canadians between 5 years and 
19 years of age die in bicycle ac- 
cidents every ear. " 
Poor road surfaces, struc- 
tural defects in the bicycle, fool- 
ing around and just plain ignor- 
ing the rules of the road are 
causes of these deaths and in- 
juries. 
When Buyin 8 a New or Used 
Bike for Your Chgd: 
1. Buy a bicycle that fits the 
child properly. Take the child 
with you and make sure that his 
feet fit fiat on the ground when 
straddling the bike. 
2. Make sure that there are no 
structural defects, no sharp 
td 
parents with concerns o r  ques. brakes ture easli" - . . . . . . .  
tigris about the i r  ch i ld 's ,  bikes h~a ~b~i~t y 8r~.pm, me failing, . . . .  :: . ( ' ,  " 
development The number i s  bike h '  ~ ~a L ~o the Then establish rules that: 
-' ' • . . . .  ~i goodtires , .... ; ~ children are (expected to ; 
. . . . .  r 3. The~bzke mast be easily heard observe: no double ridlng,L 
Bicycle riding is a part of the so bey:a horn or bell and install riding single file only, no hit- 
it onthe bike. ' ; ching rides, areas where cycling 
4. Thebike: andrider must be  is permitted epending onthe  
easilyseen, ReflectOrs on  the child's age, and, of course 
front, the ~ rear, pedals and 
spokes are needed; ..... r " '
5..If there is to, be any: night 
riding then you need to:install a
whit e front light, red tail lamp" 
and at least one rear red retire- 
to r . ,  , " 
'A l l  of these features should 
be apart of the bike and regular 
maintenan~ is necessary to en- 
sure that. all purrs are properly 
adjusted and in good condition. 
Bicycle Beha~our and Tmlnhz 8
Before allowing your young 
child to ride a bicycle make sure 
that she can: 
1. stop quickly using the brakes. 
2. ride without wobbling in a 
path I metre (1.09 yards) wide. 
3. ride a straight line close to the' 
curb, and 
edges, the brakes work, handle 4 .  stop and dismount without leisure activity for your child. ~ 
"Know and Obey all Traffic 
Rules and Signs". 
Courses and tests may beof- 
fered by your local police " 
department, safety council o r  
school board. Take advantage, 
of these opportunities. 
Children under 10 years old 
should mt be permitted to ride ~ 
on public roads. Bicycle helmets 
are recommended forall cyclists 
but should be mandatory for 
older children who are cycling 
in'traffic or on busy roads. 
Children enjoy learning to 
• fide a bicycle. Proper training 
and clear exp@tations of safe 
riding behaviour, as well as a 
• safe and well maintained bicy- 
cle, will go a long way to mak- 
ing • cycling a "safe sport or 
Grass rootsget control 
By CHRISTINE BELL 
The recent regionaiization f
The Canadian Red Cross Socie- 
ty effectively puts control of the 
resources, programs and success 
of the Red Cross in the hands of 
local volunteers. Red Cross of- 
ficials in the new Northern 
Region of The BC/Yukon Divi- 
sion say public awareness and 
support is vital to maintaining 
grams are "community in- 
itiatives." 
Six independent geographic 
regions have been set up in B.C. 
and the Yukon. The Northern 
Region includes all of mainland 
B.C. from Williams Lake 
north, and the Yukon. A Nor- 
thern regional council of 
volunteers from Prince George, 
Dawson Creek, Williams Lake 
and Whitehorse was elected in 
September 1989 to oversee the 
management of budgets, staff 
and res0urces. 
Northern Region President' 
Dave Burnett says regionaiiza. 
tion is a return to the "people 
helping people', concept that 
started the Red Cross, a 
volunteer-based organization 
which provides emergency relief 
and humanitarian services to 
the public. 
"It was felt that the planning 
and priority-setting process 
should be driven from the grass 
volunteer committees fo r  ~ 
emergency services, financial 
resources, volunteer esources 
and public relations. High in 
priority are fundraising, 
• volunteer ecruiting, and in-., 
creasing public awareness of i 
Red Cross services. 
Volunteer delegates from 
across the region will attend the 
regional annual meeting on  
June 1 & 2 in Williams Lake to: 
continue the planning process. 
roots and pushed up, rather 
than being made from the top 
of the organization and being 
pushed own." Barnett says. 
With the exceg!!on of w~ter 
Safety, Outpost Hospitals and 
Veterans' Ser~ces which are  
divisionally managed, and In- 
ternational nd Blood Services 
! YOUR BABY'S SHOES 
PRESERVED FOREVER 
IN'~@LEAglNG BRONZE, nOLO 
: '  :': , ORSlLVER 
:ii~ ~ [] c~ ~ m0~n~. A 
' ' .~ We also dO atNeUe Item~, .pet ©o~brs, q~ 
:: r~0rabilla, etc, 
BRONZING SERVICE 
AFT=R e P,M. 
Terrace Jaycees 
20th Annual 
Pacific Northwest 
T RAOES FAIR 
May 4,5 & 6, 1990 
at the Terrace Civic Arena 
Anyone interested In participating in this years fair 
- .  - Contact: 
Chris Van de Nosselaer, Chairman 
635'7879 (=4 hr. answering) 
HONORS 
, ~ "  " ": ";'~i" "i ~:#~~': :(:`~" "'Y:':~ ":": ": "7. " ;," " ".'"" " "~ 
. . . .  ! .  . 
have a delegate from ' every com-, i' 
unity in the Northern Region, " JESSICA MoCOOEY 
Geographically, we are the .  
largest region in the province, i ....... ~ . ~  
so the RAM is probably one of / 
the few opportunities volunteers [ ! 
have to meet and share informa- 
tion," Barnett says. ~, i " : 
which are-nationally managed,~,~wThe regionalization~wd~spur. 
the;N~rtherp:~egiolml ,Co~..qit~,-,r~.~by a review of T~ana-  
has f/ill; atlthoi:ity ~over "ali'its{ dian Red Cross Society% opera- 
community initiatives. Current- 
ly, non-mandated programs in 
the Northern Region include 
Sickroom Equipment Loan Ser- 
vices (SELS), Services to 
Seniors, and Red Cross Youth 
Programs. 
Along with increased control 
over program development goes 
increased responsibilities. "The 
north has always been subsidiz- 
ed. While we are not going to be 
cat off, with regionalization 
comes the responsibility to raise 
the funding for our own pro- 
grams," says Burnett. 
Since September, the 
Regional Council has been 
establishing and training 
I,eE' rlEW | 
I l i l i  [S i l l  l l i i l l l l l l l l l l l l l  l i l l l l l l  I I I  I l I I l ! ~ . l~ 'g~l l  l i l i I I 
Glory a powerful look at the 
Civil War 
Freeman Glory is the story 
of the first black fighting 
unit raised in the North dur 
ing the Civil War 
Brodedck plays Col 
Robert Gould Shaw, a 
25 year old white Bostonian 
who commands the black 
troops Washington and 
Freeman turn In outstanding 
performances as black 
soldiers who submitto 
white • authority on the 
premise that any humiliation 
is acceptable so long as 
blacks have the opportunity 
to fight against slavery 
Adding to the movie's 
power are superb 
cinematography and musical 
score which features the 
Boys Choir of Harlem 
Like any great movie 
Glory is more than the mere 
sum of Its parts 
Glory is one of the most 
exciting films ever made 
about the American Civil 
War In addition to its 
fascinating characters and 
great battle scenes there 
are insights into the black 
man's struggle for freedom 
that have a very contem 
porary ring 
Starring Matthew 
Brodedck, Denzel 
Washington and Morgan 
tions which resulted in a 90 page 
"Directional Plan" which was 
adopted in 1986. The plan in- 
dicated the need for the Society 
to focus its efforts and make a 
firm commitment to its core 
"businesses',, and a need to 
establish strong contacts with 
local communities in Canada to 
determine their specific needs. 
TERRACE KINSMEN / 
CITIZEN OF THE MONTH / 
~mgnth for .b,., . .~i 
donati of 41¢ to  ] *  
less fortunate I :-~ 
5 year old Jesslca was chosen as the 
Kinsmen citizen of the her~ 
gracious letter and 
The Salvation Army for the 
in our community Keep up the good work 
Jesslca 
^v.  
Term:e e:ls-2e62 
VANCOUVER 
Touring Ensemble 
~4b~ 
@ 
#'4 ;  
• 4~0 
. . , • , 
~" ~4 ~ r " E M E  A:ILA BOH 
A Terrace Concert Society production. 
Friday, April 6 
REM Lee Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Tickets svedlable st Erwin's Jewellers In the Skeena Mall 
"A style of living, 
or Just for giving" 
... OPINING MAY 'gO .... 
By: 
i 
. . . . . . .  ::k.,i• - . .  •_  
' ,  • ' , L • 
• I I1 "  ' 
, - . : .  • :  
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~i ~ ~,! Sures t~ofsp~ng"  while l lv.  th~enow. 
i my::way to work last ~ *****  
Wednesday I noticed Vern Keel- With parents Fran and Alice 
ty  already had his lawnmower Greison about o head for their 
new home in Mill Bay Oust out- 
side of Victoria), children Ran- 
dy and Tammy decided they 
should beth get married. They 
gave their parents just three 
days notice and on Sunday, 
March 24 Randy and Barb and 
Ttmuny and Tom were wed in a 
double ceremony. 
Congratulations to the happy 
couples and best of luck to Fran 
OUt,: ' 
Happy retirement to Alan 
McGowan who ends 36 years at 
Alcan this Thursday. Mary and 
Al:havellved in Terrace for the 
past 20 years, 
i Mary says they are just going 
to relax for thefirst six months 
and then head off on a holiday 
in Japan to visit their son who 
::EIs,e Smith passes 
• Elsie McDonald Kenney Danny's Pool Hall. 
; Smith was born on August 14, Elsie and Jimtook in Jean as 
a newborn infant in 1943 and 
legally adopted her and welcom- 
ed her into the Smith family. 
They provided an open house 
for the lonely soldiers' wives 
stationed in Terrace during the 
war years. Elsie had maintained 
contact with many of them over 
the years. 
In 1955 Elsie, Jim, and Jean 
moved to Victoria due to Jim's 
poor health. Jim died there in 
1959. Elsie-maintained close 
contact with her many friends 
and family in Terrace and made 
numerous trips back. She made 
one special trip in August, 1987 
to attend an eightieth birthday 
party in her honour at her 
niece's, Jo Sandhals, at Lakelse 
Lake. 
After a 33 year absence Elsie 
Smith returned to take up 
residence in Terrace once again. 
She was thrilled with the move 
into her new home at Twin 
River Estates but was only just 
getting settled in when she pass- 
ed away unexpectedly on Tues- 
day, March 13, 1990. 
She will be sadly missed by 
her daughter Jean Betts, grand- 
sons Paul and James, sister 
Mrs. Gladys (Blackie) McCon- 
nell, and numerous other family 
members and friends. 
All who knew Elsie Smith will 
remember her for her wonderful 
outlook on life and the enjoy- 
mentshe got from her memy ac- 
"tivitie~ and hobbies. SheWili be 
especially remembered for her 
love of writing letters, eating ice 
cream, doing her needlework 
'1907 in Yarmouth, Nova 
Scotia. At an early age she mov- 
ed  with her family to Kitselas, 
which was the end of the 
railway from the East. In 
November, 1911 she moved 
with her family, Mr. & Mrs. 
Brenton Kenney, her brother 
Orval and her sister Gladys, by 
steamboat to Terrace. She was 
among the first eight children 
required to have a school open- 
ed in the area. 
• Her father was the ferryman 
who .ran the ferry which crossed 
the Skeena Slough. Her father 
drowned in 1913 when he tried 
to untangle a tree from the ferry 
ropes. The family left for Nova 
Scotia but returned a year later. 
Elsie completed her elementary 
schooling in Terrace and then 
moved to Prince Rupert o com- 
plete her studies as there was no 
high school in Terrace. 
In 1925 she went to Victoria 
and after 3 years at Royal 
Jubilee Hospital she graduated 
as an R.N. She returned to Ter- 
race and married Jim Smith on 
January 30, 1929. Elsie never 
took up an official nursing posi- 
tion in Terrace but will be 
remembered for working with 
Dr .  Mills whenever and 
wherever she was needed. 
Elsie was a devoted member 
of the United Church in Terrace 
and especially enjoyed her work 
with the young people. She led 
the COIT ~ ls  ,,a.~'"~ed"~ 
camp ', cotmsellOt" a~ ': Lakelse 
Lake church camps. 0~ ~ 
From 1936 until 1952 Jim and 
Elsie ran a general store in what 
is today the building housing and playing bridge. 
Time to consider 
R"boat Days plans 
dividuals combine to make Ter- 
race even more special for those 
few days. 
What are you doing for 
Riverboat Days? 
Now is the time to start hL'~k- 
ing about it and when the River- 
boat Days society holds its 
general meeting in the Royal 
Canadian Legion Auditorium 
tonight at 7:30 p.m. you will be 
able to join them with your 
plans in hand. 
In the meantime if you have 
any viable suggestions, if you or 
your club would like to get in- 
volved or if you wish further in- 
formation, please, don't  
hesitate to contact the River- 
boat Days Committee through 
P.O. Box 248, Terrace, B.C. 
vgG 4A6. 
See you tonight. Don't worry 
about having hat in hand but 
dues would be nice. 
by MARY ANN BURDETr 
With the exception of the 
committee, it is likely a little 
early for most folks to be think- 
ing about Riverboat Days. 
After all there is still now lying 
around. 
Snow melts and time slips by, 
all too quickly, and now is ex- 
actly the time to start planning 
for Aug. 2 - 6 and the biggest 
and best Riverboat Days 
celebration ever. 
Riverboat Days is a yearly 
event hat is uniquely Terrace --  
it is a page from our past, reliv- 
ed in the present and uniting us 
with the future. 
Riverboat Days brings people 
from near and far to our 
beautiful city to share with us 
the fun and games of our special 
celebration. 
Many service dubs, organiza- 
tions, businesses and in- 
Kinettes report 
into a hot dog dinner. 
Mark it down on the calendar 
-- the Kinettes will be holding a 
multi-family garage sale a t  the 
Kin Hut (North Sparks and 
Halliwell) on Saturday, April 28 
from 10 a.m. to I p.m. Also on 
sale at that time will be baked 
goods and copies of the Klnettes 
Cookbook crammed with 
recipes for tasty dishes and 
treats. 
Contributed 
The Mothers March Meals 
campaign was a huge success 
raising $913 -- more than $100 
higher than last year. Our 
thanks and appreciation to all 
the local hotels, restaurants and 
fast food outlets which made 
the event possible through their 
participation. 
The Kinsmen and Kinettes 
spring zone meeting took place 
in Kitimat on March 25. Terrace 
Kinette president Gall Wade 
was elected to the post of nor- 
thwest zone co-ordinator. 
** 'k**  
Guest speaker at our March 
meeting was Ketlene Clark. The 
Apr i l  meeting will ~,lnclude 
nominations for the, 1990 club 
executive." 
- A ~eat ime was enjoyed by 
all at the Familyof Kin bowling 
nilht held March 17. Following 
the bowling, everyone, tucked 
I " lli ~ 1  to a bigger & better location ' I'~.[~; I ~ 
I OPENING AP"IL 2, 1990 : ~,~'-,,~""' ! ! 
, f  I 4e17 Lake,se Ave. 
~ I  (F0rmedy Ken, Photo) B~8~ 3RD AVESHOE$ ~ l ~  " l ~! 
635-6703 : : i 
and Alice ill meir new home. mother who has just turned 92' 
Was nice to have a visit with 
John and Slmone Wiese who 
were in town visiting their son 
Ken. They are still in Penticton 
where John is doing well. Son 
Alan and his wife Linda also 
live there and have a new baby. 
Linda is the daughter of Scott 
Euston. Apparently Ralph and 
Dorothy Easton are doing very 
well on Vancouver Island. 
A Very happy birthday to 
Stella Miller for Thursday, 
April 5. Have anice day, Stella. 
Betty Campbell is Australia. 
bound, I hear. I 'm sure she'll 
enjoy the wail-deserved rest. 
Also getting ready to travel is 
Jo Falconer, a familiar face 
around the McColl Playhouse. 
She is off to England for three 
weeks where she will visit her 
Hope your visit is a fun one, Jo. 
And John and Fat PalahJeky 
are off to Saskatchewan to visit 
family. 
I hear Mrs. Jacob Mantel has 
now moved into:Twin River 
Estates and has had  her 
daughters Tins and Ida up for a 
visit. 
I dropped in at the McCoII 
Playhouse the other, evening to 
find Ken Morton and Daniel 
Barnswell busy getting their 
plays ready for the drama 
festival coming up in Prince 
Rupert. I'll have more on the 
planned productions next week. 
Finally, many prayers go out 
to Greg:and Dorothy Sieben 
and the family of Joey Parsons. 
May God g/ve you all strength 
at this very sad time. 
INTRODUCING.. .  
THE HAIR HUT Is very 
pleaNd to welcome Kell 
Everett to their professional 
team. Kell recently came 
from Vernon where she has 
suc.essfully completed 
numerous pivot point 
courses In advanced hair 
cutting for men end 
women. Let Kell give you 
the scientific approach to 
hair sculpture. KELI EVERETT 
• ~ . ~  OPEN. e DAYS A WEeK 
/e  ~- ]p~ X Mort. Sat. 9 am- e pm 
~/ . .~ ,~, l~ . ,~ Friday 9 am- 9 pm.  
~J  _ .~-  _ [~,~ 3992 B Old Lakelse Lk. Rd. , 
L/.,.,,4.'o/ in  Thornhlll : .. 
Now throtteh April 7th 
Fmanc  or Sl000   ! 
On some of B.C.' est Sellers* • 
I . . . . . .  Based on Reported Retail Registration CY 1989 
Best Selling Compact 
Ford Ran er. 
9.9 % Financing or Sl000 Cash Back 
' on Regular Cab Rangers. 
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Best Selling 
Ford Ranger. 
, t  
" ) 
-: , Ford Aerostar Wagons. 
/" . C.r'C 
/ 
2;  
.:, ,~ , .; . . . . .  
• ~.~ . . . .  
... ~ ..~ 
• [ . 
9.9% F'mancing or el000 Cash Back 
on Ranger SuperCabs. 
9.9% 12 to 24 month;  10,9% 25 to 36 month; 11.9% 37 to 48 mo. f inancing available O.A.C. from Ford Credit of Canada on new F-Series Reg. Cab, Rangers and Aerostars when purchased - 
f romdea lers tockpr lo r toApr i l  7,1990 cg $ 0,000financedover24monthsat99%A PR , themonth l  a meat i s$46099 thecos  ofborrowin is$  06366 Ma notbecomblnedwi th  Ca - " " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' "  YPY . . . .  )~ 
sh Back or other finance offers. Cash Back optton ,s on new F-Sertes Reg. Cab, Rangers and Aerostars purchased from stock before April 7,199~. See Dealer for details. 
The Northwest Dealers 
9.9% F'mancing or Sl000 Cash Back 
on all Ford Aerostar Wagons. 
i 
]I I l i ii ii 
Smithers Price Rupert Terrace 
Hoskins Feed Sales Ltd, Kalm Ford Siles Ltd. Terrace Totem Ford ~les Ltd; 
Kitimat 
Snow ~lley Ford Sales Ltd. 
i I 
. , % '~/  . . . . .  . ' ,~ 
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Meet th 
Outside of the be~s masters 
who ply their trade on the ponds 
and impoundments of the 
eastern and mid.western United 
States. there are few profes- 
sional fishermen. Even the most 
proficient of these hawg- 
hustlers earns a pittance com- 
pared to pros of equal stature in 
other sports. 
Because there are no tour- 
naments, malting a living as a 
fisher of salmon and trout, re- 
quires a singularity of  purpose 
and sharply honed self- 
promotional skills. A handful 
of fishermen eke out a living in 
the salmonid arena. Eventually 
they attract adoring followers 
who slurp up their products and 
eagerly wait for the latest bit of 
fishy wisdom to fall from the 
lips of their favoudte hero. 
But the real heros of the sport 
aren't interested in showing 
others how far they can cast, or 
how many fish they can catch~ 
They neither receive nor wish to 
• . .  . .  
receive money from the recrea- 
tion they love. A large amount 
of their time is spent fighting 
like hell for the fish and waters 
that sustain them. 
Tom Protheroe is one of 
these men. 
" An essessorby profession, an 
angler by avocation, Tombegan 
fishi~q on streams near his Port 
Moody home more than three 
decades ~ ago .  
His skills grew and new 
waters beckoned. He joined the 
Kingfmher'S Rod and Gun Club 
and, with his fellow club 
members -~ undeniably some of 
the best and most dedicated 
steelheaders in the prov ince-  
he began fishing the streams o f  
Vancouver Island and making 
annual pilgrimages to the 
Thompson. 
During these years, Tom and 
two other  adventurous  
Kingfishers, Ray Noel and Stan 
Hill, made a number of forays 
the Copper and the Fish Rivers. 
The fine times those trips af- 
forded probably had a hand in 
Tom's decision to take a posi- 
tion in Terrace. 
An intelligent and observant 
angler, Tom soon realized the 
Skeena fisheries were troubled 
and the only solution to their 
problems lay in the realm of 
fishpolitik. 
The influence of the comnler- 
cial fishing industry over politi- 
cians and managers inB.C.,.has 
been disproportionately large 
and Tom knew it. As the 
, ,  rt t,s n, n g :  
resources of this province. 
PARC, the Pacific Region 
Advisory Committee to the 
Minister of Fisheries and 
Oceans, is a very important 
.body in~ shaping ministerial 
decisions for this coast. Tom 
sits on that committee as well as 
the Sports Fishing Advisory 
Board, the longest' standing 
voice of the Sportsflsherman in 
test, what is good for the com- B.C. And if that/,were not 
mercial fishery is not often very enough, he has found time to sit 
good for the fish. as director on the "Terace 
Salm0nid Society, and still 
regularly attend both Steelhead 
Society meetings and numerous 
ad hoc gatherings. 
Tom Prother~s's world is a 
parade of meetings: enervating, 
tension-filled, all-day sessions 
dealing with decisions ranging 
from trivial to monumental, the 
pace is often unbearably slow, 
the frustration ulcerous, but im- 
portant steps are achieved this 
way. 
A long-standing member of 
the SteelheadSociety of B.C., 
Tom began attending the 
meetings of the society's nor- 
thwest chapter. Together with 
some of the chapter's veteran 
members and other concerned 
anglers in Skeena, he con. 
tributed significantly to a cam- 
paign which ultimately gave, 
and continues to give, the sport- 
sman a greater voice in the 
Therehave been some signifi- 
J. , .~  
into Skeena to fish the Bulkley, diminution of the fish stocks at- management of the fisheries 
. PORTS NE 
cant fishery,events in ~p~:~//L~:..:;~ 
of late. •One is:the;de~slodbY~ ~ ,:i::~:i 
the Department ofFish~le$1~d~!/:~ ~i~!!i~ 
Oceans not to pro~i~:Witb;,ai~ :i ii ~ 
comercial : fishery, in~-Douglas:; : ' L::i:,":; 
Channel. The diligent effort of ~/, 
the sponfishing community: of
Kitimat had a great dealt0 do 
with that decision, but it would 
not have b~n madewithout 
considerable wrangling! On 
various political:: leveis'.:.Tom 
Protheroe ~figured prominently - ::: 
in those debates. . .. r: : '- ' " 
The commercial Will has kePt~ • 
pink and sockeye/i from the " 
sportsman i this province. This 
ludicrous ituation ~ r ~h~ e 
this season,, and I knowTom 
Protheroe has been prominent 
in winning that battle teo. .  • 
The next time you assemble 
your tackle and make for the 
stream, there is a good chan~ 
Tom Protheroe will be boarding " i 
a planeenroute to distant board 
room to do battle on our behal£ 
Thanks Tom. 
JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 TERRACE STANDARD 
-SPORTSCOPE- 
Half- 
marathon 
TERRACE --  It's all set and 
ready to 8o. 
With the first major race 
of the year coming up this 
weekend, runners around the 
northwest are getting warm- 
ed up for the Prince Rupert 
Half-Marathon. 
The annual race is being 
run April 8. Racers will start 
from the Prince Rupert Civic 
Centre at 1 p.m. and follow a 
course along Hwyl6 to a rest 
area and back. 
The 21.l.kilometre arly 
season, race should bea 
challenge for one and all. 
Anyone interested can get 
more information at All 
Seasons Sports. 
Soccer 
victory 
A Terrace select men's oc- 
cer team came out on top of 
the competition at a men's 
soccer tournament two 
weekends ago in Kitwanga. 
The Terrace team stole vic- 
tory away in the final from 
the host Kitwanga team to 
capture the $1,000 tourna- 
ment jackpot. 
Terrace player Rod 
Morales was named tourna- 
ment MVP. 
Kitwanga collected $800 
for second place, followed by 
a Vanderhoof team that 
finished third. 
Fastball 
time 
A new men's fastball 
league is pulling in players 
and teams from all over the 
northwest in preparation for 
the first pitch on May 5. 
You too, can get involved, 
the league organizers say. 
So far at least eight teams 
are confirmed for the league 
--which will have a separate 
Masters category for over-39 
tesJns. 
They include the Nor- 
thwest Oldtimers, Terrace 
Juniors, Terrace Truck Log. 
gers, Hazelton Bombers, 
Mahoney-Hamiiton Truck- 
ing, Kitimat Merchants, and 
Cole Petroleum. Organizers 
anticipate at least one more 
Kitimat team and one Prince 
Rupert team to join the 
lineup. • .... 
Deadline for players and 
teams to sign up is May I. 
Those interested can contact 
Norm at 635,2249. 
The Men's Fas tba l l  
League's 22 re~ar  season 
'games are schednled between 
May 5 and July lO at the 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege fastball park. The league 
will also. host a tournament 
in ,Terrace ~ on:the Canada 
Day long weekend in July. 
I I  
Boxers win Golde'n Gloves 
THEY WENT, they boxed, and they brought back the hardware. Local boxers Darren Bell (left) and 
Joey Losier defeated the provincial champions in their weight classes in unanimous decision bouts to 
TERRACE - -  Two Terrace 
boxers took on the province's 
best and wonat the Jr. Golden 
Gloves boxing championships 
in Vancouver last month. 
Once again Darren Bell and 
Joey Losier were facing older, 
more experienced boxers, and 
once again they beat he odds to 
come out ahead. 
The two local boxers 
qualified for the tournament by 
winning their weight categories 
at the B.C. Winter Games and 
the Silver Gloves tournament 
out-boxed him the rest of the 
fight, and won it on a 5-0 
unanimous decision of the 
judges." 
Bell got out to a slower, more 
careful pace in his bout before 
realizing he could out-box the 
other fighter. 
"Then he picked up the ac- 
tion and gave him a standing 
eight-count in the middle of the 
second round," Dilley said. 
"From then he just picked him 
apart." 
Bell hammered away through 
earlier this year. / ;  the,~thir~und.:to secare=,the. 
But at the Jr. ~Golden Gloves,.. ~,~ unanimo~.deci~ion~ ,he d ,  
Losler and Bell had no compet - The vt~ones ~: would?: also 
tion in their Junior 'B' division qualify Beil'and Losier to good 
- -  age 13 and 14. Both were 
moved up to Junior 'C' to face 
15- and 16-year-old boxers. 
The two opponents hey took 
on weren't just two years older 
--  they were also last year's pro- 
vincial champions. 
Coac~.~ Jef f  Dilley said 
Losier's opponent had 22 fights 
to his credit, compared to 
Losier's 5. Bell was also boxing 
a fighter with more than twice 
as many bouts under his belt. 
Losier struck quickly in his 
bout, scoring a first-round Hash 
knockdown in what Dilley said 
looked like a replay of his 
14-second first-round TKO at 
the B.C. Winter Games. 
"To his credit his opponent 
was able to get up and continue, 
but the rest of the rounds 
weren't even close," Dilley said. 
to the Junior Nationals in 
Quebec City this spring -- if 
they were only a bit older. 
Instead, Dilley said, the two 
boxers they beat will go to the 
nationals because Bell and 
Losier don't qualify yet for 
Junior 'C' division competition. 
"That's the way the rules 
are," Dilley said, "but it's a 
tribute to the talent of these two 
boxers." 
Bell had fought a Junior 'C' 
boxer at the Winter Games, but 
lost by a narrow margin. But 
Dilley didn't expect he pair to 
win decisively at the Golden 
GloVes. 
"Everyone down there was 
surprised," he said. "We went 
because I felt they were good 
enough to hold their own, 
the experience would be 
win the Jr, Golden Gloves provincial boxing tournament. "Joey out-manoeuvred and for them." 
Lites prevail in playoff final BluebaCks i 
set swim TERRACE - -  After flirting with danger in their three-game 
playoff series against Inn of the 
West, the league-leading Skeena 
Hotel Lites piled it on in the 
final game to capture the Ter- 
race Men's Recreational 
Hockey title. 
The f'mal saw the two teams 
clash in a relatively even first 
period, but Skeena Hotel 
skaters hammered in two goals 
in the dying seconds of the 
period. After that it was all 
Skeena Hotel as the Lites cruis- 
ed to an 8-2 pounding of Inn of 
the West. Leading scorers were 
Emile Gngnon and Bruce 
Cameron, who each racked up 
two goals and two assists. 
The first two games set the 
stage for a possible upset vic- 
tory by third-place Inn of the 
West: Game two saw them ham- 
mer Skeena Hotel 8-3, and 
Game one was a narrow over- 
time loss to the Lites. 
In  the first game Inn of the 
Westhad ~ ahead $-4 until 
the Lltes tied st uP Witha goal in 
the last 30 seconds of the game, 
Skeena Hotel went on to steal 
# I'VE GOT ITU Northern Motor Inn Okles goaltender Gerry Lamming sprawls on the Ice to bat away 
a bouncing puck hovering near.the goal mouth. 
West made the the N0rthern Motor Inn Okies th i rd ,  
the game with the winalna aoal playoff series by defeating and Convoy Supply battled . But Convoy Supply edged out 
~ v  t ~ ' ' . - ' 
i n  overtime. Norm s Auto, Refimshing two through a best-of-five playoff the Okles2~l in game four totie 
~ Lee  Legoeuf-- also the top games ito ;one.'~/Skeena Hotel, /series of their 6wn/:~ - lt~tlp,.S~d~tli~!i~bbedrthe title 
playoff scorer with 13 points - -  :. ~won :their series against the ~tlt aii~ 3-20v~'fliM'Vtctory on
notched three foals and two North Coast Wranglers in three ~ AfteriConvoy won the first a goal!by H~Roondup;  
resists, while t'eammate Dan ~ gamesi .:.~ : : • i ,~ ~:!~8ame~3i! , ~nOkles burst back :':: The top'ii~oidflmer playoff 
van os netted another three in /.~:~:i ~:, ~ ~ ~ ~ ,:i wi th/a4-3 n in the second ' s~rer wa~ "the"Okies' teve 
the Inn's game two triumph. ~ The:,w0? oldtimdr teams ,~ =: ganle -and a ~' 10.6 win in the Scott,'with six points. 
records 
TERRACE ~ Terrace 
Blueback swimmer-Cory '  
Holland won slx gold medids, 
and set two new provlaeinl 
records at the March 16-18 B.C. 
Competitive Swimming Chum, 
plomMps In Victoria. 
Holland set new standards in
his age class with timm of 26.8 
seconds in the S0-metre, ==d 
58.$$ seconds in the 100,metre 
freestyle. ~, 
Holland is expected to break 
more provincial records in-that 
age class before turning 13; He 
won gold in the 100 and 
200.metre breaststrokes ~:the 
S0-and 100-metre : freestyh,~ 
200-metre f reestyle,  - agd  
200-metro individul medley,~ 
and bronze In the 100-metre' 
backstroke. 
Cory's sister T in  won three 
go lds -  in  the :100- and 
200-me/re Indlvidul medle~J~- 
and . SO.me(re bream/rake ~- 
and silvers in rite :100-metre 
bremtstroke, S0-metre butta~ly 
and S0-me(re frem3de. Joce~ 
COxi'Oird earned = bronm ia the 
>As i whob, l l te Binelmelm~ 
neonlmt ~ I~u l  bat ttimm~ 
and eyed 14 medsb. 
• • . . ,  , ,  • . ' . 
Ko_me 
by 
Century 
21 
Terrace ~Standard, Wednesday,, April 
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Your Personal F.x]uit 
Complete his simple calculation 
out how much equity ou have it
1. Approximate value of 
your home t 
2 ;  Approximate balance owing 
.: , .:-.'on mortgage(s) $ 
• 3.Subtractline2 fromllne h. $ 
. . . .  : ~ The amount  on  line 3 is  the 
, L , ~ have bttilt up inyour  home 
Our  Mor tgage  Rates ore Close  
4609 L, azetle Avenue .". :i;•: , : 
Terrace/B,Co VSG 1S3 :~. : 
Telephone (6~) 635-2826 i: :: • 
Fe x (604) 635-3964 
~L"  
value Plus 
Thh week's feature 
home b an Immaculately 
~! maintained 3 bedroom 
ihome, offering 1700 sq. 
~: ~f l ;~of  finished Hying 
i: i ,pa . • -  
~ ~Tbe main floor can be 
. . . . . . .  * red from one of its i; entere~ 
ii:~ithree: ent ry  ways, 
pati0door at the rear of 
the h0me; from the at- 
tached double garage or 
thel main door nt the 
front of the home. 
Once ~entry has been 
made, inside one can not 
on ly  see. the pride of 
workmansMp that went 
Into the construction rof 
this home but also the 
/ i  pride end dedication into 
~:  m'~taining this home to 
its ~ immeculetc condi- 
!'!i tion. ; ~ 
s is ts i 'o f  the l i v ingreom,  
:i formal:dinlusroom, Idt- 
cben with nook, family 
room wi th  f i rep lace ,  
den; :~ 2 poe. bath and 
: mundry room. 
~,~ upstairs Is where 
main bath are located. 
Minter bedroom comes 
wi~h walk-in closet and 3 
pee. ensuite. 
The V~ basement is un- 
, f in ished but  could be set 
up as a re¢ room or addi. 
tlonal bedrooms. The 
other V~ of the hasement 
is set up as a storage 
' a r i ~ ,  
Rounding out this fine 
package are the custom 
fitted venetian blinds, 
built-in dishwasher, cen- 
tral vacuum system, 
natural gas heat, twin 
electric garage door 
openers, and triple p=ved 
ddveway. 
Th is  i home is Hsted 
and the asking 
price i s  $135,000. For 
more information or  
your personal appoint- 
ment to view, pleasecali 
nod ask for HANS 
STACH at CENTURY 
21 'WIGHTMAN & 
SMITH REALTY LTD. 
Call 635-6361 days and 
Itbe'3 bedrooms'lind the 63S--5739 evenings, 
i: iL 'i . . . . . .  
, , ,  *V  • 
MEMBER 
m 
ROYAL  EPAGE  __ TERRACE REALTY L'i"D 
- . . . . .  - -  1 4635Lazelle Avenue  
Associate Broker Network 6 3 8-0 3 71 
I N D E P E N D E N T L Y  O W N I : D  A N D  O P E R A T E D  
l 
PERFECTION PLUS 
Ouality shows throughout this 4 
bedroom two storey home 
Iouated In the DeJoog sub- 
division with eat.in European 
styled kitchen, brick fireplaces, 
quality plumbing and carpetino, 
spacious entrance, family room, 
rear covered sundeck and 
beautifully landscaped lot in- 
"c"  " ' 
4600 BLOCK STRAUME EASY UVItiG -- CL0SE TO 
Spacious 1,250 sq. ft. home on 
concrete dngwall. Natural Gas 
heat, 3 bedrooms, mall detach. 
ed shop, paved driveway, rear 
lane access and located in the 
center of the Horseshoe. Listed 
at $53,500 MLS. 
'LOOK TO THE FUTURE 
Ovei: an acre located close to 
town on Kalum Street with an 
TOWH 
Cozy 2 bedroom, 782 sq. ft. 
starter home built on a concrete 
nngwall. Lots of closets & cup- 
boards. Electdc beat, 60x100 
lot with rear lane access. You 
can't miss at this pdcel Only 
$35,000 MLS. 
eluding fenced back yard, paved ,older home presently renting, an - 
driveway, carport and storage. Ideal holding property for future 
Asking $140,000. • * development into a Multi.family, L HURRAY FOR MCRAE CIIES. 
• : " " : qomplex. Price $89,500 MLS.~.I •Ideal neighborhood for fpmily 
With"~hildran, Home has dl~i/e 
wooo~b ~in  o, m "~ ~ ground ~soment and ~s tinls~ 
Always wanted something dlf- . If you ddve a truck or operate a upstairs and downstairs. 
ferent? Make an appoinbnent to .business from your home, this Natural gas fireplace, three 
view this 3 bedroom, 2 storey, house is a definite must-see. 3 i bedrooms, large rec room, two 
2x6 consb'u¢ted home with, plus 1 bedrooms, nat. gas heat I bathrooms and a double paved 
cedar ceilings, twin seal win- on .38 of an acre. Large shop ddveway are some of the 
dows, patio doors off bedrooms, with extra high ceiling & attach, features, Listed 
and dining area leading to cedar ed double garage. Just minutes E X C L U S I V E L Y. A s k i n 0 
decks, set on 4.61 wooded from town. For more informa. $88,500. 
acres. Asking $114,500 MLS. tlon, call today. EXCLUSIVE. 
EXCEP~NAL NEW HOME 
Be the first to own this 
prestigious home. Formal liv. 
ingroom/dining room combine. 
tion says "luxury" while the 
open style family room/gocrmet 
kitchen is designed for more in- 
formal gatherings. 3 bndrooms ; 
plus den, 2Vz baths in one of 
the newest subdivisions. You'll 
love every inch. $144,900. EX. 
CLUSIVE. 
FRONTAGE ~ , 
Zoned highway commerciai this 
1.2 acre parcel of land is one of 
the fast remaining hiohway fron- 
tage properties in the fast 
developing area of ThemhilL 
Located on the Hiohway access 
read this lot provides f~gh 
visibility and easy access. Ask- 
ing $65,000, MLS. 
Horst Godlthsld I~usty Ljungh Sylvia Griffin Bert Ljungh Joe Barbosa Ralph Godllqski Chdstef Godllnski 
835.6397 tia5.G784 i 630.0484 635.5754 635.5604 635.49tl0 635-8397 
Coast tO Coast Real Estate Services 
Have " 
HEED A SHOP'/ 
a look at this 34'x70' beauty 
!with 2-14'x16' hay doors, 18' ceil- 
i ing, cement floor and 3 phase widng 
on a one acre parcel In Kitwanga. 
! Listed at $75,000. Call Shaunce for 
I more information. MLS. 
SMALL ACREAGE SPECIAL CALL TODAY 
Attractive 1,210 sq. ft. home if it's a quiet feealton that you're ~ 
located on 1.97 acres only minutes looking for, then fuek no further 
from town, Great place for hobby because we have the perfect home 
farmer or trucker with 24x32 barn. for you. This home Is 1,300 sq. ft., 
Property Is mostly cleared and par- has 4 bedrooms, 2re bathe, 2 
tlatiyfenced. Call Gordie 0ison for fireplace, family room, double car. 
~ our'pppofntment o view. EX- port, paved ddveway. Excellent :LUSIVE at $69t,900. Horseshoe l¢ location. For your per.-- 
RSTARTEO"HOME sonal appointment to view, call 
Cozy comfortable 1,152 sq. ft. Hans. Asldng$104,000MLS. 
home with full basement located on 
65x200 lOt. Features fireplace, 50'S BUNGALOW i " 
natural gas heat & hot water, 1Ve _ 1534 sq. ft, -- 4 bedrooms 
baths and den. The yard is partially _ 75' x 225' lot -- 1 fireplace 
fenced and landscaped, Call Gordle - 1 woodstove . 
Olsen for your appt. to view. EX. Asking 159,000 MLS 
CLUSIVE at $63,900. 
:GREAT FOR SIZE & PRICE RURAL LOCATION 
Over '1,400 sq. ft, plus full base. _ 1076 sq. ft. - Vinyl siding 
ment home.4 bedrooms, 4 ap- _ 3 bedrooms -2 .07 acres 
,pllances, 2 eating area, 20'x30' -ElerJWoed heat 
shop, private setting, Very well _ Ooublecarpad 
maln~ln~ Inside and out, Asking Asking $64,900 MLS: 
$61,500, Call Laude . . . .  
,STAN PARKER, 
6364031 
JIM DUFFY 
636.8888 
,'r~ ED OF PAYING PAD 
RENT? 
Consider this lot for setting up your 
mobile. Hydro, natural gas, water 
and cablevision are available. Priced 
right at $'~,500. For information, 
call today. Shaunce Kruisseibdnk. 
MLS. EXCEPTIONALLY WELL 
I YOUR LITTLE ESTATE 
I Located in the Horseshoe, we have 
i this 1,634 ft. family home sq. 
sccludely situated on a 146'xl 32' 
lot. This home has lots to offer fu 
the comfort and enjoyment of your 
family. Llvingroom with fireplace 
and hardwood floors. Modern kit. 
DEVELOPED I chen with built-in appliances. Hot 
tub room, rec room, 4 bedrooms, 
TOO.GOOD TO PASS UP Property features a beautifully I 2t/z baths, This home has so much 
If you are looking for a good family finished homo with a separately to offer, it must be viewed to be ap. 
home for under $60,000, then you housed 16'x32' swimming pool on a j pronialed. Call Jim for your appoint. hettericatl today. This well main- 
rained bdme is 1,152 sq. ft. with a 1.25 acre, landscaped and fenced i meat on this property priced at 
full. basement on fenced, land- lot. Situated in KItwanga, Call for $119,500 EXCLUSIVE. 
soilped lot. Hardwood floors mum information today. Shaunce 
threughouL Three bedrooms, 11/, Kruisselbdnk. MLS. CABIN AT THE LAKE 
baths, garage. A very good buy at SUB-DIVISION iIO'rlEN'gAL Cozy cottage in private treed se~ng 
,LAURIE FORBES 
63§.6382 
$59,900. Call Jim. MLS, jlf you are looking foe an investment, 
then check out this 2,9 acre parcel 
WHERE YOUR DOLLAR LIocated In town. Level and treed. 
BUYS MORE . Streets' on two sides, Services 
If your are looking for Ooed value for available. Pdced at $34,900 MLS. 
your house buying dollar, then you Call Jim. 
must make arrangements o view " - ' - S ~ F ' A ~  
this 1,196 sq. H. family home. Locatsdonquietfamily-style street 
Located in the Horaeshoe, this close to elementary school is this 
home offers full basement, 2 baths, 1,148 sq. ft,, furl basement home, 
2 fireplaces, 3 bedrooms, double This well maintained home offers 
[carpml ar, d natural Gas heat, spacious br ioht kitchenl 5 
80'x121' lot. Call Jim today to 
make your ~opalntments o view bedrooms, 11h baths, and reo room 
with fireplace. A home well worth 
this Ix)me priced at $79,900 EX. vlewlngL Asking $97 000. EX. 
OLUSIVE, CLUSIVE, Call Jim 
HANS STACH 
636.6739 
GORDON OLSON 
638.1040 
at the south end of Lakelse Lake. 
Cabin is set up as duplex and is 
ideal for 2 families. Presently there 
Is a boat access only. Give Gordis 
Olson a call for more information. 
Asking $34,000. MLS. 
10 ACRES 
Located approx. 7 miles south of 
Terrace, 10 acres level and, Asking 
"$33,000, MLS. 
3 BEDROOM HOME 
On over 1 acre. Renovation lust 
completed, Potential for 7 lots, 
Located In quiet area of Kolth 
Estates on comer of Hauolaed & 
Braun, Call Laude. Asking $42,500, 
SHAUNCE KRUISsELBRINK 
635-6382 
t A 
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~A~stl~ome 
M~. =TL~I B~ 11Ox133 L (  ~ 10Oxg6 !l '~ BR iiF4"4"4"4"4"4"4"4"4~dn 
l ~_i11114 . l ,L~ 
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LR DR J KiT 
15Ox183 90x99 ~ : ~ - I  NOOK LI~ 
Balcony 
MAIN FLOOR PLAN 
AREA,1304~ 
BASEMENT FLOOR PLAN 
AREA.1100~ 
This design features an ever popular 
floor plan with an up:dated exterior.. 
It's easy "to see"tl3is plan makes the 
best use of space• 
t 
House Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
-1 CENTRE 
3207 Munroe  Ter race  BC 
635-6273 
/ v 
FLOOR AREA- 130,4 P 
WOTH- 57:6 
~(PTI4.32:0' 
k. " - - 
I 1U lY l i [ :  i -  LR I1  
. . . .  . : ; :  : : / ]  
i ii A Mno ' l 'nA  ~.=.p.~..m.~.=:.~ B =,= , , .  
==="== - -  -= , ,~  ~=,  - ou , - -  - S INCE 1955 
TRANSPORTA T /ON : 
- -SYSTEMS L TD . . . . .  
I 
• HI BOY e LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE CHARTERS 
• VAN •SCHEOULEO SERVICE ON HIGHWAY 37 N. 
• FLAT DECK • DALLY SCHEDIJLED GENERAL FREIGHT 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER 
• DALLY FREIGHT TO KIT1MAT • DAILY FREIGHT, SERViCE TO KITIMAT 
K IT IMAT ~m~ d TERRACE .. 
unmxtvaunes ~_~ e J , -~ la  
632. 2544 
~UNITED or 6357102 
" /UNITED . . . . .  
Kit imat v. ,u, . .  311  I .  B lackburn  
• Ter race  
ELEGANT LIVABLITY 
Vaulted ced]Jnos bdohteas this deOghL Wood 
split enby. 2 fireplaces, vaulted ceilings, cir. 
cda~ ddve, White limestone fireplace, Dear 
Uplands schod. $88.500 (900032) Veme 
Ferguson 635-3389. MLS. 
GREAT FAMILY HOME 
Park area perfection, Freshly decorated, authen- 
split enW. Fuesk:le cheer, parquet floors, 5 
8R/1.4 I~e,, 1-3 poe., ensu;le, PLUS 'Near 
sohools - shops *Finished basement, 
*94,500* Gordon Hamlllon 635.9537 
(900028) MLS Lakeis4 Realty 638.0268 
6~eathtakJng 2 stc~y log Rmtie, O~ 1.97 acres. CHEERY FIREPLACE V~)RLD-CLASS HOME 
I 
Counhy kttcheo. 3 E4~/1.4 pea. up, 1.2 pea. EnJey the ltvabiflly of this e~gin 0 Ix.q,,gaJow. 
main baths, large view deck. ALSO *Gas heal Qdot st[eeL gas heat, r.a~e~, golx'met k~t. Park.area authentic 2 storey, 5 8R/1.4 pce., 1-2 
• Amusement zoom 'Groat ami)y area "Near chef}, 2 Dfl, kitchen al~ltallCos inehxJed, walk. p~e,, 1-easutte baths. PLUS "Roc ~ "Finily 
schools - sh~s "Fruit tre~s "Fondly zorn. ~t  basement, fndt bees, city water, city reem'Oouyeat~d.Extrornalywellb~Hfemlly 
Almost 2 acres in town. VERNE FENGUr~,OH oUfltles. PLUS 'Hear Ix~s. NEW MORTGAGE. home on iaroe lot. $115,000 (900029) MLS. 
$84,500 (900043). CaJI Veone for details. G~rdm Hamilton 635.9537. 
635.3399 (690141) MI.S $119,500, Lakoise Lakelse Realty 836-0200. 
Rea~t)i e39.0268 
' . " - BI], " ~--  I IIII 
MBUNTAISI AMBIANCE 
CounW home provki~no rennin' room on 2,2 
acres. Mountain views. Great iamily ~'ea, ele¢- 
b'onlc door opener, deck, This home has orm of 
the most sp~ctuier v~ews in the area. $73,500 
(900052) Gordon Hamilton 635.9537, 
SNUG UTILE HAVEN 
Enjoy the warmth of this atlracSve Ho~eshoo 
I~nga~ow. Stucco, Oulet sb'eat, great far~;y 
area, new caqoeUng, workshop, 1 BR. ALSO 
•Cloue tO evorylldno. Gas ~epiaco In I.iv[no 
Room, '$49,900" (890159) call Exc. VE~E 
835.3386. Lake~ Realty 638.0268 
Let ins 3 bedroom baml suite pay your rnor- I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  C~,T,Y C~ 
tgage payment. La~ 6 bedroom home of solid r i En~clno ThornhtJl ranch.type with nice fealu~s. 
cooureto block consb'ucOon. Double paved rive Remodeled. Cheer/ fireplace, new kJtchon, 3 
and attached oaraoe. Great family area on a 8P,/1.4 Ix:e, baths, web water, largo inogul~ 
quiet nc through sbonL Landscaped with I~1 lot double gorge, snd double ddve $63500 
b'ous, fonca arid ga~dea areas. For mnro details Brenda E~ 638-1721 EXCLUSIVE, 
BUY REAL WORTH I LAKELaE LAKE BUNGALOW 
Boneh 2 storey bongaiew fea~ ruth view, 
Great family ma, 2 fireplacn, formal dining i 2 bedroom cain on West side of lake via 8e~n 
Station Rd, Fully serviced, fundshed, access to 
room, 0eale room, gourmet kitchen, 4 6tt/2Vz the iako via ll~lt launch. Ca0 Brenda 638.1721 
baths. ARRANGE NEW MORTGAGE $99,900 
(890161) MLS. Brenda Erlcksm 635-2250. (86981) MLS. 
- . . . .  ~:: ~: , . . -  .. ,;~,~:~..~ 
~ ~ 
i~. ~'.~ 
Verne Ferguson Brenda Erickson Ron Redden Jackie Collier 
635-3389 630-1721 638-1915 635-2677 
, ~ - I ~ ~  HILLTOP EOEN 
I H~caSh~ Co~pomy d~rdty. KklDinve Care. 
I~ : ;  , '~ : . ja la l  F~,  g~., city water, city uLititkls, 4BR/4 
,..,__~.- e : - - - t . , - .  I POU, 3 pce. down baths. PLUS *Great family 
L]U(UUil rl~:Ullln.Uli I iea'l, tc~'sebaota •Oouk •W(x~ngsinvo, 
~ i~ Oic[~i 7 I $82,500 (900051) Ron of Brenda 636.1918. 
~u~'~v,  ~ Lakelsa P, eaJty 638-0266. 
I 
Slumber 
, Lodge 
WINTER 
HOURS 
The Grand Trunk 
Restaurant 
Monday to 
Saturday 
7 a.m. -- 
8:30 p.m. 
Sundays 
8 a .m. -  
DON'T MISS SERNG IT 
TODAY 
Call 635-6142• Family 
neighborhood in a new sub(IMslon 
of quality homes. Spacious kitchen. 
is a pleasure to cook, bake and 
entertain in. Calf Edka to view. 
PERFECT 6RADE SCHOOL 
LOCATION 
The little ones can walk to KltJ 
K'Shan school in less than 5 
minutes. The pdvate se~ng of this 
home is a healthy walk to the 
i Skeena Mall. Be the proud owner of 
this excellent family home. Call 
Eflka. 
A GARA6E FOR 2 CARS 
plus all the bikes, tools and toys you 
own. Tdpie sized ddveway gives 
you ample space for fdends to park 
their vehicles as well as yours, This 
one is a must see. Call Erika, 
':.: 
S69,900 
3 b(hm, full bsmt home, N8w carpet 
and vinyl floodno n the main floor• 
2 biirms and a family room down. 
For more information, call Dave at 
635.6142. MLS. . • 
RURAL HOME 
Located in Usk on .03 ot an acre. 
1,090 sq. ft,, 4 bdnns, prepane and 
wood heat. A home for the han- 
dyman. Asking' $16,009. For more 
Information, call Dave. MLS. 
VACANT LAND 
76,31 ac, listed at $53,500 
,77,45 ac, listed at $52,500 
2,23 ac, R3 zonlnO listed at 
* 853,000 
2,45 ac, listed at $3f,500 
For more Informatlm, call Cave at 
635•6142, MLS, 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
VIEW PROPERTY 
2,500 sq• fl• home m Birch Ave• 
with monntaln, Skeena and city 
views• Largo master Ixlrm with 
deluxe 4.poe. enculte, 18x19 
solarium, tile floor & hot tub. Itard- 
wood floras. Natural gas heat. 
Reduced to $148o500. Call Dick 
Evans. MLS. 
JUST USTeO- 
HORSESHOE 
lt/I storey older heine in good con. 
dltlon. 5 Ixlrms, full bsmt, nat. gas, 
heat. Asking $79,900: Call Dick 
Evans, ML9. 
TIERRACE B I ~  LoTH 
06x100- $11,000; Mountain Vista 
• 813,900; Acreao¢~ 5,76 ac. 
Johnson lid. • $29,000. Carl Dick 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
, . }ii:: :~i 
4702 ~ Avenue 
Tet l ioe ,  B,C.o VSG 1RI9 John Currle Dick Evans 
(eo4)  es r , .e3o2  635• .96  
Dave RoynoMs . John Evans 
oae.?oee ' r ~ eS~ala~ . ~ : " "eS~14~ 
ENJOY COUNTRY LIVING 
with all the conveniences of being 
close to downtown in this ranch 
style home on 5 ac• with land- 
scaped & fenced yard. Nat. gas fired 
hot water heating, fireplace & 3 
Ixlmle. Asking $87,500. Call Mike 
MLS• 
LAR6E FAMILY HOME 
Close to town, arena and aquatic 
cent.  Many features Inclndlng 
fireplace, 4.pee. ensulte, central 
vacuum system & 5 bdrms. Asking 
$92,900. Call Mike MLS. 
L iN THE HOR8ESHOE 
Well maln~ned home with 4 Mrms 
and finished bsmt, NaL gas 
flreptace, two 4-pce baths. AsldnO 
$80,900, Call Mike. EXCLUSIVE. 
LOADS OF EMOTIONAL 
APPEAL 
From the pine feature walls to the 
attractive wood stove in the family 
room, this 3 IxIrm "nesrnew" fatal. 
ly home is a must see. Lmge land. 
soaped lot in a qule t area, $89,500. 
Call Joy, 
CHILDREN NEED A BiG 
HOUSE 
Like new, 2,070 sq. ft. house has a 
family room off the large counW 
style kitchen. 4 bdrms on the upper 
level and one guest room down. The 
quality rest, he seen to be ap. 
: prectated. $119,000: ~l l  Joy. 
NEW LIS11NB 
Close to the hospital. Spanish style 
quality homo has cel1~lO and hard. 
wood floors ~ throughout. 2 heat. 
Ilator fireplaces are I~autlf.ully 
finished in red brick. $1015,000. Call 
Joy. 
HEW OR LAMBLY 
Over 1,400 sq. ft. home in pdme 
location. 4 Ixlrms, n.g., rec room, 
private sondeck, fireplace, 400 sq. 
ft. addition, Ideal family horne pdced 
to sell at $98,000, MLS. All appts. 
contact Gordle Sheridan office or 
evelngs at 635.4781. 
PIRCEREOUCED -CEDAR 
CRES. 
1,650 sq, ft. homo in quiet cul-de- 
sac. Finished bsmt, 4 bdnns, 2 
fireplaces, garage, n.g,, 90)(220,7 
lot. Reducod to $107,509 MLS. 
Contact Gordle Sheridan for quick 
showings, Office or evenlnga at 
635-4781. 
ONE OF A KIND 
15.61 acres on S~ino Creek Dam 
Rd. Very picturesque. 2t/8 ac. 
cleared. Has water rights. Aski~ 
$37,000 ML$. Contact Gordle. ' 
!4650 LAKELSE AVE, 635.6142 
Joy Dover Oordle SherMan 'Erlka Pafletlor 
6U.7070 638.4781 636477S 
! 
Mike Richardson , 
SSR.RSOR ' 
. . . . . .  : . . . . . . .  
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SAT-URDA-YS 
Classified and ClaSsified Display • 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When s Met holiday falls on e 
' 8sturcMyi Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday st 
5 r P.m; for ell display and cleeelllod ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 L.AZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. :VOG 188 
All chasslfled and classified disPlay ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Vise or Mnatercand, When ph~nlng In ads please have you Vtea or MoRtar- 
card number:ready ' i  " ' " ' 
20 words (first Inssrtlon)$3.45 I~os 5, fo~ additional ~vords. :(Additional In~. rtlans) 
$2.30 plus 4, for edditioi~al wo~ls. "$8.95 for 8 weeks (not exceeding 20 worns, non- : 
csmmerulel) 
, OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate " 12, • Motorcycles .24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13, Snowmobiles 25, Business 
3, For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc,.. 16, Farm Produce •27. Announcements 
'6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 28, Card of Thanks 
• 7 ,  For Rent Misc. 18, Travel 29. In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19, Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20, Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
10. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
11. ReCreational 22,. Careers 33. Business Services 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
einamdml Toms 
The T~O Stamdmi reserve= the rioht o clesaUy aids" 
under Ip~Dpdate hsadtnos end to ut ratn therefore and to 
Uotermlne ~ Ioca~l. 
1he Tm Standard reserves I~  ~ht to mvlsa, 
ctsa~fy or reject any zdvwesmnt ~ to retain my enswm 
d4~ofed leUm Hews 6ox Rep~y Se|vlce, end to repay the 
cmt0mw Iho ~m ~ld for t~ ~ t  znd hox mnt~. 
BOx repgan on "Hdd" In=in¢t~ not ~1~ up wilNn 10 
days of oxp~y of in ~em will be de~Yoynd unless 
maJlinO ~vuc~ns ate re¢etvnd. 1"~ enswerino Box 
Numbers are requested not to sand orIWnale of documeots to
zv~ loss 
AI; cletms of erro~l ingidvortlsomonts must be rec~ ~ - 
the publUh~ with~ 30 days after the first pu~t, aUon. 
It is =areal by the IdvorUsor reques~ng space tilit the 
Hal~ty of the Terence Stond~l in the ovornt of ~lum to 
poldUh am advent  or In the event of an on'or anppearlno 
In the advor~t  an pubOzhnd ZlZ4L~ be ~lled to the 
• mno~,nt I~d by the IdvorUNr for enly ~ incorreot insertion 
for ~ p~den of the mlver~lng :~ace occupied by th~ Irmor. ' 
met Or a111tIorl Ibm orly, wld that ~ shaU I~1110 lleUlUy In '. 
amy event groa~ than the en~o~nt paid for such advertising, 
,. ' 
1. Real Estate 
MUST SELL -- Almost brand new 3 bedroom 
home, near hospital, school. Master bedroom, 
2-pae eosulte European kitchen NG, Much 
more, 635-39.86, 7p44 
LOT FOR SALLY. City water 63,6~x~132. On 
Cramer.Street: Paved, .dead:e~jOu le t  
locatlon'. '"Very low, reasonable "price. 
636-7456 6p40 
FOR SALE, 2 acres level, excellent garden sell 
with hydro and well, Also 15 acres Ofrecrea. 
tional property with frontage an Hwy. 16 and 
the Skeena River, Pdvate boat launch. Phone 
635.5001. 5p47 
13+ ACRES OF AGRICULII~RAL land at 
Chlmedomash Creek. Call 636-0717 6c48 
NEW 145050, FT. HOME 15 mln. west of 
Vaoderhonf on 80 acres. N~tural gas, hard. 
wood floors, ensulte Jacuzzl, 600 sq. It. guest 
house, good ddlled well, greenhouse, land. 
scpped. Phone 567-9061 4p48 
1% ACRES (NITWANGA) 5 bedroom house, 2 
storey garage, ESTABLISHED BOARDING KEN. 
NEL BUSINESS, Root cellar, fully landscaped. 
Extras $59,000.849-5427 0p46 
3 BUILDING LOTS (7J8 acre each) across from 
Senior SecondaP/School In KItwanga valley. 
Phone 849-5732 ' 6p46 
$93,500 2 YEAR OLD HOME FOR SALE by 
owner 'in Thombal0hts Phase IlL Three 
bedrooms, two bathrooms, oak kitchen 
cabluets, built-in dishwasher, large sundeck, 
ro~0hod in plumblog downstalrs~ Lot backing 
onto dosl0nated park area. Open house Satur. 
day and sunday 12 ~ 4. Ddve to 2120 Cypress 
Street or call 635.2929. 3p48 
EXECUTIVE STYLE HOME. Quality workman. 
ship, with many extras. Situated on large 
landscaped Iof, Must  be.seen. Call 
635.7556 . . . .  6p49 
LOT FOR SALE. 02 x 135 on DeJong Crescent 
(Lot 3) Close to sehonls and town. (blet 10ca. 
tieR, Pdce $28,000. Phone 638.1544 0p49 
:A ACRE VIEW LOT in exclusive subdivision. 
Call 635.2384 8p49 
FOR SALE - LOG HOUSE, 20 acres, building, 
corrals, creek, 160 acres partially cleared. 
Some timber year roUnd~ 842.5461 or 567. 
2519 ~ 8p49 
FOR SALE AT 3672 Balsam Avenue In Thor. 
nhalghts. 5 bedrooms (3 up, 2 down) w/cer. 
port on  75x117 ' lot. Asking $91,500, 
635.7152. : ' ; • 8p49 
3 BEDROOM CONDOMINIUM, Appointment to 
view, 638.1698, $29,900 8p50 
II I 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
Unk:lUdy de,cloned 2.7 storey, 12 year ,~ home 
o~ 120x80 foot lot on Bench. 17OO'Psq. fl. of 
~ea ~Jodn lerge flv~O room, dining 
room, 3 bedrooms, den, 2 b~throome, kitchen, 
laundry roo~ and entrlUmO, ~e¢tel features k~- 
dude: large river ock flreplece; rock featu~ w~ 
In entrano~ and klt~orl; ~e~trld ve~uunl system. 
Oet~lor, hot tap, bulO-In range top, oven end 
mk~owr, te oven ~walk.ln clo=et and ofnoo off 
m~ter bedroom, 3 decl~ with ~ew end ~oe 
garage/workshop on ground level. 
ASKING $1oe,onc. 
For a~polntment to view cell: 
' 635-6905 
± 
1. Real Estate 
FOR SALE BY OWNER or will trade for proper- 
ty in Terrace or surrounding area. Ve section, 
320 acres in a. block, 120 cultivated, 300 
acres In natural trees. Beautiful bufldlng site, 
commuting distance to Dawson Creek, but in 
tax free Alberta, Will make excellent game 
farm, mixed farm or Just a s~cluded home site 
with land to lease out. Inquldes: Box 518, Ter- 
race, B.C. VSG 485 3p50 
FOR SALE OR TRADE 173 acres. Six miles 
west of Tyee. Year round creek. River frenL 
good fish camp location. 635-3768 after 
5 p,m. ' 4p50 
5 •PARCELS OF CHOICE RESIDENTIAL real 
estate in Terrace. Approx. 60 acres in total. 
For mora.lnfo call 635.5320. 6p50 
PARCEL OF LAKE AND RIVER FRONTAGE at 
Lakelse Lake. Phone 635-5320, 6p50 
1,261 SO. FT. 3 BEDROOM well maintained 
neat family home on 1% acres in town, 
Rreplace. New nat. gas furnace, hot water 
tank and vinyl roof. Beautiful yard, garden and.  
fruit trees. Barn style work shop 12' x 20'. 
Also 2 sheds and wood shed. Must be seen to , 
• appreciate, Asking $77 000. Phone 
635 .2001 ; . 4p50 
GRAVEL PIT 
Gravel pit in Thomhilll. 
Assume new lease. 
$30,000. 
Call non at 
635-6128 
2. Mobile Homes 
MOBILE HOME PADS For rent. Located In 
ThomhDi, Highway 18 E and Clark Avg. Close 
to schools. Pads available. One double wide, 
one R.V,, several single wide, Please caJI 
Evelyn at 1.656-9564. 6p45 
14')(70' TWO BEDROOM' MANGO Me, tie home 
on large lot in copperslde. Fully tensed, large 
shed, ridge, stove $29,500060, 638.6956. 
6p45 
12x68 MOBILE With addition, renovated, new 
caq~et & vinyl, 2 b~lruorns, natural gas, ap- ; 
pllannes, universal gym, sun deck. Nice loca- 
tion, $14,000. 635.7612: 6p45 ' 
1979 14 x 70 NORTHERN PACKAGE BendiX 
Leader mobile, 3 large bedrooms, nat. gas 
heal, insulated and wired Jney shack. 
Phone e35.3285 6p48 
1909 SAFEWAY MORILE, Two bedroom, 
natural gas; fddge, stove, drapes. Bonider~ 
wood baser park, $4,200 0B0 638.0800 
6p48 
12 x 68 ATCO VALARIE, expando on IIv. 
Iogroum, 2 Ixlrm,, china cabinet, 4 ep, 
pllances, drapes, new Gas fireplace. Quiet 
tndler court, good condition. Must be seen, 
$15,000 080 630.8811 2p40 
3. For Rent 
3: For Rent 
FURNISHED 
BACHELOR UNITS 
Utilities and cab le  
Included. $350 Per 
month. Prefer work!no 
singles. Reference. 
~3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 =1. ft; pigs basement, 2 baths, 
private yawl, caq~ arKi satellite "T.V. 
.Hoosten. Pho~ 848.3161. 31 fin 
DOWNTOWN SPACE For lease. LeGated 
upstairs on 4600.81o~k -- Lakslss, Good for 
offl~ space or storage, Call 635.7939 or Ter. 
"race Realty (Oystsl) 638-0371. 6p50 
FURNISHED ROOM Including W, laundry and 
kitchen fecltit]es. Available Immud~atety. Ideal 
foi'.a working single person. Non smoker. 
Viewing 635-6154 0c48 
UNFURNISHED TWO BEDROOM log house In 
Rnsswond, water and elecldclty included in 
rant of $150 monthly. Large garden area. Con- 
• tact Parmenter's., radiophone H49.5042 an JK 
or JL channel. References required. 8p48 
2 BEDROOM MOBILE In SunoyhllL Avail. April 
• 1st. Nat. gas heat. Damage deposit required, 
' $400 psrmonth. Call 638-6084. 8p48 
FOR RENT in prime IooaUon. Available im- 
nledletely. 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths. N/Gas 
heat, fenced In back yard,, family room 
downstairs. $800/month 1.637-5443 (Tracy) 
• " Be48 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT located on 
Braun's Island, Avalleb~a Apdl 1190. Phons 
635-4054 or 835-3583. Qp49 
• SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT to responsible per- 
S~ In town. Call 635-7f 76. 2p50 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND 8CHOOLS 
1 room $380, 2 room $450 & 3 morn 
$520. Fddge, stove, heat and hot water 
included, Carpet lhroughout. Laundry 
facilities, storage space. References re. 
quired for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments. 
PHONE OFRCE 635"5224 
If available 
:FOR!LEASE 
950 square foot air- 
=ondltloned office space for 
lease. Second storey down- 
town location available 
May 1, 1990. 
For Information cell 
evenings: 
638-I 863 
'86 TOYOTA TERCEL 
4 dr. hatchback, ice blue, 
81,000 ks. 
SPECIAL AT 
=6,995 
4. Wanted to Rent 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE OR TOWNHOUSE by 
responsible family by Mamh 30, 1990. Phone 
638-0853 evenings or 635.4336 days. 
References available. 6p46 
WANTED TO RENT 3 bedroom house in Tdr. 
race for a family of 3. By the end of March or 
Apfll. Call 638.8489. 6p47 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.D. 350 LOADER, New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0,C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new, $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
"tifetime aluminum .has everythiog & bailer 
'$19500. 62 lade 2.doer auto • GOOd coud. 
$1500. 14 ft. Td.hell speed boat - 50 horse 
menk0 bailer $2800. Clean 6hansoan Camper 
• hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kubada lite plant & 
~ttery change $550. Ken Allen Box f61 
Granlsle. Ph. 697-2474 ' 19fin 
1 COUCH AND MATCHING SWIVEL ROCKER in 
excellent condiUon, $500 OBO Phone after 5 
p.m. 635-2980, 6p45 
TANDY COMPUTER TAPE RECORDER as 
new.S30, 635.3823. 6p45 
SCUBA DIVING EQUIPMENT. Emergency pony 
tank. Horsecollar, bu(~/ancy control device, 
fins, mask end tank , beck pack, All new 112 
price, 638.1628. 6p45 
2 LINE eUSINESS TELEPHONES. 2 lelematdx 
4001500, 1 talernatdx 250. Call 835.6992 
o(635.6146 6p46 
2 WATERBEDS, 1 ldngsize walnut finish, 1 
doob~, sdld p;ne,~ (dear finish. $200 each 
, . . . .  060. 636.2316 • 6p48 
i FOR SALE: ~ FRESH SHRIMP and or~nd fish, 
For e~led~. ~111 627-8719 in Prince Rupert. 
WIll dellvtr out of town. .6p46 
BOYS 10 SPEED BIKE. $50. Joolor size guitar 
with case. Uke new $75, Chllds cross coun- 
bY aids end boots. $30,635.7209 6p46 
FOR SALE 31 ~Q0 GAMES ON one Nlntendo 
,: cwlddge. Now - $180 also will pay .10 each 
.~  oncd ~,  Oe~ used comics. Phone 635.3623 6p47 
RANG UPRIGHT, Grand super sound ba~l .  
• Hogs .M,  $800, CaR 838.6e88. 6p46 636-6360 : . . . . . . .  
• : ~ ,WAS~~GUITAR + eowatts 
. . ,, '~; ( i  ] . ii~pi:l,BO~l~7Oeve~, 4p48 
5. For Sale Misc. 
NEED A CAKE for that special occasion? (Rir. 
thday, anniversary, wedding) Call Emmy at 
638-1052, 8psclallzlng In German homebak- 
ing. 6p48 
SCUBA GEAR - Tanks, rags, weightholts and 
B.C.'s, First coreD, first serve. Phone 
635.5484 6p45 
PIANO FOR SALE. Beethoven $1,600. Call 
638.8621 . . . . .  6p49 
FOR SALE 1 NORCO GIRL'S 20" BIKE. Good 
condition. $125, New BMX front wheel. $25, 
Call 635-3459 2p49 
FOR SALE, 4 Jackets: Red Fox, Blue Fox, 
White Mink, Brown Mink and Leather, sizo8. 
Feather Coyote Coat, Silver Cross Mink and 
Persian Lamb, sizes 8.12. Misc. Capes and 
Shawls. Call 638.8589. 3(:49 
8 HP RDTOTILLER, dining room table with air. 
ror top, 1 extra leaf, 6 chats, ¢handeffer, 
hallcrafter battery operated: radio, twin 
washtubs, wooden clothes horse, 2 bulky 
sweaters. Size 44 and 34. 635.2351 4p50 
OXY-ACETYLENE GAUGES, indusMal quality, 
20 ft. hose, torch and 6ps, 5 HP Eska ont. 
board, with spare engine for parts $250. 
Mlnolta XP1 Camera 35ram with Pentex flash 
$125, Binks model 7 prolesslonal spray gun 
$75, 635-7425 2p50 
21' SAILBOAT, drop keel with trailer. 5 HP 
motor, C.B..$7,500 0130. 16 cu. ft. deep 
freeze $350. Homemade 8' truck camper 
$800 080.1-692-7342 Bums Lake. 4p50 
MEN'S 24" KUWAHARA (Olympia)' 12 speed 
racing bike. $310, Gids 16" Sp0rtstoo 10 
speed bike $75, Boys BMX bike $10. 
635-4529 2p50 
Give the gift 
of learning. 
Misty River Books 
4606 Lakelee 635-4428 
7. For Rent Misc. 
MAYTAG WASHER AND DRYER SET for rent. 
Contract required. $30 per~ month. Call' 
638.1468 6p50 
8. Cars for Sale 
1980 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL Orive, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, haltegen 
headlights, rear window defrost. Cleanl 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 638-8654 even. 
lags. ttn 
1975 CHEV BELAIRE V8, 350. Asking 
$1,000, Call 635.4807. 6p45 
1977 OLDSMOBILE DELTA ROYAL 88, Load, 
ed, 4 door, auto, 403, no rust, summer/winter 
radials, $1800,635.9121. 6p45 
1980 MAZDA 828DX 4 door automatic, 
power steedng, power brakes, 38,000 km, 
stereo cassette deck, scotch guard, 3 yrs 
transferable warranty. $14,000. 635.9270 
6p46 
1985 DAYTONA• Turbo charged, very low 
mileage. Automatic, PS/PB, stereo and other 
extras. Exc. cord. $8,900. 635-3565 even; 
ings. 6p46 
1981 OMEGA 4 DOOR standard, 89,0OO ks, 
Good condition, $1,850. 636.2400 or leave 
message for Dave 635-7676. Car is in Ter- 
race. 6p47 
1970 911 Pors¢he. Rebuilt motor and clutch. 
In very good condition. Best offer t~kas. Call 
849.5612 after 4 p.m. 6p47 
FOR SALE 1987 FIrobird, air conditioning, 
cruise control, summer ddven, warranty, 
50,000 kilometres', $10,500. 845.2962. 
6p47 
1978 PONTIAC GRAND SAFARI wagon. 
$1,6000BO. Carl 638-2046 6p48 
1984 HONDA ACCORD. Excellent condition 
$8,000. 1971 Mach I factory rebuilt 
Cleveland engine, 1000 miles. Fully restored 
oflglnal body. $9,500 OBO 635.4444 6c48 
1986 FORD TEMPO. 4 door excellent cond. 1 
owner, P/S, P/B, AM/FM cassetie, power 
locks, power trunk release air conditioning. 
Asking $6,500. 635.4293 alter 6 p.m, 6p48 
1981 FORD ESCORT 2 door, 4 cylinder, 
automatic transmission, 67,000 ks, new 
paint, excellent running condition, $3,300 
635-3752 .~ 6p48 
1975 PLYMOUTH SCAMP. Slant 6 low 
mileage. Clean reliable transportation. Second 
owner, $1,400 060. Call 638-1812 6p46 
82 FORD MUSTANG VS. New paint, new tires, 
excellent running condltion1635.2202 6p48 
1987 FIREBIRD FOR SALE. Air conditioning, 
cruise control, summer driven, warranty, 
50,000 km, $10,51~0. Phone 645-2962 4p49 
'89 DODGE SHADOW 
4 dr,, aut(), Power steering, 
power brakes, air conditioniflg, 
IDwmlleage. Bal Of 
7 yearl115,000 km warranty. 
2 to choose from 
,11,995 
8. Cars for Sale 
1972 CORVETTE T.ROOF COUPE. 350 LTI 
Engle~350 HP. M21 4 spd trans. Gymkana~ 
suspension, good solid frame, 12,000 miles 
on whole power train rebuild. Body work all 
done, needs finlshlng and painting. FinlsNng 
cost approx, $3,500. Value of car when 
finished, approx, $16,000. $9,800 firm, 
638.0676 3p49 
1984 FACTORY CUSTOMIZED CAMARO. Char. 
cus! grey, 5 speed, manual transmission, 
RII'EN mags, genesis speakers, V6. Intedor 
and extedor as new. $10,000 firm. Sedous 
en~uldas oP~y. 636.0344 weekends and after 
5 p,m. weekdays 2p49 
1966 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER mini.van ex- 
cellent condition. 5 slXl., 5 passenger, stereo. 
1-847-4233,1-846-2454, 692-7181 4p49 
1981 RELIANT. Front wheel ddve. Very 0oo£1 
running condition, no rust, SO,BOO km. 
638.8874 or view 4810 Olson Ave. 8p50 
FOR SALE FOR PARTS 1971 & 1972 Datsun 
510 Includes 1 std. and 1 auto. trans. $100 
for both. 635.7425 2p50 
MOVING, MUST SELL 1989 RED TOYOTA 
Colice eTS. 5 mo's. old, low mileage, loaded 
with optional items. 847-9551 4p50 
78 TOYOTA CELICA Hatchback, auto. 
transmission. In excellent condition, with 
winter tires. $1,600 080 636-0501 6p50 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1975 FORD TRUCK, blue in color, comes with 
4" studded tires, asking $650 0B0. Call 
638.0971 anytime. 6p45 
1982 FORD F250, 6 cyl. 300 susp. capable of 
carrying large camper, 74,000 km., Call 
635.6907. 6p45 
1981 BLUE 4x4 DODGE, short box. Very good. 
condlUon, wrangler tires and canopy; $5,500 
finn. Phone 635-9080 6p46 
1981 GMC 314 ton., 6 cyt. standard. $3,000. 
View at No. 29, 3889 Muller, 635-2866.6p47 
1900 GMC 4x4 auto., 350, new can) and 
lifters, new front suspension, recent paint job, 
good condition. $4,000.638-0717 6c48 
1978 KENWORTH W900 truck and 1987 
8redex td-axle trailer. Both one owner. Good 
condition, must he seen to be appreciated. 
Phone 699-6460 4p48 
1980 GMC 2 WHEEL DRIVE in good condition. 
Asking $8,500 or take smaller car as trade 
with cash. 638-1063 or 635-2900 6p48 
1984 FORD BRONCO XLT. Full sized, ooud 
condition, two tone colour. Call 630-1159 
evenings 8p49 
10. Aircraft 
AIRCRAFT FOR SALE. Aeronca Champ 7 EC, 
90 HP full eleotdcs. 40601TAF. 1200 SMOH, 
1400 Floats, 1200 skis, radio, ELT. Many ex- 
tras. Phone 567-2926. $19,000 4p48 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
14' SHASTA TRAVEL TRAILER, 3 way fndge, 
stove, oven, furnace. Sleeps 4.6. $1,600 
OBO, 638-8956 after 6 p.m. 6p45 
LUXURY MOTORHOME FOR RENT. Travel in 
comfort, shower, oven, furnace, H/C water, 
sleeps six. Reserve now. Daily, weekly, men, 
thly. 638.1468 6p50 
TILT TRAILER for four wheelers or 
snowmobiles. 7ft 6 in. by 8 ft. 14 in. wheels. 
Plywood deck, lights, two inch hitch. $595. 
Call 045.2890 (Moo. - Friday) Houston 4p50 
12. Motocycles 
1954 HONDA SHADOW 500, perfect condi- 
tion, 3600 km, black with chromo, $2500, 
635.7612 8p46 
1982 YAMAHA 250 TRAIL. Street Ingal. Ex- 
cellent condition. Must sell. $1,275.  
638.1468 6p50 
13. Snowmobiles 
2 YAMAHA PHAZER Snowmobiles, 1985 
mint c~nditiou with cleats and gears, 1988 
with pips, reeds gears, paddles and torque 
ann. Very fast. Please call 635-2677 even- 
Ings or leave message. 61)45 
14. Boats & Madne 
35' 1961 CABIN CRUISER. Sleeps 7, wood 
boat with 2, 350 mercury inboard gas motors. 
ERC. New paint job Inside and out. Red and 
white, Plus fishing gear and life jacket. Ap- • 
praised at $40,000. Asking $35,000. 
635.5543 after 6 p.m. 6p46 
27 FOOT ALUMINUM BOAT. 6 cylinder Volvo 
diesel tandem trailer, 140 gallon fuel tanks, 
convertible top, seats 8 passengers, 638- 
8854 6p47 
16 FT. SPEED BOAT, TRAILER, 40 HP 
Evinrude plus controls. Great ski boat. Very 
fast. Motor needs lower end.~ Must sell 
$1,500. 636-1468 6p50 
15. MachineN 
1987 PETERBILT CABOVER, Job available to 
the right applicant. Call 635.9722, 6p45 
. . .  ,. 
15. Maohlnery, 
DS.H CAT 4CA, Good runnFng order, NebuBt 
finals, winch. $20,000 060,1.698-7348 :
eves, 698.7317 eves: Burns Lake, ' 4p48 
1964 KENWORTH WATER TANKER. 3,OG0 " 
gallon truck, pumps, tittings'ho¢os, etc. Also 
1967 GMC 1,000 gallon tanker, pumps, hoses 
etc. Call Houston: 845.3374:' ~ 4p40 
TRUCK PARTS. Reliance Semi Rock Box 14Vz 
ft', Eaton bogles complete 34,000 R.T." 340 
Hendticksou 50" walking beams, Front axle ~- 
complete $9,000, Frame 65 Chev. dump 
straight, Transmission 4 slXl, aux. Call Pan at • 
635-6128 21)49 
CRUSHING EQUIPMENT - 75"KW Cat gen." :_ 
w/electrical In shack on 40 fl/tasdem trailer. 
Feeder, portable wlgdzzly 87/='x81/= ' hopper,. ': 
30" belt; Screener, DRIER 4'x8' 3 deck. Jaw 
Crusher, Unvlersal 16"x24". SendScrew 
15'x17", 7th hp, 30.1 ratio. Belt 
318"x36"x42' Ioog & assoded used belts. 
Gear Reduction. Holruyd 8e766. 31.2 non at 
635-812~. 21349 
PUMPS - German Rupp 6" w130 hp electric 
motor. 3" OMC, 2 cyl. elec start, 1" fuel pump 
w/gas motor. Rou at 635.6128. 21}49 
1973 ~J.D, 450 Crawler tractor c/w angle 
blade and winch $7,800.1-695-6568 41)50 
- -  i 
Pollard Equipment Ltd. 
NEW-USED.REaUILT 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT PARTS 
Complete line of Caterpillar 
Replacement Parts 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-663-8295 
501-2287 . 
/8901 Per~ Ro~ Pr t l co  Oeorue,  B .C ,  
IIII I 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638-SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays, 
KEYS FOUND by the Terrace Post Office. Key 
chain has the initials D.L.P on them, also 
Alcan keychain. Owner can claim at The Ter- ,,~ 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle Avenue, Ter- .~: 
race, B.C. ~'~ ~:: : - ~ :';~ 6p47 
LOST A SMALL RED PURSE at the Elks Hall on ,  
Mash 16. Cosmetics and such inside. Reward 
offered, 635-2744. 2p49 
LOST A LARGE BLACK CAT At old Lakelse 
Lake road. He has extra sot of claws. 
Neutered male. If found please call 635-7169. 
Really missed by kldsl 2p49 
LOST 1 PAIR OF EYEGLASSES. Gold metal 
fame. Lost in the downtown area. Call 
635-7545. 2p49 
MENS PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASSES, Italian 
frames, lost on Sonday, March 26/90 in 
downtown Terrace. Probably near Safeway. 
Please call collect 624-9104 for reward. 2p50 
FOUND 1 CHILD'S BRACELET near the Credit 
Union. Owner can claim by identification. Call 
638-1002 2p50 
LOST OR STOLEN in ThomhJl]. Gold engage- 
ment dng with 13 diamonds in a snowflake 
shape. Call 635.2867 if found. 2p50 
FOUND 1 GIRL'S OR LADLES OUARTZ WATCH 
in the 4600 Block Graham. Owner may claim 
by identification, Phone 635-7773. 2p50 
LOST A SMALL RED PURSE at the Elks Hall on 
March 16..Cosmetics and such inside. Reward 
offered, 635.2744. 2p49 
I 
Plan your garden early. I 
Make Misty River I 
Books your first step. I • 
: 4e06 Lakelse 635-4428 I 
20. Pets & Livestock 
FOR SALE MANX KITTEN, 3 months old, Very 
friendly. 632.5230. 6p45 
REGISTERED LIMOUSEN BULLS, cows and 
open heifers from Snowbird Llmousen. Phone 
Emil at 567-4896. 4p46 
REG. BOXER PUPS. Champion stock. Born 
Nov. 25/89. Fawn, white markings $250 to 
$500. K. Wall, Burns Lake, 1.694.3336 4p47 
638-8504 
Dial-A-Message 
A message just for you from the word of God. Call 
anytime Sunday - Saturday 24  hours a day, There 
is a new message every week. 
If you have any questions or comments, state your 
message after the sound of ths beep with you r 
name, numbe r and a d d r e s s . .  
The Number Again to Call: 
638-8504 
Gospel meetings held every Sunday at 7:00 p,m, 
at the Terrace Gospel Hall, 4802 Scott Ave. 
!:  ! : !  
I I , 
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20.Pets & Livestock i ALL BREED ' ]  
MAR-E'0"WNERS,-----Ke'~Stone,Appal .ac..'s" "~hasa I DOG GROOMING i 
new Jr.slre. Helsason of 'Oonr', the leading Reasonable Rates, lO Years Experience I
sire of world and national ehamplon~. + We 
have a few huskings left to Idm, We also have JANE TURNER 638-,8018 | 
several show quality yearlings on d our now Mo~nln9 e or Evenings i 
foals will bearriving soon. Our horses all have 
top bloudnnes, willing temperaments, and the 
confirmation to put yon at the tm of ~ class. 21,  Help Wanted 
Give us a call. 1.698.7457 eves. 4p47 WANTED IMMED/ATELY - Fully qualified hair 
FOR SALE: Lar Bar Misty 1979 AOHA brood, stylL;t. Excellent returns. Apply at The Hair 
mare. Pencil neck and ve~ eleoant mover. Hut, 635-2993. 6c46 
Produces BIG foals. Sire is LAR BAR (Arena WANTED IMMEDIATELY. Full time Old Friday. 
ROM, Sire of ROM rsco, ROM arena and 
supedor performance homes.) Out of POCO Apply at the Hair Hut. Call 635-2993 or 
NARCISSUS, Bred to TIVIOS LAO- incentive plhone 635.2753 after 7 p.m. 6c47 
fund nominated (Kllober - sire of AOHA WANTED 55 PEopLE to lose lO te 29 ppunds 
champ., superior halter, ws pies, trail and per month. Take part in a special promotionl 
working cow horses X Tivlo L'or- NCHA car. Call our toll free Information line 
tlflcats of ability ca•or.) For a May Foal, Pro- 1-978-3008 4c48+ 
duced a beautiful palomino filly by the same WANTED 55 PEOPLE To lose 10 to 29 pounds 
cross. This mare is quality. $2,800, MYSTIC per month. Take part In a special promogonl 
GALAXY GAL 1987 Buckskin brondma|e, Callourlallfrseinfurmationllns. l-978-3008. 
Sire is KIND OF MOVING ROM Race (Lady Bugs 4c48 
Moon. AAAT stakes winner of $191,537 X 
HIdeme AA. AAA/AA producer.) Dam Is Go ONE FULL TIME AND ONE PART TIME position 
Man Go. World champ. QRH 1955-1957 and for sales clerk. No expedonca necessary but 
Paoe Lee • sire of AOUA Champ: Bred to artistio ability an asset. Odvers License rs- 
TIVIOS LAD for Jan. 1991 foal. $2,200. qulred. Hours of work 9 a.m.. 6 p.m. Apply 
These mares have proven lines. Call with resume to Flowors Ala Carte In the 
567-4896 4p46 Skeena Mall. 2p49 
B.V. PONY CLUB 5th annual silent auction, WANT MORE OUT OF LIFE? A little extra 
stallion parade and tack sale, May 5 at the money can mean a lot of extra living. If you 
Smithers Fall Fair Grounds. Breeding also be. are willing to Work and learn, phone for aP- 
ing auctioned off, Pot details,, contact pointmente35.3464 lp50 
Angeltka. 847-5101. RR2Smithers. 4p48 THOMPSON PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT SER. 
2 CKC REGISTERED TOY POMERANIAN pups. VICES is currently accepting applications for 
First shots. Ready to go. $350 - $400. Call the position of on•call community support 
635-4246 6p48 worker. Applicants must possess a valid 6.C. 
ddvors license. To have worked with special 
DOUBLE REGISTERED PALOMINO Quarter interest Individuals is an assot but not a m- 
Horse gelding, 4 years. Winner best local quirement. Please send resume to Box 126, 
yeading 1966 BV. Fall Fair, very gentle, Reg. Terrace, B.C. VSG 4A2. Attn. Resident 
Quarter Horse, 4 years, mare. Both trained by Manager, lpSO 
Hector Thorro, 845-2534 or 845-3219. 4p49 
WANTED: A TEMPORARY KENNEL PERSON 
REGISTERED MINIATURE PINSCHER Puppies. for local vetednary clinic. For details and Intor- 
1st shot, dewormed, tails & dewclaws done. view call 635.3300 between 8 a.m.-5:3Op,m" 
$300. Also, registered west Hiohland, white lc50 
Terrier pup. $450, 632-5294. 6p49 
THE TERRACE INN is now accepting resumes 
PRETTY OUARTERHORSE MARE. Must be sold for the position of waiter/waitress in its eew 
by Apdl 7. She has famous ancestors. $1,500 dining room, The Kermndal Dining Room. 
0601,692•3722 anytime. 4p50 opening soon.' Experience is required. Please 
ONLY FOUR BEAUTIFUL HIMALAYAN cross call general manager Roberl Q, Smith at 
kittens left. $76 if yuu pick up. $100 if we 635.6630 forappolntment, lp50 
ship. 1.692-3722 anytimo. 4p50 
' BREED YOUR BEST MARES tO some of the 23. Work Wanted 
worlds best AOHA blondUnes. "Mita Deep" 
grandson of "Three Bars". "Easy Louton" WiLL BRIGHTEN YOUR HOME. Am well ex- 
grandson of "Easy Jet." "Mite Gorgeous" son perienced in total house cleaning. Won't you 
of "Mite Deep". "Chntavaedy" the most ira- give me a call. 635-6537 6p50 
pressively bred producer of fine horses in all NEED THOSE ODD JOBS DONE? Am expedenc- 
B.C. or western Canadal Standing to a limited ed in all trades, reasonable ratos, call 
number of approved mares, Call for details 635.6537 "will cost you nothing to chat." 
now. 1.692-3722. Burns Lake. 4p50 6p50 
TWO PROVEN QUARTER HORSE STALLIONS 
gentle and easy to handle. Real good i~kersl 
Holder's Quarter Horse Ranch. Box 562. Bums 
Lake, B.C. VOJ lEO 4p50 NOW HIR ING 
ATTENTION HORSE PEOPLE. Summer 1990 A C C O U N T  
(June, July, AugustJ this summer Flemming 
Lake wilderness adventures is offering paok CARD 
horse trips into the back country of the 
eulkley Valley for fishing, photography etc REPRESENTAT IVES 
You bdng your own horse and we supply the 
rest. Limited to ten people per trip. So inquire TO work with major depart- 
nowl For mum Info call Jodi 846-9128. 8c49 ment store. 
SHEL1X PUPPIES ready soon. Tri's, sables, $6.75 - $9.75 hourly. 
also sable male. 4 me. Trained, outgoing pets. 
$200 up. Breeders $500 up. Misthill 1.692. i "OUU' ;~g i  "UOO/  
3403 4p50 
LEGAL SECRETARY 
Terrace Law Office has an immediate opening for a full-time legal 
secretary. 
Applicants must have a minimum typing speed of s!xty (60) W.P.M. 
and experience with transcribing equipment and I.B,M. computers. 
Although previous legal experience is an asset It is not essential. 
Duties will include some bookkeeping, typing of legal documentation 
and ongoing correspondence and general office duties, 
Please forward your resumes to: 
Post 0fllce Bsx 897 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 4R2 
Terrace Health Care Society Presents 
"Len Fabiano" 
"Cadng For The Mentally Impaired Eldedy" 
A Two Day Seminar 
Mr. Fablano is a nationally recognized educator in the field of 
geriatrics. This session is designed to examine areas involved in 
caring for the mentally impaired elderly. Participants will find this 
personal presentation provides each an opportunity to discuss 
and work through personal problems encountered in caring for 
this typB of individual. 
Everyone Welcome 
Place: Terrace Hotel 
Date: April 30 & May 1, 1990 
Tim= 0:30- 4:30 p.m. 
Phone: Tenacevlew Lodge 638.0223 (Ramona) for 
Registration Information 
~ n m  ••mnmmm•mm•mm mu•um m m m mmmm un••m•a~,  
: NOWX' T commL-,mzTY COLLn G  ". 
• ~ In co~unction with the • 
• ~ Dis t r i c t  o f  K[Umat  • 
• i s  offerh~ a 
• 3 -Day  Seminar  on  
• J une  13 ,  14 ,  & 15  • • ffi 
• 8 :30  a .m.  - 5 :30  p .m.  • 
• [] 
• Location: Riverlodge. Klt lmat [] 
• I ns t ruc tor :  NeD Nason .  B.C. Branch  Manager ,  • 
• t • Insurer s Advisory Organization of Canada • 
• Fee:  $240.00  
• ( inc ludes  NFPA Standard  # 13 and  Notes}  • 
i 
• Recommended for anyone involved in the design, • 
[] lnstaUationand maintenanceofauton~ticand~aure • 
i " .p.rotectlon systems: Specific trainlng will be provlded on • rJm mmunum reqmrements. For more information, call • 
• ]~L0b Belsham at 632-2161(District of Kitlmat). • 
• Register through any NWCC Centre, or, = 
• . mall  your registration to: ' • 
• Carol Laraen, NWCC, KIUmat Campus, • 
• 606  Mo~t~dnvtew Sq., Klt lmat, B.C. V8C 2N2 
• ] 'Registration Deadl ine .  Apri l  30th  i 
[ Enrol lment Umlt  +-30 part ic ipants ]
n••ssm•gmn muu mnN•n•••  •SS•[ ]B••NN 
' MINISTRY OF HEALTH 
Institutional Services 
:LONG TERM CARE ASSESSOR 
Community Nurse 3 
COLMPETmON HLO0:eoaA 4t30,086.4156,304 ~ ~ 
Ter~.., a.L..~..Term Ca. ~ .Assessor pesi,m for the Continuing Cml~ogram int~ 
Jsrrsoe mann unit IS avauaz~e Immediately to receive referrals, assess, recommend on 
elnglbfllty and counsel clients and faro lies regarding home support serviess and facility 
placement. Also participates In d strlbution, planning and Implementation f services for 
overall health cam. 
Ooallflcations: RN; prefer BSN (puMIc health content) and some exppdonce; or PHN 
diploma nd three years expedence; travel is a requirement of this position. Transports. 
IJon arrangements must meet Ministry requirements. Applicant subject to satisfactory 
references Including police record review. Certain police reconJs may preclude appoint- 
me,t to this vacancy, Smoke-free policy. An eligibility list for other posltious In the North 
may be establisnon. 
Sand application to Wendy Schm dt, Bnglonal Human Resources Officer, Ministry of 
Health Regional Human Resourses Office North 4th Floor 1600 3rd Avenue, Prince 
George,, V2L 3G6 ' ' 
Weight 
Consultant/Receptionist 
Nutritional Specialist 
Counsellor 
These three positions are now available at 
Terrace Nutd-System. Call Nutri-System at 
638-1800 
and ask for Shauna 
~ Kermode Friendship Centre 
3313 K~um Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N7 
PATHWAY 
DID YOU DROP OUT OF SCHOOL? 
HAVE YOU BEEN OUT OF WORK FOR A LONG TIME? 
DO YOU WANT TO WORK? 
DO YOU HAVE PROBLEMS RNDING A JOB? 
Here is a chance t6 improve your work skills, and overcome those 
employment harriers that exist, learn how to search for a job, and how 
to keep a job. Take part in work experiences... 
This is a computer assisted, job entry program with a high level of life 
skill instruction, in an environment like that found in the workplace; 
help will be given BO yOU can relate your knowledge and learn job 
skills, as well as upgrade your education to that required in your Job 
search. 
Application form can be collected from Kermode Centre•~8:3O am to 
4:30 pro, Monday to Friday. 
Next course will start 10th June 1990. 
COMPETITION IS OPEN 
FOR THE POSITION OFA 
SOCIAL WORKER 
IN'NASS RIVER VALLEY 
This position will he responsible to the Nisga'a tribal council 
central office. 
REQUIREMENTS 
1, Must have M.S.W. degree. 
2. Must have several .years field experience (actually worked 
with families. 
3. Can work with village society groups and service groups 
(Band Councils, RCMP, church, alcohol & drug counsellors, 
medical and nursing stations, school officials, etc.) 
4. Able to establish a network of social worker services with 
four NIsga'a Villages, i.e. teach Band Social Workers. 
Preference will be given to candidates with a general 
knowledge of the Nisga'a culture and language and those can. 
didates who have experience working with aboriginal people. 
Salary commensurate W!th qualifications and experience. 
COMPETITION DEADLINE: APRIL 27, 1990 
Mail applications to: 
PERSONNEUFINANCE COMMI'I-I'EE 
NISGA'A TRIBAL COUNCIL 
NEW AIYANSH, B.C. 
VOJ 1AO 
• ATTENTION: O.N. WELDE 
SALES 
REPRESENTAT IVE  
The largest Import dealer in the Northwest requires 
an experience Sales Representative. 
Applicant must be neat in appearance, reliable, 
must have a minimum grade twelve education and 
be able to deal effectiwHy with the public. 
We offer a good benefits package and an excellent 
earnings potential. 
Resume required. For an appointment contact... 
THORNHILL MOTORS 
• . LTD, 
- :, . :',.+~i ,•• . . . .  ...... :•&:~i~:i, ,~.!:, .. •, 
.!~ . ~ i~ 
'~i", .,:,~ 'Earn extra incgme as the 
: MANAGER 
:~!', : ~,,~ i ,  ~ of s 8mail apartment building:in Kitlmat. 
• Sales and msIntenance'~kllls en asset. 
Please sendresumes byFebruary ! 4, !990 to: 
MaJutlo Mansgament (1081) Ltd. 
Suite 200 -1515 Second Ave. 
Prince, George,, B.C,. . . . . . . .  
V2L 3B8 
t 
Requ i red  Immediately 
WAREHOUSE PERSON 
Terrace Builders • Centre Ltd. has an opening for a person having: 
- A base knowledge of building materials - . 
- An energetic, enthusiastic attitude.and enjoys meeUng the public. 
- A valid B.C, Drivers Llcense: ; 
We offer a competitive benefit & compensation package for the self 
motivated person. • 
Applications, for the above po~ltion,.by appo!ntment only dr forward 
resume to: 
' "  : ,  : - G. McCuleilgh 1 " " 
Terrace Build• Centre Ltd. , 
1 1 Terrace, B.C .  V8G 3B3 1 . .  ~: ~, :~ , , ' ~, 
, Phone 635-6273 
CHOICE8 PROGRAM 
Services to the mentally handlcal~ed ~ " 
JOB POSTING 
The choices program Is ssoldng energeUcpersona to work with people with 
mental handicaps. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
-- Experience In working with the mentally handicapped would be an asset. 
-- Valid first aid certifloete or willing to ob~n.  
--  Class 4 drivers license or willing to obtain. 
- -  Mature, flexible, able to work as part of a team. 
-- On the job trsdnlng Is provided, 8s well es job related courses and 
workshops. 
• If our are Interested in learning more about working with the mentally ha•. 
dlcapped, you can contact: 
Madly• Torch 
Terrace & District Community Services Society 
No. 2 - a216 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 2Xa 
Phone: 835-7863 
Drop in to pick up an application or drop off your resume• 
Rate of Pay as of April 1, 1990:  
Children's Progrsrne $8.82 hr. 
Adult Programs $8.44 hr. 
~ NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
;..d 
B,C. Forest Service Pvlnce Rupert Forest Region 
. - axe offering a" IU 
2-Day  Ceurse"~n 
at  
NWCC Houston  Campus  - Apr i l  23  & 24  
and 
NWCC Ter race  Cmnpus  - .apri l  25  & 26  
9:00  a .m.  - 5 :00  p .m.  
Fee: ~;20.00 
(Doctor'• Certif icate required with registration} 
Eye exam, for colour blindness, will be 
admJnlstered as a requlrement for tble c0uree. 
Anyone wanting to bid on Lookout Contracts or I 
work as_a Lookout Person MUST Imve this trainhzg. I 
Information/registrat ion Is available at any  NWCC 
Centre, or. mail your registration with 
Doctor's Certlfieate to: 
NWCC,  HOUSTON CAMPUS 
P.O. Box 1277, Houston B.C. VOJ 1Z0 
or 
NWCC, TERRACE CAMPUS 
P.O. Box,726,  Terrace B.C. VSG 4C2 
KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY ~ 
,~( ,q  ~1 Boxss'7, .. ~. • ,  . . . .  
] ~ O TERRACE,  B . C . " I I ' ~ " : " 1 ~ 
llri' ,  vso+,. . 
mmmmm ~ 
Job Pos t ing  
PROGRAM COORDINATOR 
Employer:. Kasn House Society 
Location: Terrace Sexual Assault Centre 
Terms: Salaried position, full benefit package upon comple. 
tlon of probationary period. 
Start Date: April 12, 1990 (tentative) 
Qusllf l~tlons: Diploma or university "degree In the field of 
social services or related field. Extensive experience In crisis 
management and in the area of sexual assault, wife assault 
and child sexual abuse. 
Applicants should posseee: 
- -The  ability to plan, organize and implement, community 
educatlonalprogrems, 
--'Ability to recruit, train ~d orientate volugteem, 
- -  To liaison with community groups lind sgenclesl 
Administrative skills are required tO complete monthly 
reports and ecourete client files. 
--Ability to deel~wlth ti le•lain e pmfsaslonal manner and en- 
Sure complete ~ confidentiality. : * ~ : 
Reaumsawlll be a(~cepted b.ntl! 4:so p,m. Apdl 9, 1990 and 
shou ld  i~d '=Zddm~ed to! ' :  - 
23. Wed( Wanted 35.YEAR OLD MALE recently diagnosed wire 
Panic DIsoNer and Agoraphobia would like to 
HOUSE KEEPING GERVICES,,, Thomhlll, correspond er talk to others who have ex- 
6?ssen, and Kleam area oidy,. 0S6.2540 , .pedenced the same symptoms, All repttes will 
• 6p46, be hem Strk:tJy Confidential. Send mpties to 
MALE SENIOR daslres full or part time smplcy. Box 250, c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelte 
merit, any kind. ~ Has drivers ; license, Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 168 @48 
6@5.2000 . 6p46 .< 
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS will doaltere.. My ©lalm on lhee la greet, it cannot 
tigris end me.ling. Fant, professlooai service be forgotten, My grace to  thee Is 
at reasonable prices, Phone 635,9202. plenteous: it cannot be veiled. 
6p46 
NEED WORK DONE? For renovatlor-% vinyl 
siding, any size Job. Contact Norm, 638.1050, 
6p49 
WILL DO SEWING. Grad gowns, bridal wear, 
costumes, etc. Call 635-6426. 61)49 
MOM WILL DO BAB¥SITrlNG in my home, 
Close to h0spltal and park, Full aim pa~l.time 
8eleeied front the BOha'I Holy 
Writings, 
We.  Invite you to explore these 
Writlnge fdrther by  phoning 
635.3219 or 630.9012 
,~Bh~l J  :. Finn 
Seakd 1 
27,1990 el 3:no p.m. Tend~l vdl be ~ l |  
~ne. 
1"~ con~ct ~, f~ ~ proves of am det=~ iw,: 
sewd to mn Ocdj~f~  frm Me/e, t90o Io 
Auo~l SI, 1990 lad One,'Ace to~kout from May ~0, 
1 19so to Aug.1 al, I~O. B0th L00koutl ore a~b 
I ~e ~ '  by ~k:0pW. ~ pe~n~ uonm by ~ C=- 
I trac~ m~t ~ m~ed by ~ ~W o~FRm Tnm 
24,1990. • 
Tlrldorll mum be lul~dttad ~ U141 fon111nd InI14 
enve~ ~ whU~ w*m pmv, u~m, n~ ~ ~. ' 
tal~d frm Be I~ls~ ¢ Fornt~, IX~xl¢l ManaW, as 
ledl~ted. TM lower 0r ~ Im~ler wnl mt ~ 
Invitation to tender for:ground 
maintenance (lawns, ehruN~ry 
and trees) at the Divisional Cen. 
tre, 5220 Kelth Avenue; Terrace, 
B.C. i ~ : , 
'Tender forms andspecifications 
are available from A.W; Anderson 
at the above addreSS., 
Closing date for submission of 
tenders Is April 6.1990 at 16:00 
hours. 
i i 
days. Phens 635-3804. 6pGO 
WILLING TO BABYSIT IN MY HOME In hospltej 
area. Ages 4 ym and up. Men thm Frktey. Call 
e35.4355. 8p50 
24. Notices 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; vidao~, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life Issues such as abor. 
tJon"and euthanasl~ Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635.5427 or 638-0382. 5tfnc 
25. Business 
.... Opporlunltles 
FOR SALE OR LEASE. Two restaurants In Fort 
St. James. One with lake view, Ilcencad din- 
ing room and coffee shop; one located next to 
a motel. 996.7510. tin 
THRIVING HITACHI television retail store, Also 
video rentals, music srid tapes. Excellent mall 
location In prosperous Houston, B.C. Call Los 
at Radio Schank. 045.2663. 8p43 
FOLEY SAW-SHARPENING equipment. Full 
line with many extras. For more Info or to 
view call 692-3389 eves, 4p47 
FOR SALE 20 unit campsite on Hwy. 37 N. 8 
~lles S of Kinsskan Lake or 80 miles S of 
Dsese Lake. With convenience store, 
shawem, 3 summer cabins, 2 bndroom - kit- 
chenetts unit and 4 bedroom home with 
workshop. On 10 beautiful viewing acres, 
Come and talk to us, J. Taylor at Willow Ridge 
Resort or wdto Gen. Del. Iskut, B.C. VOJ 1KO. 
101349 
PRINCESS HOUSE CANAOA, exclusive cp/stal, 
dinnerware and 6iftware. Home shows. Look- 
ing for raps in your area. Must have car and 
phone, Call Janlee 845-2908, 4p49 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY STUFF ENVELOPES 
AT HOME. Earn $600 weekly. Free supplies, 
rush self addressed stamped envelope, 
Hnghes Enterprises, Dept, A-11. Box 964 
Peterboro, Ont. K9J 7A5. 2;)49 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, STUFF ENVELOPES 
AT HOME. Earn S600 weekly, free supplies, 
rush self addressed stamped envelope. H & H 
Enterprises, Dept. A A-11, 171 Rink SL, A 
Suite 263, Peterboro Ont,, K9J 2J6 2pSO 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, PROCESS MAiL at 
home, Earn big dollars. Free supplies, Rush 
self-addressed, stamped envelope to: G & T 
Enterprises, t 97 Hunter St. W., Comparlmant 
20, Peterboro, Ont,, K9H 2L1 2p50 
26. Personals 
LOSE POUNDS, INCHES AND DELLULI~ !QI~ ,~;.~ 
guaranteed. Looking for distributors in Terrace 
and Kltlmat areas. Phone 647.563~ ~'6p48 
632-4333 
Open ~' days e wee]( 9PM -- 9AM 
Answering m.a0hlne 9AM - 9PM 
CONFIDENTIALITY GUARANTEED] 
This AD Iz ~ t~ wtlMua~ a~ !~. 
27. Announcements 
IRENE RITCHEY.OF TERRACE AND BRUCE 
LANG OF KflWANGA0 are pleased to an. 
nounce the engagement of their daughter Lor. 
raise Made Lung to James Terrence Allison 
RathJen of Talkwa, B.C. lp50 
STOP 
SMOKING 
BREAK FREE 
LASER THERAPY 
* Safe * Effective 
• Pa in less  
DIET . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S125 
(Incluc~ 3 ~nmtmente) 
STOP • SMOKING . . . . . .  S47.50 
C*LL ~t.~ce omc ,= ~T 
635-9435 
SI:E. N0.15- 4644 Lazelle Avg.. 
¢OIIPOIIATE nAlrES AVAILABLE 
:(have a SMOKE FREE office) 
i ~  
MR & MRS ARDELL ANDERSON of Terrace are 
pleased to announce the mardaga of their 
daughter Karen Gall to Eugene @sen, son of 
Mr & Mre Elner @sen of Kelowna. Wedding 
took place In Richmond at Our Saviour 
Lutheran Church, March 10190. 1 p50 
28. CaMs of Thanks 
I WOUL9 LIKE TO THANK the ambulance 
drivers that were woddng the night of March 
17, 1990. Also. a special thank you to the 
x-ray staff, nurses and doctors who work at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. All of you have 
NOTICE OF PIlE-HARVEST SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTIONS; 
mm ' OR SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTION 
The following areas have e propoeed prescription that will apply If apPl'0Vai 18 
obtslned from the Ministry el Forests. The proposed prescriptions will be 
available for viewing until May 16, 1990 at the location noted below dudng 
regular woddng hours, 
To ensure consideration, any written comments must be made to Buffalo 
Head Forest Products Ltd. at Box 70, Stewart, B.C. VOT 1WO bythe above 
date. 
Form Of i:leence Cutting Cutblock Area 
Agreement No. Permit No, No. Location (HA) 
Forest 
Ucence A16884 07 04 Hodder ck 56 
12 09 Bell I 80 
12 10 Bell I 69 
17 04 Oweegss 50 
:19 08 Boweer 76 
19 11 Bowsor 9 
helped me get better 
Sincerely, Vernon Parker 
29, In Menlodam 
KALISHA 
SO tiny and Innocent 
She was so aware 
She made our life complete 
We love her so 
Missing the tiny eyes looking about 
The Innocent look that she gave 
The pedect little face, beautiful 
smile she has would glow 
She'd always make us 
smile and liehten up ®r life 
We'll always remember her 
tiny body she has 
She has been from us for 
1 year now. 
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31. Auction Sales --.. - 
CONSIGN YOUR GOODS NOW for our sale, let ~ f f ~  
and 3~1 Sunday of every Incnth, Open Satur. 
day, 1.5 p,m. L,W. Sears Auction, 411)6 Hwy. 
16 East, @35.7624. 41)47 
I w}r.,.. ( R~I , 
| / ' f~T- -  
. _ . . . .  ,===v 0u .  . . . . . . .  ISLAND CAMPGRI D! 
The City of Terrace is seeking tenders for the operauofi of 
A..ew ~ ! -  
sp tof I ::, , ' :  
. . . .  i. " ;,:', :'i'irii'~!~ I ::.'," ~;:-. ~ " (i  '~ i  :~ ii: ;: ~ii: !" 
Ferry Island Campground. Work Involves security, fee coitaL- : 
tlon and maintenance duties. Contract docopRe'nts :me 
available at Terrace Parks and Recreation Department, 3220 
Kalum Street (Terrace Arena), beetween 8:30 a.m: and 4:30 
p.m., Monday to Friday. - ' " - 
Sealed Tender marked "Ferry Islnd Carnl?gmund Opera- . - 
tion" should be submitted to: * I :' " ; 
E.R. Hallsor, Clerk-Administrator 
City of Terrace ... :. : .: , ::-' 
3215 Eby Street : , . :  ,:.~ :. .  : :. . , .  
Terraoe, : :: 
V8G 2X8 ~ : : 
before 1:30 p.m., Monday, April 30, 1990• . : : ' i :  
Tenders will be opened in public at that time. 
The lowest or any tender is not necessarily accepted• - } " 
A site visit is mandatory. . , = 
Steve Scott 
Superintendent of Parks and Recreation 
each ldasY0 BUSINESS DIREC:TORy 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - -  BOAT REPAIP,~ 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION -- GAS TANKS - TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS - -  BOX LINERS - -  10 FT. SHEAR February 27189. March 26189 
We'll always love you Ka i l sha ,  ~ 200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS 
Love, Mum, Dad, sister Kelly and aunts, ~ ~ JIM NEID I 
uncles, cousins, and omndparente, great- - -  
grandparents, / (604) 635- 3478 I 
lpso - -  4575 LOWRIE AVENUE I 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 3Y8 J 
A year has gone by, but 
you are still in our 
hearts as if you never 
left. 
God saw you were getting tired, 
When a cure was not to be. 
He closed His arms around you, 
And whispered come with me. 
'You suffered much in silence, 
Your spirit did not bend. 
You faced your pain with courage 
Until the very end. 
You tded so hard tc stay with us, 
Your fight was all in vain. 
But I saw you sleeping so peaceful 
Away from all the pain. 
And I could not wish you back 
To suffer that again. 
From all of us 
who care. 
let's talk 
• 
MR, LAWRENCE (LARRY) PRATr 
passed away in his home In Whlterock, B.C. 
after a lengthy illness, Cremation to follow. 
32. Legal Netices 
~ ~r0vlnce of tt~s~ o~ 
~Us~ ~uon~ Forests 
UC11~  R@BIAb?~VS~MI, ~l~uu~r 
e~ommumavmemmmEmee 
CANAM.¢~ reeOITM eSVCE .4m hie 
IN11~ ~tL~IA 114111iV ~ re l~ U l~ 11E 
remn mlouKe nevtLm,jmm, A~Enlm~ 
(I~M) 
semd ten~ !or ~ fo~ovanO Juve~k~ Sp~ con. 
trois wU ne ~eh, eU by the Bsblct Manage, Mtr~ W 
d Fore~ts, 12@Manet Race, ~ Rupert. B.C. onthe 
date~ s~tm be~ow. 
I~  STeOR08~03 
L4~:  Sken I~r (speeUlc4~ the Wlrdsor Creeks 
and Ga~ e~) znd Baboo Cove. , 
r~  B~d~ North Coast, ~ Juvenile Spa¢lnO on 279 
I~tan~ over 2 yus. 
VUllq OM¢ AprU 24. 1990, LMvlno the above gUiLe 
at 8:se am. ~wl~ of this ,Jte pdor totubml~n0 a Nd 
Dead~ for rtc~l of reader is 15:30 p.m., May 3, 
1990. at which Ume a~l tend~s wUl b~ 0pored. 
PrereOIs~aUon f rthe vk~wlng Iz' req~x~ by calln0 
827.04@0 by ~!  20, 1990, VI4wtng will be knlted to 
7 contn¢ton, with pmfemce being OIven to conbac. 
sagsfactNy in the Nor~ Cmt Forest oL~lct and 
umzly co~leted co.acts In ot~ Isolated cm~ 
wwdop~ zup~d w~ wlth pa-t~m, me/be~ 
tCr~l f~n ~ M~lz~ of F0msl ~ Lar4M~trl¢t 0r 
ReoIon~ I/,an~=r ~.a~, Th= Iow=t or 4my tender 
va not ne¢~m=gy by acepeted, The we~k ~ I~ zd. 
mlm~ by the B~sh ~ IWI~w o~ Forests. 
D  ANE 
FUN L HOME 
ao× 247, shTi i r   .c. • 
Professional counselll~ ,)~7>~ • ; ;-":: I / t  
Memorlalmarkers ~ . . . . . .  ~ )~-'"-. ¢/ . ,1 ,  
Grave covers I" "~ ~ l~F~I t  1 Funeral 
Cremation " ~, "--....~ A.oelatlon 
SPRING CLEANING 
SPECIALS 
s39 95" PENNY B I  MOREl! 
We'll'clean two rooms & hall Cal l  me fo r  upholstery 
"ANY S IZE"  speclalel 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
3514 King Ave. 
Terrace, B,C. 
VSG 4Z3 
i u 
Carpentry Renovations 
"No Job too 8mall" 
Seniors Rates . . . .  
Malcolm Slmone 
Ph, 636-7724 
Weddings Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Curling 
Family Portraits Pesters 
5 sin Passports Limited Edition Pints 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
4809 l.~el~ Avenue 
Terrace IZlHllaa 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants todayl 
STANDAR D 
4647 Lazelle Avenue.  638-SAVE 
i 
TRaNS caNaDa CREDIT  
• '0':2:;;:',';:,,,0,,, 
: let & 2nd Modgagee Homo Purchases ..... 
Bill Consolidation Home Improvements 
i FLEXIBLE TERMS & COMPETITIVE RATES 
, '  USE YOUR EQUITY ' 635-7400 I : i  : Dun'on M. Smith 
I : 2 .4623 Park Ave. Terrace 635-6310 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4026 Davis Ave.; Terrace 
D/rectors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
<: ~ JEAI~IErrE DE FR/~IE 
~t=:  Answering an¢l pager .~lee ~: 
>.e%-~e~;, , ' ; ," • I ~ II " .... I . . . . . . . .  i '1 I 
More legals A15 • r 
i 
BA#DSTRA 
TRA NSPORTA T IOM 
- - - - - - 'SYSTEMS LTD.----- 
,,. $~ e~ 
Dally freight service ex Vanc~uvm' 
• TEL:'(6,p4)635.2728 " , ,m.  
I :  : ~', :i~i"i :~, i : ~, " :  > 
.TERRACE HEALTH 
• CARE SOClEIY 
• , INTEORATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
: I~ :,~ . . . . . . . .  ~,~, : 4720 Hmlolend Avenue 
::~ ~i~ Terrace, B.C. VeG 2W7 
~ " ~ li*g!!~!'~ il ]11 ~ I I : " 
• Terrace HealthCare Society invites 
r . . . . .  TENDERS 
i' for the Grounds Mainter,znce st Mills Memorial Hospital r ld  
Terreaevlew Lodge. ~. 
:Contract 81)ealflcatlons available at Mille Memorial Hospital. 
,~  lowest Or ~y  tender not neoeuarily accepted.: 
;, Signed and:Sealed:tenders to be received by: ~S< ~ ,
,!: ,~ Chldle Llndetrom :, 
' : ~ . ~ ' L ' Dlrectwof Support Services ' : . f 
.... ~i~: ~>~ MilleMemodel Hospital ~:  . . . . . . .  i ~: ~*i~ 
:i i . . . .  ~ i> ~ " : :  ~ (,: 
:#," 
i 
~.'+.. , ,  .,+ ..+ ,+ ~.+.~ .~ .. mr,~'+qm +,+ ~ ~"  ~ '  +<,- m', ~+.  ,"  % ~ ,,+, ,, ~ , .  +~ ',+ 
p, ,o at  n _ ra,-o~n _~t~md~zrd Warlnoetlm, Anrll d 1 O011 
. . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  ++y.  • 
Guess who? 
NO SURPRISES this year in Men's Recreational Hockey League ac- the Lites topped the league on points:and pushed theirway thrqugh :+~ 
tion. It was Skeena Hotel, Skeena Hotel, Skeena Hotel. With the playoffs to victory. { , ; 
backstopping from the best goalie in the league -- Woody Miller - -  
From 61  SCORE BOAR  What;s Up + 
WAPo mP2en.:,l~2og~0tu ce...C/,:[racle 
holding an Easter Party, for 
Recreational Hockey Final Standings: ,~ . . . .  ~ ".+~.,++ aHotel 
Norm He, ,"  42 36 78 
Team GP W L T GF GA PTS 
61 
56 
4 
38 
21 ,.~ 
18 
Skeena Hotel 39 29 7 3 227 144 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 40 26 10 4 234 169 
Inn of the West 40 21 17 2 209 199 
North Coast Wranglers 39 17 18 4 160 151 
Convoy Supply 40 I0 29 I 115 209 
Northern Motor Inn Skies 40 8 30 2 116 189 
Goaltenders Averages: Top-Five Scorers: 
T GP Avg, G A 
Woody Miller SH 35 3.60 Norm's Auto Reflalshhtg 
Carl Beaudraalt NA 25 3.80 Jim Rigler 38 42 80 
Ron Marleau NC 30 4.07 Tim Kolner 31 27 58 
Oerry Lamming NMI41 4.46 Rob Bell 16 30 46 
Tony Paras NA 19 4.68 Andre Qualizza 20 20 40 
Dave Scott CS 39 5.05 RonSmaha 19 20 39 
from B2 
Thanks 
and facilities developed by 
the Foundation. 
Many of  your readers 
availed themselves of the 
blood-pressure screening ser- 
vice we offered during 
February - -  several in-  
dividuals discovered poten- 
tially serious blood wessure 
readings. We hope these peo- 
ple have followed up with a 
visit to their doctor to con- 
firm those readings~ 
It should be remembered 
high blood pressure is a ma- 
jor risk factor in heart and 
blood vessel disease, par- 
ticularly strokes, and it has 
become , inc reas ing ly  
treatable in recent years. 
, Yours sincerely, 
Karen Enriquez, 
Terrace Unit/B.C.Y,H.F. 
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS...IF 
YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE... 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
Wagon hostess is the fight person to 
help you find a place in your new 
community. 
Vl 635.5672 : 
Erllnda 635.6626 
Brenda.Lee 635.2608 
I 
Emile GaSh-,+: 31 27 58 
Bruce Careers,, 31 25 56 
Clint Carruthers 16 24 40 
Tom Turner 14 25 39 
Inn of the West 
'Brian Stevens 31 25 56 
Cfiadie Porter 27 18 45 
Dan VanOs+ , 20 25 45 
Lance Legoeuf 24 19 43 
Dighton Haynes 9 26 35 
Noah Coast Wmaglem 
Gerry Dempster 18 18 36 
Graham Brady 9 19 28 
Alex Gordon 25 2 27 
T0mSheasby 15 11 26 
Steve Schultz . . . . . .  ~. ,d I I 9 L ~ + m 
, Convoy Supply 
JimHollins 13 15 28 
Glen Kathler 19 5 24 
Mike Barg 8 15 23 
Randy Tremblay II 11 22 
children between the ages of 3 
and 6 years. It will be held at 
the Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre. 4542 Park Avenue, on 
Thursday from 1.3 p.m, Pre- 
registration is required. There 
is no charge but a parent must 
attend. Ca)l 638-0228 for more 
info. 
APRIL 23 - 28, 1990 - -  The 
25th Annual Terrace Science 
Fair. Entry forms and informa- 
tion leaflets are available at all 
Terrace schools and at the Ter- 
race Pubfic Library. 
APRIL 28,1990 - -  Spring Arts 
and Crafts Show presented by 
the Terrace Art Association to 
be held from I0 a.m. - 5 p.m. at 
the Terrace Public Art Gallery. 
Appficadons now available at 
the Gallery, Library, Wallinda 
Crafts and Northern Lights 
Studio. 
THERE IS STILL TIME TO 
REGISTER for Terrace Minor 
Baseball. Monday to Friday at 
the Terrace Arena Office. 
THE RED CROSS IN TER- 
RACE needs volunteers tohelp 
with their Sickroom Equipment 
Loan Service. Time required: 2 
hours weekly. If you would like 
to have more information 
about his volunteer communi- 
ty service, please contact Carol 
Glen at 635-2122. 
• k*  ~,k*  
THE KINETI~ CLUB OF 
Terrace hold their meetings on 
the second and fourth Wed. of 
the month. Anyone interested 
in more information about the 
Kinettes or meetings please call 
Gall at 635-9253. 
• k'k ~ 'k*  
CCB/TERRACE AND 
DISTRICT WHITE CANE 
CLUB needs volunteers to 
assist the blind and visually im- 
paired with crafts and recrea- 
tions (bowling etc.) Also need- 
ed drivers to take members in 
and around town. We would 
really appreciate it.Please con- 
tact Felix 638-1285 or Phyllis 
638-0412. 
, ' k 'k*~ 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL 
FAIR ASSN. still collecting 
recipes' fo r  20th anniversary 
cookbook. Please leave at the 
Library in the next few weeks 
so the book can be available in 
time for the Fall Fair. April 
30/90 is the deadline. For more 
info. phone 635-7582 or 
635-2607. 
t *** t  
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
• 'Child Health Clinics" (Im- 
munization Clinics" Tuesdays 
9:30 a,m. - noon and 1 - 4 p.m. 
Weighing and measuring 
children, no lifting necessary. 
For more info. phone the 
Skeena Heahh Unit 638-3310. 
I 
~~t4 t , Free Delivery 
• ."0" Down o.A.c. 
• Same Day Credit Approval 
%,-. ,, , .o,o.o,c..+...T+ , 
~11111rll Crew 
~U Cabs 
from 
,469 
46 mo~ths O.A.C. 
8.9% financing 
,,,, , . .  | .ans+er I 
'~ lU  4x4 l ieU  vans I I  i~lgl Cabs ' i  
from from l i i , l  
=302 =328 = 
.me+ +me.  ' 
Buy or leeme any new or used gag/diesel truck or vein 
for /o= from factory broker with "O" down O.A.C. 
Interoated In sav ing  $2,000? A new ear or truck eveu  2 years? + Call tod ly l  
• CALL COLLECT ANYTIME 
Hank Roundup 8 I0 18 
Ron Titcomb 5 13 18 
. ;.~; ~ ~" ' NMI  OHm~ ~ ~ ; ~,, ,, 
r 
JohnLosier ~ 21 15 36 
Pete Ntckerson 1 34 35 
Dick Shinde 18 9 27 
Rick Terelesky 10 9 19 
M. Myers 14 4 18 
273-7778+ l lmm ml uml veNcles 
• + - - i 
'i 
+ + + + + ~ + . . . . . . . .  ++1++ " "+ '; " ' '+ +'+++''* ~ +'+ L + ~1~+;: + 
• INTERESTED;IN+RUNNING+FORELECTION XuTH.~ m+++ 
? ~ ~ 1990EXECU~VE i/? i i I  
' TERRACE MINOR! ~HOCKEY?,+, +, .. ~ iiii~.li 
. CONTACT HE FOLLOWIHR mSOHS: .... !~ i ,]i~iI 
++ • sharonLarmour ' 635:3161++ • + i ,:i,! / I  
Roy Gibson 635-5251 ~+ . )+ i 
DickKIIborn 635,3661- i  + :+* ::: ~ ~, :~l  
• All nominations most be submltted ln wdtlng to the Nominatlon~mitteeincare'ofTer~ i " j  
. race M nor Hockoy Asso¢ at on fourteen (14) days prior to the Annual GenemI.Meeung • I 
scheduled forApdf19,.1990. . . . .  i!:+. i . ; "  i~  : +,i : ~ +:l 
• Each person belng nmlnated for a posillon must he nomlnated n wdtlng by two per;: I 
sons, and the candldate b lng nomlnated must also accept In wdtlnO l~t n~nlnatlon~ =I 
If you ~VO any questions or need c adf cat on p ease contact any of 1he above .l~rsons .1  
listed or Mr. Sandy Marshall, Pres. at 635.762'3. : : : : , i i~,l , 
, • r = , . ,+  
ALK,  
I ~ # + i  ++;+;""~~+'  + + 
1. The land ot lhe Rising Sun Is lhe nlcknme for which counlry? 
• "k**  • 
HONG KONG MAGIC: VANCOUVER-HOHG KONG $1,499 
includes air fare from Vancouver, 6 nights first class hotel 
accommodation, airport transfers, hotel taxes and service charges 
PLUS 2 extra nights in Hong Kong FREE: PLUS 5000 extra Canadian 
Plus Points. 
• ** 'k  : 
ARCTIC GOLF AVAILABLE.packages from Resolute NWT Include 
accommodation, meals, champagne, green fees, colored golf balls + and 
tees. Golf five holes in five different countries. Eddie Shack to escort 
,, , tour., APRIL 17-24. 1990. + 
, * ,k ,k  . ~ ~ : 
2. Whal lamous trail Is lecaled en Cape Brelen Island. Nova Sco0a? 
AIR CANADA Is the fist Canadian carrier to use Bagtrac,,a 
computerized baggage tracing system that claims to return 'luggage to 
passengers in record time. 
" "k* -k  ~ 
+ 
TERRACE-LOS ANGELES - $489.00 plus taxes, limited availability; 
special packages also available for the summer. , 
• ,k * ,A- Ile~J. Ioqeo "~ uedel' I. 
These Specials Are Available Through All Travel Aoentsl 
CATCH THE SPIRIT AT 
Skeene Moil 
p ,  
Itadme J 'haek 
AUTHORIZED SALES CENTRE 
GRAND OPENING" 
New Location 4718 Lazelle Ave. 
l : i J i~ i  i I "k PRIZES +ii ~*ii++ - : m m i ~  TANDY l See detall+ In atore * ~  
Served on Saturday 
I I TA,DY IOO0.X ,+ I 
I I +++.°'+E~+ t ~ +  +~+:++~++++++++++++:++ 
3e4K nm expandable to 64OK, eoos I (EDitor stmd not Irme+d}.. ! ! L ~ "  ! '~ J I  
pmms.s~, moos s,s li, mml, 10,.key / 2+~'rO0]!2_+:eOSO_Aeg's~t.em~~+'++.'+'~ ~IP,~+ O40m mom eom ~..s~, 
, .+ ,+ ,+ , ,  +. , m. , ,o ,+ =v, I ddvecompietewl thmRGS,11  h lghreso lu t lm l " umy*  . ~ . 720KdlskddvecompletewithanRGB.11NOh 
+o,'+&:% '+,,+~+°!"+,s+°,+~,,]:o~+ / .,+=,t / - -  . - -~-~ ,.o c+®. ~t~t'e°~t~.~ ',°, I • s~' ==995 ~ "+'10 + + ~ l +  .so+.., . , . , , , , ,  
• MANY MORE UNADVERTISED DALLY SPECIALS!! 
INSTORE STOCK ONLY - LIMITED QUANTITIES - TERRACE STORE ONLY 
bdmghaek  4718 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
AUTHORIZED SALES CENTRE 635-7767 
e9 @°lemp° I S225 
per month 
. o .o .  THE ENTIRE STOREt 
8.r/,,+m PLUS 
• ~r Dally Door Prizes ,k Cappucmino Bar 
i ,'k One Grand Prize +i  ~ + :, ,+ : 
• MANY MORE UNADVERTISED 
SPECIALSI ! CARMENS KITCH°°'+°++ EN'+ i+ , ' 
< "!l 471S ~ ' l  e l  4 ' ' Ave. ~ ~ l  '63S '231  
) 
